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COLLEGE CALENDAR 
1961 
June 19 
July 3 
July 22 
July 24 
Monday, 9 :00 A.M.-Registration for first tenn 
of Summer School. 
Monday-A holiday. 
atiirday-Fir t term end . 
Monday, 9 :00 A.M.- Registration for second 
term of Summer School. 
August 26 Satttrday-Second term ends. 
September 9 Satitrday, 10 :00 A.M.-Freshman and Sopho-
more Counselors Meeting. 
September 10 Sitnday, 3 :00 P.M.-Dormintories open to Fresh-
men and new students. Fresh-
men and new students must 
report for Orientation. 
September 11-12 Monday and Tuesday-Faculty Workshop. 
Sept. 11, 12, 13 Monday, Tiiesday, Wednesday-Orientation Pro-
gram. Required of all Freshmen 
and new students. 
September 14 Tlmrsday- Registration of Freshmen and new stu-
dents. 
September 15 Friday-Registration of Upperclassmen. 
September 16 Saturday, 8 :30 A.M.-Instruction begins. 
September 23 Saturday-Last day for class changes or late 
registration. 
October 13-14 Friday and Satttrday- Wofford-Newberry Foot-
ball Game at Orangeburg and 
Founder's Day - Holidays. 
Holiday begins 5 :00 P.M. Oc-
tober 12 and ends 8 :30 A.M. 
ctober 16. 
College Calendar 
November 4 
November 13 
November 22 
November 27 
December 16 
1962 
January 3 
January 18 
January 19-24 
January 26 
January 29 
January 30 
February 6 
April 2 
April 17 
April 25 
May 24 
May 25-30 
June 2 and 3 
5 
S att,rday-Homecoming 
Faculty submits mid-semester reports to Registrar. 
Wedtiesday, S :00 P .M.-Thank giving holidays 
begin. 
Monday, 8 :30 A.M.-Thanksgiving holidays end. 
Saturday, 2 :00 P.M.- Christmas holidays begin. 
W ed11esday, 8 :30 A.M.-Christmas holidays end. 
Thursday-Reading Day. 
First semester final examinations. 
Friday, 2 :00 P.M.-Entering new students report 
for Orientation. 
Monday- Registration for second semester. 
Tuesday, 8 :30 A.M.- Instruction begins. 
Tuesday-Last day for class changes or late 
registration. 
Faculty submits mid-semester reports to Registrar . 
Tuesday, 5 :00 P.M.- pring holidays begin. 
W ed11esday, 8 :30 A.M.-Spring holidays end. 
Thursday-Reading Day. 
Final examinations. 
Saturday and Sunday-Commencement. 
1961 
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Board of Trustees 7 
BOARD OF TRUSTEES 
EDWARD K. HARDIN, Chairman 
Chester, S. C. 
FRANCIS T. CUNNINGHAM, Vice-Chmn. 
Anderson, S. C. 
CHARLES POLK, Secretary 
Columbia, . C. 
SA fUEL M. ATKINSON 
Lake City, S. C. 
Boom~ M. BowE 
Atlanta, Ga. 
T.C.CANNON 
York, S. C. 
C. FRANK DuBosE, JR. 
Easley, S. C. 
RALPH A. DURHAM 
Ruffin, S. C. 
FRA K D. EVANS 
Holly Hill, S. C. 
T. J. GASQUE 
Marion, S. C. 
E. E. GLEN 
Rock Hill, S. C. 
TED E. }ONES 
Hartsville, S. C. 
R SSELL KING 
Darlington, S. C. 
WALTO J. McLEOD, JR. 
Walterboro, S. C. 
ROGER MILLIKEN 
Spartanburg, S. C. 
J. CARLISLE SMILEY 
Orangeburg, S. C. 
w. CANTEY SPROTT 
Summerton, S. C. 
PAUL c. THOMAS 
Spartanburg, S. C. 
JAMES F. TRAMMELL 
Camden, S. C. 
THOMAS T. TRAYWICK 
Cope, S. C. 
H. M. GlLBf.RT 
Florence, S. C. 
COMMITTEES OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES 
Budget: Roger Milliken, Edward K. Hardin, Charles F . Marsh, Ex-
officio. 
Buildings and Grounds: Roger Milliken, Ralph A. Durham, Frank 
D. Evans, J. Carlisle Smiley, James F. Trammell. 
Development: Walton J. McLeod, C. Frank DuBose, Jr., Ralph 
A. Durham, H. McTyeire Gilbert, Francis T. Cunningham. 
Edi"ation: Boone M. Bowen, T. C. Cannon, Ted E. Jones, Russell 
King, Charles Polk, Thomas T . Traywick. 
Executive and Fina11ce: Edward K. Hardin, Franci T.Cunningham, 
Charles Polk, Walton J. McLeod, Roger Milliken, Paul C. 
Thomas, Thomas T. Traywick. 
Honorary Degrees: Samuel M. Atkinson, Earl E. Glenn, W. Cantey 
Sprott, Edward K. Hardin, Ex-officio. 
Investments: Paul C. Thoma , Thoma J. Gasque, Edward K. Hardin. 
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ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICERS 
CHARLES FRANKLIN MARSH, A.B., A.M., Ph.D. Wofford Campus 
President 
*WALTER KIRKLAND GREENE, A.B., A.M., M.A., Ph.D., LL.D., Litt.D. 
President, Emeritus Ashland, Va. 
PHILIP STANHOPE CovINGTON, A.B., A.M., Lit.D. Wofford Campus 
Dean of the College 
SAMUEL FRANK l..ocAN, A.B., A.M. 
Dean of Students Wofford Campus 
BATES LUPO SCOGGINS, A.B., A.M. 
Registrar and Director of Admissions 
359 Amherst Dr. 
HAROLD STEPHE SMlTHYMAN, A.B. 
Bursar 
242 E. Cleveland St. 
HERBERT HucK , JR., A. B., A.M., B. A. in L.S. 
Librarian 470 S. Hampton Drive 
MARY SYDNOR DuPRE 
Librarian, Emeritus 
662 Otis Boulevard 
THOMAS KELLER COGSWELL 108 Lakeview Dr. 
Director of Public Relations and Alumni Affairs 
C.ONLEY TRrGG SNIDow, B.S. 364 Connecticut Ave. 
Director of Athletics 
ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF 
EUGE NE FOSTER ALEXA DER, A.B. 305 Amherst Dr. 
Business Manager of Athletics 
SAM ORR BLACK, M.D. 
Director of Student Health 
561 Sherwood Circle 
SAM ORR BLACK, JR., M.D. 
College Physician 
392 E. Main St. 
*Deceased, Jan. 9, 1961. 
Administrative Staff 9 
WILLIAM EARLE BurcE Boiling Springs Road 
Director of Food Services and Canteen 
CERMETTE J. CLARDY, JR., A.B. Apt. C-4, Campus 
Assistant Director of Admissions 
]OHN ROBERT CURRY 
Superintendent of Buildings and Grounds 
199 Evins St. 
REESE EDWARDS GRIFFIN, A.B., B.D., A.M. Rt. 3, Box 32 
Director of Religious Activities 
SAMUEL ROBERT MOYER, A.B., A.M. 1785 Hillcrest Blvd. 
Director of Music 
WILLIAM WOODROW SCHEERER, B.S., A.M. 2423 Wallace Ave. 
Director of Intramural Sports 
ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANTS 
MRS. EARL c. ALFORD 
College Nurse 
MR . HAZEL D. ALLEY 
Assistant to the Bursar 
296 Wofford Campus 
405 Forest ve. 
Miss BETTY AsHE No. 3 Bell Hill Apts., E. Main St. 
Secretary to the Dean of Students 
MRS. ELIZABETH MILLER BLANTON 131 Hancock Avenue 
Secretary to the Military Science Department 
Miss DOROTHY J. BURNETT 
Switchboard Operator 
Miss MARY LYNN CALDWELL 
Secretary to the Dean of the College 
MR. VERNON L. CALDWELL 
Athletic Trainer 
Mrss SHIRLEY ANN CoBB 
Secretary to the Registrar 
534 Wofford t. 
402 Pine St. 
713 Palmetto St. 
5 Brook St., Lyman, S. C. 
10 
MRs. WINNIE . Cox 
Secretary to the President 
MRS. ANNIE DANIEL 
Hostess 
MRs. MARY Louise GA1 e 
Secretary to the Registrm· 
MRS. RUTH HAMBY 
Secretary to the Dean of StiuJ.e11ts 
MRS. ESTHER J. HAMMOND 
Hostess 
MRs. Bess MULLIKIN 
Hostess 
MR . GWENN B. PETTIT 
Assistant to the Bursar 
MI s MARY ELJZABETH RICHARDSO . 
Advance Fund Secretary 
MR . BETTY MITH TEVI': . 
Catalogue of Wofford College 
392 Forest Ave. 
Greene Hall 
192 W. Hampton Ave. 
498 Pinckney Court 
Carli le Hall 
Snyder Hall 
310 Briarwood Rd. 
13 cruggs vc. 
Secretary to the Director of Athletics 
Rt. 4, Crestwood Acres 
MRs. HELE:N BRANYON UPTo · 
Assistant A lunmi Director 
MRS. DORIS N E ADE 
Secretary to the Bursar 
MR . UMTER SMITH Vi INGFIELD 
Assistant Librarian 
732 Palmetto St. 
236 E. Cleveland t. 
201 N. Park Dr. 
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T~E l=ACULTY 
FRED THOMAS AoAMS, A.B., A.M., Ph.D 
Associate Professor of Sociology 
A.B., A.M., University of Alabama; 
Ph.D., Tulane University 
114 Old Georgia Road 
EORGE COTTO UTH AoA t , A.B., A.M., Ph.D. 425 . Fairview 
Ave. Professor of Romance Languages 
A.B., A.M., Ph.D., University of North Carolina 
Euce e FosT£R AL£XANDER, A.B. 305 Amherst Drive 
Business Manager of Athletics and Basketball Coach 
A.B., University of South Carolina 
MASTER SERGENT CARL DEAN BECK 
Assistant in Military Scie11ce 
113-6 Crystal Springs Apts. 
MAURICE E. BLEVI s, B.S., Ph.D. 
Professor of Physics 
B.S., Ph.D., Duke University 
CAPTAI MARK MYATT BONHAM, jR., B.A. 
Assistant Professor of Military Science 
B. ., University of Florida 
\ tLLJAM RAYMON D Bo R E, A.B., A.M. 
Professor of Modern Languages 
A.B., Wofford College ; A.M., University 
of North Carolina 
JAME BRAKEFIELD, B. ., A.M. 
Coach 
B.A., Centre College; 
A.M., College of William and Mary 
ER 10N LEE CALDWELL, B.S., M.S. 
Assistant Professor of Physical Editeatio1i 
B.S., Carson-Newman College ; 
M.S., University of Tennessee 
.ARv10 ]oH CARLSO ·, A.B. .M. 
Associate Professor of Hi-story 
A.B., .M., University of Michigan; 
A.M., Princeton University 
98 Cantebury Road 
703 Schuyler Apt ·. 
407 Lucerne Dr. 
350 Amherst Dr. 
713 Palmetto St. 
560 Boyd t. 
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CHARLE EDWARD CAUTHEN, A.B., A.M., Ph.D 861 Glendalyn Ave. 
John M. Reeves Professor of History 
A.B., Wofford ,College; A.M., Columbia University; 
Ph.D., Umvers1ty of North Carolina 
WILLIAM PINCKNEY CAVIN, A.B., A.M., Ph.D. 779 Kenmore Dr. 
Professor of Chemistry 
A.B., Wofford .College; A.M., Duke University; 
Ph.D., University of North Carolina 
LAWRE CE HARRJS CHEWNING, JR., B.A., M.A,. Ph.D. 104 Beth Ct. 
Professor of English 
B.A., Furman University; M.A. Ph.D. 
University of Virginia ' ' 
KENNETH DANIEL COATES, A.B., A.M. 
Professor of English 
A.B., A.M., University of North Carolina 
Lr,;5TER HUBERT COLLOM , A.B., B.D., Ph.D. 
Professor of Philosophy 
A.B., Emo:y a~d Henry College; B.D., 
Emory Umvers1ty; Ph.D., Duke University 
PHILIP TA HOPE COVINGTON, A.B., A.M., Lit.D. 
Professor of English 
A:B., Emory University; A.M., Duke University· 
L1tt.D., Wofford College ' 
*HARRY DONALD DOBBS, A.B ., M .. 
Assistant Professor of Biology 
A.B., M.S., Emory University 
JoHN DANIEL DUKE, .B., M.A. 
Associate Professor of Psychology 
A.B., M.A., University of orth Carolina 
349 Ammons Rd. 
666 Palmetto t. 
272 Wofford 
Campus 
335 Crestview Dr. 
Ro ewood Ave. 
HuGo ALFRED FERCHAU, B.S., Ph.D. 
Associate Professor of Biology 
103 Greengate Lane 
B.S., College of William and Mary · 
Ph.D., Duke University ' 
MARIE GAGARINE 
Professor of Russian Language 
Tagantse~ Gi!'.1mazya! St. .Petersburg, Rus ia ; 
Rayev H1stoncal-Ph1lologica In titute, 
St. Petersburg, Russia 
*On leave of absence. 
773 E. Main St. 
The Faculty 
SERGEANT FIRST CLASS TEX HENRY GARDNER 
Assistant in Military Science 
13 
425 E. Shore Dr. 
FRED GLENN 204 W. Arlington, Greer, S. C. 
Instructor in Applied Mathematics 
Bachelor of Engineering, Clemson College 
BOYLSTON GREEN, A.B., M.A., Ph.D., D.Litt., LL.D. 
Associate Professor of English 
A.B., M.A., D.Litt., University of South Carolina; 
Ph.D., Yale University; LL.D., Southwestern 
at Memphis 
RF.ESE EDWARDS GRIFFIN, A.B., B.D., A.M. 
Assistant Professor of Religion 
A.B., B.D., A.M., Emory University 
161 N. Fair-
view Ave. 
Rt. 3, Box 32 
WILLIAM WALTER HALLIGAN, JR., A.B., A.M. 296 Wofford Campus 
Assistant Professor of Education and Psychology 
A.B., Hampden-Sydney College; 
A.M., University of Virginia 
JOHN VICTOR HANCOCK, B.S., M.A. 
Associate Professor of Mathematics 
B.S., Memphis State University 
M.A., University of Georgia 
WILLIAM CHAPMAN HERBERT, A.B., A.M. 
Professor of Education, Emeritus 
A.B., Wofford College; A.M., 
Columbia University 
106 Wrightson Ave. 
136 Ponce de Leon Ave. 
JoHN QurTMAN HILL, B.S., B.A. (Oxon.), M.A. (Oxon.) 
John M. Reeves Professor of Mathematics 706 Hollywood St. 
B.S., Wofford College; B.A., M.A., Oxford University 
THOMAS M. HUMPHREY, B.S., M.S. 579 W. Main St. 
Assistant Professor of Economics and Business Administration 
B.S., M.S., University of Tennessee 
*LEWIS PINCKNEY JoNES, A.B., A.M., Ph.D. 325 Rivermont Dr. 
Professor of Hi.story 
A.B., Wofford College ; A.M., Wofford College; 
Ph.D., University of North Carolina 
*Secretary of the faculty . 
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WALTER RAYMOND LEONARD, A.B., A.M., Ph.D. 
l oh11 M. Reeves Professor of Biology 
A.B., Tusculum College; A.M., Ph.D. 
Vanderbilt University 
CAPTAIN MURRAY MARTIN LEWIS, B.A. 
Assistant Professor of Military Science 
B.A., Salem College 
}AMr.s CARR LOFTIN, B.S., M.S., Ph.D. 
Professor of Chemistry 
B.S., Virginia Military Institute· 
M.S., University of North Carolina ; 
Ph.D., University of North Carolina 
110 Pinetree Circle 
2289 Withers Court 
206 Lakewood St. 
Woodland Height. 
SAMUc:L FRANK LocA , .B., A.M. 134 Wofford Campus 
Associate Prefessor of History 
A.B., Wofford College; A.M., Duke University 
WrLLIAM CaARLF.S McCARRE , A.B. 202 Converse Circle 
Coach 
A.B., Emory and Henry College 
. }EssE McCoY, A.B., M.A., Ph.D. 401 Connecticut Ave. 
P1·of essor of English 
A.B., Wofford College; M.A., Ph.D., 
Duke University 
COLONEL EDWARD REEVES MADDOX, B.S. 
Professor of Military Science 
B.S., Clemson College 
HARLES FRA KLIN MARSH, A.B., A.M., Ph.D. 
114 Lan ford Road 
President and Professor of Economics 148 Wofford Campu 
. B., Lawrence College; A.M., Ph.D., 
University of Illinois 
VrncENT EARL MILLER, B.A., Ph.D. 
Associate Professor of English 
B.A., New York State College for Teachers· 
Ph.D., University of Minnesota ' 
771 Palmetto St. 
AMUEL ROBERT MOYER, A.B., A.M. 1785 Hillcrest Blvd. 
Professor of Art and Music 
A.B., Albright College; A.M., Wofford College 
The Faculty 15 
CHARLES FRANKLIN NESBITT, A.B., B.D., A.M., Ph.D 411 Mills Ave. 
John M. Reeves Professor of Religion 
A.B., Wofford College; B.D., Emory University 
A.M., Ph.D., University of Chicago 
CLARENCE CLIFFORD NORTON, B.S., A.M., Ph.D., LL.D. 
John M. Reeves Professor of Sociology 526 Gadsden Ct. 
B.S., Millsaps College; A.M., Emory University ; 
Ph.D., University of North Carolina ; 
LL.D., Wofford College 
WtLLIAM ALONZO PARKER, A.M., M.A. 123 Harvard Dr. 
Associate Professor of Physics 
A.B., Davidson College; M.A., Duke University 
RAYMO ND AG EW PATTERSON, A.B., A.M. 
Professor of Chemistry, Enierit11s 
A.B., Wofford College; A.M., Wofford College 
How ARD MclEvER PEGRAM, A.B., A.M. 
Associate Professor of Mathetnatics 
A.B., Wofford College; 
A.M., Duke University 
133 W. Lee St. 
307 W. Birnie St. 
Gaffney, . C. 
DAVID HYDE PRINCE, A.B., M.A., Ph.D. 410 Hampton Dr. 
Associate Professor of Education and Psychology 
A.B., M.A., offord College; 
Ph.D., University of North Carolina 
HAROLD ERNEST ROBINSON, B.S., M.S., Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor of Biology 114-1 Crystal Springs Apt . 
B.S., Ohio University; M.S., University of 
Tennessee; Ph.D., Duke University 
JoHN LEONARD SALMON, A.B., A.M. 175 N. Fairview Ave . 
John M . Reeves Professor of Foreign La11guages, Emeritus 
A.B., Centre College; A.M., Harvard University 
WILLIAM WOODROW SCHEERER, B.S., .M. 
Professor of Physical Education 
B.S., Memphis State College; 
A.M., Columbia University 
BATES LUPO SCOGGINS, A.B., A.M. 
Associate Professor of History 
A.B., A.M., Wofford College 
2423 Wallace Ave. 
359 Amherst Dr. 
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JOSEPH SECOND!, A.B., A.M. 
Associate Professor of English 
A.B., A.M., University of Virginia 
654 Blue Ridge St. 
EDWARD HAMPTON SHULER, B.S. 126 E. Cleveland St. 
Professor of Applied Mathematics, Emeritus 
B.S., Clemson College 
C NLEY TRIGGS mow, B. 364 Connecticut Av . 
Director of Athletics 
B.S., Roanoke College 
MAs'rER SERGEANT JoHN WILLIAM SUTPHIN 193 Boundary Dr. 
Assistant in Military Science 
PIETER W. VAN Nuis, B.A. 
Assistant Professor of Philosophy 
B.S., Calvin College 
LEGRAND JosEPH WELLER, B.S., A.M. 
Assistant Professor of Governmettt 
B.S., Louisana State University; 
A.M., Duke University 
G. DEE WILLIS, B.B.A., M.S.C. 
Assistant Professor of Economics 
B.B.A., Memphis State University; 
M.S.C., University of Alabama 
10 Montgomery Dr. 
129 Briarwood Rd. 
315 Briarwood Rd. 
F.RGEANT FIRST CLA s GORDON RAYMOND WOODLY 
Assistant in Military Science 342 Amherst Dr. 
WILLIAM w. WRIGHT, JR., B.B.A., M.A. 
Assistant Professor of Economics 
B.B.A., University of Georgia; 
M.A., University of Georgia 
235 Belmarc Dr. 
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COLLEGE COMMITTEES* 
1960-1961 
ADMINISTRATION 
Admissions and Academic Standing: The Dean, the Registrar, and 
the Dean of Students. 
Catalogue: The Dean, the Registrar, and the Dean of Students. 
Student Financial Aid: The Dean, the Registrar, the Dean of Stu-
dents, and the Bursar. 
Discipline: S. R. Moyer, D. H. Prince, and W.W. Wright. 
FACULTY 
Advisory Council: L. H. Chewning, J. Q. Hill, J. C. Loftin, H. M. 
Pegram, D. H. Prince. 
Athletics and Physical Education: W. A. Parker, W. W. Halligan, 
H. M. Pegram, W.W. Scheerer, B . L. Scoggins, C. T. Snidow. 
Currirnlmn: C. E. Cauthen, M. E. Blevins, W. R. Bourne, W. P. 
Cavin, P. S. Covington, J. Q. Hill, S. J. McCoy, C. F. Nesbitt. 
Graduate Scholarships and Fellowships: K. D. Coates, F. T . Adams, 
J. D. Duke, H. A. Ferchau, J. C. Loftin. 
Honorary Degrees: R. . Patterson, C. C. Norton, J . L. Salmon. 
Lectures: P. S. Covington, G. C. . Adams, B. Gr en, R. E. Griffin, 
. F. Logan, S. R. Moyer. 
Library: V. E. Miller, Herbert Huck , W. R. Leonard, Joseph 
Secondi, P. van Nuis, J . L. Weller. 
Religious Activities: C. C. Norton, A. J. Carlson, L. H. Colloms, R. 
E . Griffin. 
ROTC: Col. E. R. Maddox, G. Alexander, Capt. M. Bonham, P. 
S. Covington, J. V. Hancock, Capt. M. M . Lewis, S. F. Logan, 
B. L. Scoggins. 
Student Activities: S. F. Logan, Capt. M . Bonham, J. A. Brake-
field, V. L. Caldwell, T. M. Humphrey, W. C. McCarren, G. D. 
Willjs. 
*First name on committee (except Advisory Council ) designates chairman. 
The President is ex officio member of all committees. 
General Statement 
DEGREES 
Wofford College is the South Carolina Methodist College for 
men. 
T~e College grants the degrees of Bachelor of Arts and Bachelor 
of Sc1en.c~ . . The College also confers the honorary degrees of Doc-
tor of Divmtty, Doctor of Laws, Doctor of Letters, Doctor of Litera-
ture, and Doctor of Science. 
HISTORY 
. The. Reverend Benjamin Wofford, a local minister of the Metho-
dist Episcopal Church, South, died in the town of Spartanburg, S. C., 
December 2, 1850. He left in his will a legacy of one hundred thous-
and d.oll~rs to the South Carolina Conference "for the purpose of 
e.s~bltshmg .and endowing a college for literary, classical, and scien-
tific education, to be located in my native district, Spartanburg." 
One-half of the amount was to be laid aside as a permanent endow-
ment. 
A charter was given by the Legislature of South Carolina De-
cember 6, 1851. Suitable buildings having been erected, a ~resi­
dent and professors were elected November 24, 1853, and the Col-
lege was opened August 1, 1854. Since that time it has never been 
suspended, though for a period during the Civil War it was not 
above the grade of a classical school. At the close of the war col-
lege classes were again organized. ' 
The donation of Benjamin Wofford was exceptionally large at 
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the time it was made. No Methodist in America had given so large 
an amount to religious or educational objects. The will of the 
founder was clear, so that no difficulty or doubt has arisen in carry-
ing out its few details. 
Measures were taken immediately after the opening of the Col-
lege to add to the endowment, and they were meeting with a large 
and gratifying success when interrupted by the War Between the 
States, 1861-'65. In the general wreckage of the war the endow-
ment was swept away, leaving to the College only its grounds and 
buildings. The South Carolina Conference, however, liberally made 
arrangements to meet the emergency and, by an annual assessment, 
kept the College from closing its doors. This assessment has been 
increased from time to time as the needs of the College required 
and has become a fixed source of income. In the meantime, since 
1870, efforts have been made to restore and add to the endowment, 
and through the liberality of the people of the City of Spartanburg 
and of the State, together with the generous cooperation of the 
General Education Board, Mr. B. N. Duke, Mr. Andrew Carnegie, 
and Mr. S. Clay Williams, the resources and endowment have 
steadily increased. 
AIMS OF THE COLLEGE 
The aims of Wofford College are to place religion at the center 
of its purpose as an institution and to create an atmosphere con-
genial to the development of a Christian philosophy of life and a 
Christian standard of conduct; to maintain high standards in literary, 
classical, and scientific education; to develop a Christian love of 
freedom and truth; to stimulate and develop intellectual curiosity, 
critical acumen, and creative imagination ; and to render the greatest 
constructive Christian service to the individual, to the state, to the 
nation, and to the Church. Unto these ends shall the affairs of the 
College always be administered. 
LOCATION AND SURROUNDINGS 
The College is located in the City of Spartanburg, which, with 
an altitude of nearly 1,000 feet above sea level, possesses an un-
usually healthful and bracing climate. Spartanburg has also been 
long noted as a community with an exceptional social, intellectual, 
and religious atmosphere. Though a modem commercial city, it still 
retains the cultural advantages of a college community, offering from 
time to time opportunities for hearing outstanding leaders of the 
nation in the intellectual and artistic world. 
The College campus consists of about sixty-five acres. 
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Main Building BUILDINGS 
Originally built in 1854, the Main Building is being completely 
rebuilt as a modern steel reinforced concrete structure, preserving the 
building's original dignity and distinction. It will be reopened for use 
in September 1961 and houses lecture rooms, the College auditorium, 
devotional chapel, and faculty offices. 
DuPre Adminiatration Builcliq 
One of the original colonial buildings designed for a faculty 
home has been completely renovated and equipped for administra-
tive offices. In this building are located offices of the President, 
Dean, and Registrar. 
Student Personnel Builcliq 
In 1956 one of the original faculty homes on the campus was 
completely remodeled, and now houses the offices of the Bursar 
and Dean of Students. 
Milliken Science Hall 
This modern and well-equipped science building which houses 
the departments of biology, chemistry, physics, and psychology, was 
completed in the summer of 1960. It was named by the Wofford Col-
leadership, devoted service to and financial support of Wofford 
College. 
Samuel Orr Black Hall 
This building, originally constructed in 1946 as an annex to the 
Science Building, was completely renovated and considerably en-
larged in 1953 through the generosity of Dr. Samuel Orr Black, of 
Spartanburg. It will be remodeled in 1961-1962 and will house band 
and glee club rehearsal rooms, lecture rooms and the Wofford College 
planetarium. 
The Whitefoord Smith Library 
Gifts from Miss Julia V. Smith and Mr. E. L. Archer made 
possible the college library named in honor of Miss Smith's father, 
who for many years was Professor of English in the College. In 
1949, under the leadership of President Walter K. Greene, the li-
brary was rebuilt and more than doubled in size. The new library 
has spacious reading rooms, student carrells, a room for relics and 
rare books, a music room, a projection room for visual education, 
and stack rooms housing 67,000 books. 
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The James H. Carliale Memorial Hall 
This building is a dormitory with modem conveniences and has 
a room capacity of 125 students. It was erected in 1911 with funds 
contributed largely by the citizens of Spartanburg and was named 
in honor of Dr. James H. Carlisle, the third preside~t of ~e C~l­
lege. The building has been complet:ly recon~tructed m the mtenor 
and is now not only a most attractive dormitory, but also houses 
several classrooms and faculty offices. 
The Hugh Ratchford Black Infirmary 
In 1918, Mrs. Ann Jeter, of Union, S. C., lef~ a legacy of 
$5,000.00 to the College. With this amount as a ba~1s, one of the 
campus buildings was remodeled an~ adapted t~ mfirmary pur-
poses-specifically to take care of mild cases of 1ll~e~s. Cases of 
extreme illness are transferred to the Mary Black Cltmc. In 1943, 
one of the residences on the campus was converted into an infirma'!' 
by means of gifts from Drs. Hugh S. Black and Sam 0 . Black, m 
memory of their father. 
Snyder Hall 
Snyder Hall is a dormitory with a room capa~ity of seventy-five 
students. It is situated on the front campus facmg North Church 
Street. This dormitory is an attractive and comfortable buildin.g. It 
is named for Dr. Henry Nelson Snyder, Wofford's fourth president. 
Walter K. Greene Hall 
This dormitory was completed in 1950. It is o~e. of the most 
attractive college dormitories in the South. In addition to rooms 
for 150 students, the building has a spacious lounge, two parlors, 
a classroom and several faculty offices. It is named for Dr. Wal-
ter K. Greene, fifth president of the College. 
Hugh S. Black Alumni Hall 
This building, originally a part of the Wofford Fitting School, 
was completely remodeled in 1953. Its name commemorates the gen-
erosity to Wofford College of the late Dr. Hugh S. Black, of Spar-
tanburg. It now houses the Alumni and Public Relations Offices. 
Wightman Hall . 
This new dormitory, completely air-conditioned and mode~ m 
every respect, was completed in 1958, and named in honor of ~1lltam 
M. Wightman, first president of Wofford College. In add1tt~n . to 
rooms for 120 students, Wightman Hall houses the college dining 
room, student lounge, student post office, book store and canteen. 
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Military Science Building 
This building is located on the corner of Cleveland and North 
Olurch Streets. It is a commodious building affording offices, class 
rooms, armory and storage for the College Army Reserve Officers 
Training Corps. 
The Andrews Field House 
0iginally completed in 1929, this building was made possible by 
the gift of Mr. Isaac Andrews of Spartanburg. It is a spacious build-
ing, with facilities for all indoor sports, and has a seating capacity of 
twenty-five hundred. The building is thoroughly modern, with adequate 
lockers, showers, offices and an intercollegiate gymnasium. A sub-
sequent gift by Mr. Andrews resulted in a considerable addition to 
~e building, including a large intramural gymnasium, showers, dress-
ing-rooms, offices, and a classroom. 
Snyder Field 
In 1919:'20 the citiz~ns of Spartanburg raised approximately 
$30,000.00, which was applted to the erection of a concrete grand-
stand and the general improvement of the athletic grounds. In 
the fall of 1929, a gift by Mr. William A. Law, of the Class of 1883 
made possible ample and appropriate facilities for all outdoor ath~ 
letic sports-steel and concrete grandstand, football, baseball, tennis, 
and track fields-furnishing exceptional opportunities for outdoor 
physical training. 
Planetarium 
A gift from the Spartanburg County Foundation made the 
Wofford College Planetarium possible. The Planetarium offers to 
the student of astronomy an unusual opportunity for the study 
of celestial bodi . 
Fratemity Lodges 
In 19?6 seven att.r~ctive lodges were opened for use by the 
seven national fratermbes on the campus. These fraternities are: 
A~pha Sigma Phi, Delta Sigma Phi, Kappa Alpha, Kappa Sigma 
Pi Kappa Alpha, Pi Kappa Phi, Sigma Alpha Epsilon. ' 
Faculty and Staff Homes 
Three colonial homes on the campus are occupied by adminis-
trative officers of the Colleg-e. 
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Veterana' Apartments 
Two buildings, each contammg eight apartments, were com-
pleted in 1945-'46. These buildings afford living quarters for married 
students, preference being given to veterans. 
THE LIBRARY 
The Library consists of approximately 67,000 volumes, not in-
cluding pamphlets and some unbound files of magazines. With a 
few exceptions, donations of special collections have been incorp-
orated in regular order with the general library. The donor of a 
special collection is, however, indicated by a label in each volume. 
The book shelves are open to all students. 
Though the Library possesses a number of rare Seventeenth and 
Eighteenth Century publications, and some works designed especial-
ly for advanced investigation, the great bulk consists of a practical 
modern working library for undergraduates. Valuable bound news-
paper files, particularly concerning Methodist history, are frequently 
consulted by advanced students from other institutions. 
The collections of the South Carolina Conference Historical So-
ciety, embracing a large amount of original manuscript material, 
are kept as a distinct body, separately catalogued in the library 
building. 
The libraries of the Calhoun and Preston Literary Societies 
were, a number of years ago, combined with the College library. 
The special collection belonging to the Student Christian Associa-
tion is also kept in the College library and administered under its 
regulations. The library has been the recipient of many other 
valuable collections of books. 
Biahop Duncan'• Library 
The collection of 2,121 volumes, assembled by the late Bishop 
W. W. Duncan during a long !if etime, was given to the College 
at the time of his death in 1908. Being the working library of a 
preacher, works bearing directly upon religion, theology, philosophy, 
and ethics form a large part of the collection. Literature, history, 
and biography are also well represented. The collection contains a 
number of rare works and many presentation copies bearing the 
autographs of authors. 
Dr. Carliale'a Library 
The family of Doctor James H. Carlisle transferred to the Col-
lege practically the entire contents of the library room in the former 
president's house. A special room in the Whitefoord Smith Li-
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brary Building is devoted to the Carlisle collection of 2,276 volumes. 
Mathematics, theology, biography, and essays make up the larger 
part of the collection. 
The David Duncan Collection 
Professor David Duncan was the first professor of classical lan-
guages at Wofford College. In 1879 he bequeathed his library to 
the College. This is a collection of over 1,000 volumes of classical 
literature, covering almost the whole field of Greek and Roman letters. 
The Herman Baer Collection 
Dr. Herman Baer, of Charleston, S. C., of the Class of 1858, 
bequeathed to the College complete, bound sets of a number of 
leading American magazines and reviews. 
The Warren DuPre Collection 
Mr. Warren DuPre, of the Class of 1878, left a legacy of $500.00 
to his Alma Mater. This was increased by a gift from his widow, 
Mrs. Carrie Duncan DuPre, of $500.00, and the $1,000.00 was ap-
plied to the purchase of books to be known as the "Warren DuPre 
Memorial Collection." The books so far purchased are chiefly in 
the field of modern American Literature and consist of approxi-
mately 775 volumes. Later Mrs. DuPre added $1,000.00 as an 
endowment, the interest on which is used to increase this collec-
tion annually. 
The Robert T. Fletcher Collection 
Robert T. Fletcher, of the Oass of 1916, lost his life as a soldier 
of his country in France in 1918. The Sunday School Class of Pine 
Grove Methodist Church, Marlboro County, of which he was a 
member, collected a sum of money and sent it to his Alma Mater 
in the form of a Memorial Fund. It was decided to use it as a 
basis for starting a collection of books on various aspects of the First 
World War, to be known as the "Robert T. Fletcher Collection." 
The J. Thomaa Pate Library 
In 1902, Rev. J. Thomas Pate, D.D., bequeathed his library 
to the College. It is a collection of some 858 volumes of theological 
and general literature. In 1943 the College received from Mrs. 
Alice G. Pate $4,758.59, as a memorial to her husband, to establish 
"The J. Thomas Pate Memorial Library Fund," an endowed fund, 
the income from which is used for the purchase of books to be added 
to this library. 
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The Samuel Dibble Memorial Collection 
Samuel Dibble, of the Oass of 1856, was the first graduat.e of 
Wofford College. As a memorial to her father, Mrs. Agnes Dibble 
Moss contributed the sum of $1,600.00 for books in the Department 
of English Language and Literature-$500.00 ~o be used for the 
immediate purchase of books, and $1,000.00 increased by .o~her 
funds, to be set aside as an endowment for the purchase of additions 
to the collection. 
The A. G. Rembert Memorial Collection 
Dr. A. G. Rembert, of the Oass of 1884, was for nearly forty 
years professor in the College. At his death in 1933, he l~ft. his 
library of approximately 3,000 volumes to the Col~ege. This ts a 
collection of books in the fields of psychology, philosophy, Greek 
and Latin, and general literature. 
The Edwin D. Mouzon Collection 
Bishop Edwin D. Mouzon, of the Class of 1~9 •. died in Char-
lotte, North Carolina, in 1937. He bequeathed hts hbrary of more 
than 1,000 volumes to his Alma Mater. 
The E. Toland Hodaea Library 
The late E. Toland Hodges was for many years a trustee of 
Wofford College, and was deeply interested in education. In recog-
nition of his great interest in Wofford College, his children, Edward 
P. Hodges, W. Carson Hodges, and Miss Moida Winn Hodges, 
have presented the library of their distinguished father to the ~l­
iege. This library consists of approximately 1,800 books, to which 
will be added, through annual gifts by his sons and daughters, 
books of current interest and importance. 
The Bishop Wm. M. Wighbnan Library 
The library of Bishop Wm. M. Wightman, first President of 
Wofford College, was presented to Wofford College on June 4, 
1957, by the John Wesley Methodist Church, Char~eston, S?uth 
Carolina through the late Miss May Wightman, Bishop Wight-
man's d~ughter, and the Reverend J. Wal~e.r Johnson, Mini~ter. It 
consists of about 500 volumes, mainly rehgtous, and magazines. It 
will be consolidated with the main library. 
ARMY RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS 
The Wofford unit of the Army Reserve Officers' Training Corps 
(Senior Division) was established during the school year of 1919-'20 
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under the authority granted by Congress in the National Defense 
Act of 1916 and is one of the oldest ROTC units in the South. 
Any student entering Wofford College has the opportunity, through 
the ROTC of earning a col!lmission as a Second Lieutenant in the 
U. S. Army Reserve. The Wofford unit is now designated a General 
Military Science unit, and graduates may earn commissions in any 
branch of the Army except the Medical Corps, Chaplains Corps, 
and the Judge Advocate General's Corps. 
. Enrollment in the ROTC at Wofford is entirely voluntary. Ap-
plicants must pass a physical examination prior to final enrollment 
in either the Basic or Advanced Course. At the time of acceptance 
basic students must have reached 14 years of age, and advanced 
students must qualify for appointment as second lieutenants prior 
to reaching 28 years of age. 
Scope of Coarse 
The Military Science Curriculum is a four-year course, but is 
divided into the Basic and Advanced Courses of two years each. 
Both courses encompass subjects usable in civilian life as well as 
purely military subjects. The Basic Course primarily takes up the 
ame subjects a soldier would be given in his Army Basic training. 
The Advanced Course is selective and competitive and not all 
those applying will always be accepted. Cadets so elected will be 
paid_ appr?ximately $27.00 per month for which they will agree to 
continue in the ROTC for the remainder of their course at the 
institution; to pursue the course in camp training prescribed by 
the Sec:etary of the Army, attendance at which is prerequisite to 
graduation from the college. Payment will be made for travel to 
and from Summer Camp along with the pay prescribed for enlisted 
men of the first grade (E-1 ) with less than 4 months service of 
approximately $78.00 per month while at camp. They will agree 
~o accept apJ>?intment. as a Reserve or Regular Officer of the Army 
tf such appomtment 1s tendered and if commissioned at the time 
of graduation, and subject to the order of the Secretary of the 
Army, to serve on active duty as a commissioned officer in the 
Army for not less than two (2) consecutive years or to serve on 
active dut_Y for training for a period of six (6) months, unless 
soone~ relieved of such obligation or discharged under regulations 
prescnbed by the Secretary of the Army; that fulfillment of this 
obligation is a prerequi ite for their graduation from the institution, 
unless they are relieved of these obligations under regulations pre-
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scribed by the Secretary of the Army and that this agreement con-
tinues in full force and effect in the event they transfer to a~other 
institution. Such students agree to apply for enrollment m t~e 
Advanced Course Army ROTC at the new institution if a unit ts 
maintained thereat. 
ROTC Activities . 
Besides classroom work the ROTC has several extra-curricular 
activities, such as the ROTC Band, Rifle Team and Pershing Rif~es 
Drill Platoon. Instruments and music are furnished for those m-
terested in the Band. The Rifle Team fires in local, state and. na-
tional matches. All necessary equipment is furnished. A mmor 
sports letter may be made by those members making the team. T~e 
Pershing Rifles Drill Platoon performs precision drills for athletic 
activities and parades. 
Draft Deferments 
Enrollment in the ROTC does not in itself act as a deferment 
from Selective Service. The Professor of Military Science is autho-
rized, however, to sign "Deferment Contracts" with eligi~le students. 
Deferments will not be issued to freshmen students until after suc-
cessful completion of one semester. To be eligible f~r deferm.e?t a 
student must be in good standing in both his academic and military 
courses. Deferments in effect will be reviewed periodically to ascer-
tain whether the student is entitled to retain his deferment. Under 
terms of the contract, the student agrees to complete the basic course, 
if enrolled therein; to enroll in and complete the advanced co~rse. at 
the proper time, if accepted therefor; upon completion ~r _term~natton 
of the course of instruction therein, to accept a comm1ss1on, 1f ten-
dered; to serve on active duty for a period of not less than two years 
after receipt of such commission, subject to order by the Secretary 
of the Army; and to remain a member of a R~gular or Reserve co~­
ponent of the Army until the sixth (6~) anmver~ry of the receipt 
of his commission unless sooner terminated; or, 1£ the. Arm"! ~oes 
not require his service on active duty in fulfilJment of this obl1gat1on, 
to serve on active duty for training for a period of six ( 6) months 
after receipt of such commission and to remain a m~mber o~ a Re-
serve unit until the eighth (8th) anniversary of receipt of hts com-
mission. 
EDUCATIONAL STANDING 
Wofford College is a member of the Association of Methodist 
Schools and Colleges, of the Association of American Colleges, of 
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the South Carolina College Conference, of the Southern Association 
of Colleges and Secondary Schools, and of the Southern University 
Conference. 
PHI BETA KAPPA SOCIETY 
The College was granted a Phi Beta Kappa Charter in August, 
1940. The Wofford Chapter, known as Beta of South Carolina, 
was installed in January, 1941. Eligibility for membership in the 
Phi Beta Kappa Society is based upon scholarly achievements, high 
character, and special extracurricular intellectual attainments. 
STUDENT ACTIVITIES 
College life with its various interests offers opportunities for 
the development and enrichment of the personality of the student, 
for developing in him a sense of responsibility, for discovering his 
capacity for leadership, and for helping him to realize the value 
of effective cooperative efforts toward common ends. The many 
and various voluntary activities in which students engage are, there-
fore, not regarded as sidelines to the main purpose of the Col-
lege, but as essential elements in this main purpose-the making 
of clear-headed men of strong character, who know how to express 
themselves intelligently and effectively in the practical affairs of 
life. Insofar as they contribute to this important end, student ac-
tivities are encouraged and sympathetically directed by the Faculty. 
RELIGIOUS OPPORTUNITIES 
Wofford College is a Christian College. For one hundred years 
it has been the South Carolina Methodist College for men. It strives 
to create an atmosphere congenial to the development of Christian 
character, both by general influence and direct instruction and train-
ing. It insists that the members of the Faculty be men of approved 
religious character and that they cooperate sympathetically in main-
taining and developing the religious life of the campus. In the 
matter of direct instruction it conducts departments of Philosophy 
and Religion, which offer courses of study in English Bible, Church 
History, Methodism, Christian Education, Christian Thought, and 
Philosophy. In his own religious activities the student receives en-
couragement and guidance from the Faculty, and the Director of Re-
ligious Life. 
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ATHLETICS, HEALTH, AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
Health d' 
One of the requirements for admission is an acce~table me i-
cal certificate. Instruction in hygiene is given in the required courses 
in physical education. Cases of minor illness are cared for ~oder 
the supervision of the Director of Student Healt? and the Resident 
Nurse, while cases of serious illness arc treated m the Mary Black 
Oinic. 
Phyaical Education . . 
All students are required to take two years of physical education 
or the two years of the basic ROTC course. A sound ~y, .as well 
as a trained mind, is an essential part of the students equipment, 
not only for military servic , but also for life as a whole. 
Intramural Sporta 
Provision is made for organization and participation of intra-
mural teams in various sports, including volley ball, softball'. base-
ball, touch football, paddleball, paddle tennis, golf, ping-pong, bhtzball, 
track and field, tennis, and basketball. All students are urged t~ p~r­
ticipate in these sports because of their influence upon the buildmg 
of healthy bodies and the development of character. 
lntercollesiate Athletica 
A program of intercollegiate athletics is ~ecognizc~ as an im-
portant part of college life, and, on account of :ts e.ducabonal values, 
the College gives to it encouragement and direc~ion. The_ College 
believes in high amateur standards for intercollegi~te athletic~. The 
College is a member of the Southern Intercollegiate Athl~tlc As-
sociation, and its standards conform to the rules and requirements 
of this association. 
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION 
All former students of Wofford College are members of the 
Alumni Association. . . 
Through an annual gift plan, known as The Li~ng Endowmen_t, 
the members of the Association have an opportumty to make their 
loyalty to the College tangible. 
The Wafford Alumni Bulletin is published periodically by the 
Alumni Secretary. 
Admission to College 
Applicants may qualify for admission to the College as mem-
bers of the Freshman Oass or as students with advanced standing. 
Since the enrollment of students is limited, the Committee on Ad-
missions will restrict its selection of students to those who, in its 
opinion, are best qualified to benefit from the educational advantages 
which the College offers. 
APPLICATION FOR ADMISSION 
Application for admission to the College should be made to the 
Director of Admissions, Wofford College, Spartanburg, South Caro-
lina. Application forms will be sent on request. If possible, the com-
pleted application should be in the hands of the Committee on Ad-
missions approximately five months prior to the date on which 
the applicant wishes to enroll in Wofford College. 
GENERAL REQUIREMENTS 
Admission to Wofford College is dependent upon the ability, 
attainments, and character of the applicant. Each applicant must 
furnish the Committee on Admissions a complete record of his 
work in secondary school or college, the required medical certificate, 
the personal information folder, and satisfactory evidence of good 
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character and ability. Students are admitted to Wofford College by 
one of the following methods : 
I. GRADUATTON FROM A SECONDARY SCHOOL 
1. He must be a graduate of an accredited school or the equivalent 
and must submit sixteen acceptable units of secondary school 
subjects, including four units in English and two in mathematics. 
2. He must be recommended by his principal and/or guidance 
counselor. 
3. He must make a satisfactory score on an entrance examina-
tion. (See Entrance Examinations page 33.) 
II. ADMISSION BY EXAMINATION 
In cases of unusual merit, an applicant who presents fourteen 
acceptable units for admission and is recommended by his principal, 
but who is not a graduate of an accredited school, may qualify by 
a superior score on the entrance examination and such other tests 
as the college may prescribe. 
III. TRANSFER FROM ANOTHER INSTITUTION OF HIGHER LEARNING 
Candidates submitting evidence of studies successfully pursued 
in another institution of higher learning are eligible for admission 
with advanced standing, provided they are eligible for readmission 
to the institution last attended and meet the regulations governing 
readmission of students to Wofford College. 
Applicants for admission who have attended other colleges must 
submit complete records of all high school and college work to the 
Committee on Admissions. Failure to submit such records may 
constitute cause for dismissal from the college. 
The basic degree requirements stated in the Wofford College 
catalog in ef feet at the date of enrollment must be scheduled be-
fore enrollment in other courses is requested. 
The grade point ratio required for graduation from Wofford 
College is 1.80, which grade point ratio is calculated by dividing 
semester hours attenipted into quality points earned. Effective with 
Freshmen entering June, 1961, the grade-point ratio required for grad-
uation is 2.0. 
Definitions : 
Semester hours attempted shall include all semester hours attempted 
at Wofford College plus all semester hours attempted at other institutions 
where grades of A, B, C, or F were earned in courses declared by the 
Wofford College Registrar to be comparable to courses in the Wofford 
curriculum. Furthermore, semester hours attempted shall include all 
grades of F, regardless of the number of times the course or courses 
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may hav~ been repeated, regardless of whether the course was or 
wasd not finally passed, and regardless of whether the grades of F were 
ma e at Wofford or at other institutions. 
W ?ruality points earned shall include all quality points earned at 
f o ord plus those earned at other institutions in courses approved 
or transfer to Woffor~ on v.:hich a grade of C or above was earned, 
up to but not exceeding twice as many quality points as semester 
hours charged as attempted at other institutions. Courses on which f g~ade of D was made at other insti~utions. are not accepted on trans-
~, 1 and the .semester .hours and quality pomts earned in such courses 
s 1 n~t be mcluded m calculating the grade point ratio required for 
graduation at Woff<~rd. (In a year course, a grade of D on one semester 
111!'-Y be averaged wtth the alternate semester grade of B or A to con-
stitute a C average for both semesters of such year course, and in such 
case~ the semester hours and quality points shall be accepted and 
credited as though both grades were C.) 
These regulations in no way limit or exempt transfer students 
from other regulations of the catalogue. 
Substitutions for required courses offered by transfer students 
must be approved by the chairman of the department concerned 
and the Dean of the College. 
1:he .maximum amount of credit acceptable from a junior col-
le~e is sixty-two semester hours, exclusive of credit in basic military 
science or physical education. 
No. credit is given for work by correspondence, and not more 
than six semester hours of credit are allowed for work done by 
extension. Any extension work accepted must be specifically ap-
proved by the Dean of the College. 
The senior year of work ( 30 semester hours) must be completed 
at Wofford College. 
v. READMISSION OF FORMER STUDENTS 
A student who desires, following withdrawal from college to 
return to the college ~d . complete the requirements for a de~ee 
should apply for readm1ss1on to the Committee on Admissions If 
a student, during his absence from the college, has completed . any 
un~ergradua~e work in another institution, he must submit an of-
ficial t.ran~cnpt of such work, together with a statement of honor-
able d1sm1ssal from that institution. 
PRELIMINARY TESTS AND EXAMINATIONS 
During the week immediately preceding the opening of college 
all Fre~hmen are given pla~eme~t tests, .on the basis of which the; 
are ass1~ed to proper sections m chemistry, English, mathematics, 
and . fo:e~gn languages. The complete test data become the basis 
for md1v1dual counseling with the student with respect to academic 
and personal adjustments. 
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ENTRANCE EXAMINATIONS 
All candidates for admission as beginning freshmen and all trans-
fer candidates with previous college attendance are required to stand 
the College Board Entrance Examination (Scholastic Aptitude Test 
and Achievement Tests in English Composition and Intermediate 
Mathematics) and make a satisfactory score. These tests are admin-
istered four or more times a year at numerous centers and locations 
over the nation and in foreign countries by the College Entrance Ex-
amination Board. 
Applicants for admission to Wofford College should carefully 
note that they make application for the entrance examination not to 
the Office of Ad·missions at Wofford College but to the College En-
trance Examination Board at the address given below. All other ap-
plication blanks should be obtained from the Office of Admissions at 
Wofford. 
High school students should secure from the principal's office 
a College Entrance Examination Board Bulletin of Information with 
an application blank for the Scholastic Aptitude Test and Achieve-
ment Tests in English Composition and Intermediate Mathematics. 
In the event that this Bulletin of Information with application blank 
is not available at the high school, or if an applicant is not now in high 
school, he should request this material from: College Entrance Ex-
amination Board, P. 0. Box 592, Princeton, New Jersey. 
The completed application and the fee of ten dollars must be sent 
to the College Entrance Examination Board, P. 0 . Box 592, Prince-
ton, New Jersey.* 
As will be noted in the Bulletin of Information, closing date 
for making application for the tests are approximately one month 
prior to the date of the examination. 
Candidates will not receive reports of their tests from the Board. 
The Board will report the results of the tests to the college approxi-
mately one month after the testing date. 
If the entrance examination has been taken previously, applicants 
should request that the scores be forwarded to the Director of Ad-
missions at Wofford College. 
REGISTRATION OF VETERANS 
All Veterans 
All subsistence and allowance checks are sent to the veterans 
by the Veterans Administration, not by the college. Any preliminary 
*Effective with tests given in Sept., 1961, this fee will be thirteen dollars'. 
1 
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inquiries regarding nonreceipt of these checks, therefore, should 
be made of the Veterans Administration. 
All veterans must reach the objective authorized by the Veterans 
Administration with the minimum number of semester hours re-
quired. The Veterans Administration will not authorize tuition 
payments for credits that are in excess of scholastic requirements. 
All veterans must first receive acceptance for admission to Wof-
ford College from the Committee on Admissions. 
Public Law 550 
A veteran who wishes to attend college under the educational 
provisions of Public Law 550 (Korean GI Bill of Rights) should 
apply to the Veterans Administration on VA Form 7-1990 for bene-
fits. The veteran is strongly urged to seek the advice of his nearest 
VA contact officer for assistance in completing this form. After 
his application is processed, the veteran will receive a Certificate 
for Education and Training, VA Form 7-1993, which should be 
presented immediately to the Bursar of the college. 
Under this law, a veteran pays his fees at the time of registration 
but will receive a monthly allowance from the Veterans Adminis-
tration based on attendance and progress reports made by the col-
lege. It is the veteran's responsibility to see the Bursar at the end 
of every month about these reports. The Office of the College Bur-
sar may be consulted concerning extensions of payment of tuition. 
Under this law, the Veterans Administration may approve only 
one change of course; therefore, a veteran should plan his program 
of education with great care. If a veteran wishes help in planning 
his education or in choosing his professional objective, he should 
ask the Veterans Administration for educational and vocational 
counseling on his application for benefits (VA Form 7-1990). 
Public Lawa 16 and 894 
A veteran desiring to register under either of these laws is re-
quired to submit to the Veterans Administration a letter of accept-
ance from the college he wishes to attend. If he meets the require-
ments for admission as well as the requirements of the Veterans 
Administration, he will be given an authorization for education, VA 
Form 7-1905, which he must present to the Bursar at the time of 
registration. 
V eterana Counselinc Service 
Veterans are always welcome at the local office of the Veterans 
Administration located in the Montgomery Building in downtown 
l 
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Spartanburg. The college bursar and re~strar are also glad to 
give assistance to veterans whenever possible.. ' 
Since interpretation of regulations govemmg veterans benefits 
is subject to change, veterans should keep in touch with the Veterans 
Administration. 
SELECTIVE SERVICE 
The college maintains close relationships with the Sel~ctive ~erv­
. S stem and attempts to do all within its power to advise ~tu ents ~; t~ latest developme~ts and interpretations and the special pro-
. · of the law relating to college students. . 
v1s1ons ff ·al ha e v01ced Many responsible educators and government o 1c1 s v 
the opinion that a student contemplating. entering college should n~t 
be deterred by impending military service. So~e students may e 
rmitted to finish, while those who are not w1l~ be well al~ng the 
::th toward the bachelor's degree before entering t~e service. 
Full-time students in good standing may be ~onsid~red for de-
f nt b their local draft boards upon cons1deratton of d~ss 
ermde. (y t d on S s Form 109) results of the Selective 
stan mg as repor e . . , ·1 d b 
Service College Qualification Test, and related da.ta comp1 e . y 
the local board. Those who are called f?r indu.ction .while ~atis­
factorily pursuing a full-time cou:se of .mstruction t~I rece~ve .a 
mandator ostponement of induction until the end o t e .aca e~1c 
ear, pro~iJed they have had no previous postponement of mductton. 
Y d . . S S Form 109 sent to local boards should Students esmng · · 
consult the college registrar. 
r 
' I 
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Requirements for the Degree of 
Bachelor of Arts 
GENERAL REQUIREMENTS 
Beginning with Freshman of 1961-1962, a student ma1ormg in 
one of the natural sciences shall receive the B.S. degree. A student 
majoring in mathematics or psychology, with 16 semester hours in 
the natural sciences, shall receive the B.S. degree. With less than 16 
semester hours in the natural sciences, he shall receive the A.B. degree. 
The requirements for the degree of Bachelor of Arts are based 
on a broad distribution of studies among the representative fields of 
human culture and a concentration of studies within a special field. 
The object of distribution is to give the student a general view of 
our intellectual heritage and to broaden his outlook. The object of 
concentration is to aid the student in acquiring comprehensive 
knowledge and systematic training in a particular field of scholarly 
achievement. These requirements are designed to guide students 
into the academic training desirable for their growth, and they arc 
basic to later study in the various professious. 
Semester Houra and Grades 
A candidate for the degree of Bachelor of Arts must complete 
one hundred and twenty-six semester hours of work or the equiv-
alent, including six semester hours in either basic military science 
or physical education. 
In addition to the one hundred and twenty-six semester hours 
of credit required for a degree, a student must maintain a certain 
average of excellence in his work. This standard is fixed by the 
Quality Point System, which requires for graduation an average of 
at least 1.80 quality points for all semester hours taken, including 
all semester hours taken in excess of the one hundred and twenty-
six required for a degree*. For explanation of the quality point and 
grading system see pages 100, 101. 
A student, irrespective of his grade point ratio in preceding 
years, in order to be eligible for graduation, must complete the 
work of the Senior year in residence at Wofford College with a 
quality-point-to-semester-hour ratio of at least 2.00. 
*Effective with Freshmen entering June, 1961 and thereafter, the grade-
point ratio required for graduation is 2.0. 
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A student must have in his major and related work field 
(combined) at least twice as many quality points as semester hou~s 
taken. For Freshmen entering in June, 1958, and thereafter, this 
requirement shall apply only to major work. 
Degree at End of Summer Seaaion . . 
A student who completes in summer session the work required 
by the College for the Bachelor's degree will be granted the degree 
at the end of that session. 
REQUIREMENTS FOR THE DEGREE 
Engli h 1-2 and 51-52 
Foreign Language 
History 1-2 
Mathematics 
Natural Science 
Philosophy 51 
Religion 
Social Science 
Basic Military Science or Physical Education 
Major and Related Work 
Free Electives to make a total of 
Semester Hours 
12 
12 
6 
6 
8 
3 
6 
6 
6 
30-36 
126 
Eneliah 1-2 and 51-52, twelve semester hours. 
These are the basic courses in English required of all students. 
Foreign Languages, twelve semester hours. . . 
This requirement is satisfied by the completion m college of 
twelve semester hours. For entering students in September, 1959, 
and thereafter, at least 6 of these semester hours must be on the inter-
mediate level or higher. 
History 1-2, six semester hours. 
This is the basic course in history and is required of all students. 
Mathematica, six semester hours. 
This requirement may be met by completion of any two ~£ the 
following courses: Mathematics 1, 2, 61, or 4. Placement will be 
made on the bases of high school record and entrance tests. 
Natural Science, eight semester hours. 
This requirement is satisfied by the completion of Biology 1,2, 
Chemistry 1-2, Chemistry 21-22, or Physics 51 -52. 
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Philosophy SI, three semester hours. 
This requirement is satisfied by the completion of Philosophy 51. 
Reliaicm, six semester hours. 
This requirement is satisfied with the completion of any two 
courses in the department. These are normally taken in the sophomore 
y~ar, in courses numbered below 100. However, upperclassmen may, 
with the approval of the department, take courses numbered above 100. 
Social Science, six semester hours. 
This requirement is satisfied by the completion of three semester 
hours each in any two of the following: Economics 51; Govern-
ment 51; Psychology 51; or Sociology 51; or by the completion of 
6 semester hours of basic courses in any one of these subjects. 
Buie Military Science or Physical Education, six semester hours. 
This requirement is satisfied by the completion of the required 
work of t~e Freshman-Sophomore years in either department. If 
a student 1s excused from taking this requirement, he must substi-
tute for it six semester hours of academic work. 
Major and Related Work, thirty to thirty-six semester hours. 
Major and Related Work consists of thirty to thirty-six semester 
hours-at least eighteen semester hours in a subject group, twelve 
of which must be in a major subject, and twelve semester hours 
of related work in one or more departments different from that of 
the major subject. A course open primarily to Freshmen may not 
count as part of the major and related work. Under no circum-
stances may a required course be used to satisfy the requirements 
of major and related work. 
A "C" average in major work is required. 
A student may not take more than thirty-six semester hours in 
any department. Required freshman and sophomore courses shall 
not be included in the thirty-six semester hour limit. 
Free Electives 
In addition to the above, the student must elect sufficient courses 
to complete the one hundred and twenty-six semester hours neces-
sary for graduation. 
OMISSION OF REQUIRED COURSES 
Students with superior preparation in any of the above-listed 
courses are encouraged (or may be required at the option of the 
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department) to omit any of them on which they demonstrate satis-
factory proficiency in the judgment of the department concerned. 
Students relieved of such required courses must still take one hun-
dred and twenty-six semester hours of course work in college, ex-
cept those qualifying under the Advanced Placement program of 
the College Entrance Examination Board. 
ADVANCED PLACEMENT PROGRAM 
Exceptionally well-prepared high school seniors who plan to 
enter Wofford College should confer with their principal or guid-
ance counselor as to the possibility of taking examinations in fields 
of special proficiency in the Advanced Placement Program admin-
istered by the College Entrance Examination Board of Princeton, 
New Jersey. 
Based on satisfactory performance on these examinations, as 
determined by the subject matter department concerned, advanced 
placement and college credit at Wofford will be awarded. 
THE FRESHMAN YEAR 
In the Freshman year the student should enroll in English, 
foreign language, history, mathematics, natural science, and basic 
military science or physical education. 
THE SOPHOMORE YEAR 
In the Sophomore year the student should enroll in English, 
philosophy, religion, social science, and basic military science or physi-
cal education. He should continue foreign language if that requirement 
has not been satisfied. Pre-medical students should take biology, 
chemistry, or physics in the sophomore year. During this year the 
student has the choice of a few electives which give him the oppor-
tunity to explore his interest in other subjects. 
MAJOR AND RELATED WORK 
Not later than the close of the Sophomore year, a candidate for 
the degree of Bachelor of Arts shall select, under the guidance of 
a departmental adviser, his major and related work. It is often 
advisable, especially in certain subjects, for the student to choose 
his major and related work at the close of the Freshman year. 
Many students, however, will find it better to postpone a definite 
decision until they have had opportunity to acquaint themselves with 
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the offerings of the various departments and to talk over their 
general plans with advisers. 
A Major and Related Work Form must be completed by each 
student, approved by the Chairman of the department in which he 
is majoring, and filed with the Registrar prior to the student's 
registration for the Junior class. 
A student's major must be taken in one of the following sub-
ject-groups. His related work must be taken in one or more de-
partments different from that of his major subject, approved by 
the chairman of his major department. 
CHEMISTRY* 
Prerequisite: Chemistry 1-2 or 21-22. 
Major and Related Work 
A major in chemistry consists of Chemistry 61-62; Chemistry 
113-114 (preferably in this order); and at least eight additional 
hours in the department. The related work con~ists of twelv~ se-
mester hours in one or more departments related to chemistry. Ger-
man is strongly recommended for the language requirement. 
ECONOMICS AND BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
Prerequisite: Economics 51, 52. 
Major and Related Work 
A student majoring in this department may concentrate either 
in Economics or in Business Administration. A major in Economics 
consists of eighteen hours including Economics 101 and Economics 
141. The remaining twelve semester hours are to be arranged by the 
student in conference with the head of the department. A major in 
Business Administration consists of eighteen semester hours including 
B.A. 53, B.A. 54 and Economics 101. The remaining nine semester 
hours are to be determined by the student in conference with the 
chairman of the department. It is advisable for a student interested 
in Accounting to take both B.A. 53 and B.A. 54 in the sophomore 
year. The related work of twelve semester hours, which is required 
of both majors, may be taken in one or more departments related to 
Economics and Business Administration. 
*For beginning students entering after September 1, 1961, only B.S. degrees 
will be awarded in Chemistry. 
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EDUCATION* 
Prerequisite: Psychology 51. 
Major and Related Work 
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A major consists of eighteen semester hours which must be ap-
proved by the department. Teacher candidates may satisfy some of 
the professional education requirements of . the. State D~parm:ent of 
Education and the requirements for a ma1or m education wit~ the 
same courses. The twelve hours of related work may conveniently 
be chosen from the area in which the student prepares to teach. A 
major may likewise be obtained in the teaching area, with ~ourses 
in professional education as the rela:e? ~ork, where the ma1or de-
partment permits. (For Teacher Cert1f1cahon, see pages ..... --) · 
ENGLISH LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE 
Prerequisites: English 1-2 and English 51-52. 
Major and Related Work 
A major consists of eighteen semester hours, which must include 
English 103-104. The related work of twelve semester hours must 
be taken in one or more related departments. 
Every student majoring in English is required, during his junior 
or senior year, to write a special documented research paper as pa~t of 
one of his advanced courses in English. This paper must be submitted 
to the chairman of the department for approval of its documenta-
tion, and will be graded by the instructor of the course in whi~h 
it is written. A copy of the completed paper must be placed on ftle 
in the records of the department. 
FOREIGN LANGUAGES 
Prerequisite: French 1-2 for French ; German 1-2 for German; 
Spanish 1-2 for Spanish. 
Major and Related Work 
A major in foreign languages consists of at l ast twelve semester 
hours in French, German or Spanish and six additional seme~ter 
hours in any one of the three subjects. The related work consists 
of twelve semester hours in one or more departments related to 
foreign languages. 
--;;: major in Education will not be offered to those students entering for 
the first time after September 1, 1961. 
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GOVERNMENT 
Prerequisite: Government 51. 
Major and Related Work 
. A major consists of eighteen semester hours of advanced work 
m the field of government, including Government 101 102 and 104 
The r~lated work ~f twelve semester hours must be1 in ~ne of th~ 
followmg fi~l~s: history, economics, education, psychology, soci-
ology, or religion. 
HISTORY 
Prerequisite: History 1, 2. 
Major and Related Work 
A major consists of eighteen semester hours which must in-
clude History 51, 52. 
The relate~ work may be in approved courses in one or more 
departments different from that of the major subject. 
MATHEMATICS AND ASTRONOMY 
Prerequisite : Required Freshman Course. 
Major and Related Work 
~ major consi ts of at least eighteen emester hours in Mathe-
matics. The related work w?ich may include Astronomy, consists 
of ~t least 12 semester hours m a non-science field related to mathe-
matics. 
PHILOSOPHY 
Prerequisite: Philosophy 51. 
Major and Related Work 
Eighteen semester hours are required for a major in philosophy. 
The related work of twelve semester hours must be taken in one 
or more departments related to philosophy. 
PHYSICS* 
. Prerequisites: Physics 51-52, Math 2 or a half unit of high school 
trigonometry. 
~he majo: consists of at least 21 semester hours of physics in-
cludmg Physics 54, 103, and !31. Two courses from Physics 121, 
122, 132, 151, or 160 are required. At least one course with labora-
tory work must be included. With the approval of the chairman 
of the department the major requirements may be reduced to 18 
semester hours of physics including Physics 54, 103, 131, and 3 
*Fo: beginning stu~ents entering after September 1 1961 only the B S de-
gree will be awarded m Physics. ' ' · · 
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semester hours from Physics 121, 122, 151, 160. Such approval is 
normally granted only to students who must have a large number 
of courses in other departments, e.g., students preparing for grad-
uate work in biophysics, health physics, pre-medical students, stu-
dents preparing to teach high school physics, etc. 
The related work must include Math 71-72, (or Math 61-62 
and 101) and 4 additional hours in related departments. German, 
French, and Russian are the preferred languages for the language 
requirement. 
PRE-MEDICAL SCIENCES 
A major in the pre-medical sciences consists of the following 
required courses: Chemistry 1-2, first year; ~iology 1,2, seco.nd 
year; Physics 51-52, second year; and Ch.em1stry 113-114, thn:d 
year. In addition, the student must take eight ~em.ester hour~ m 
either Chemistry 51,52; or Biology 51-52. This 1s a combmed 
major for students who plan to enter medical or dental school at the 
end of their third year. If the student takes a four-year course, 
he must choose one of the standard majors listed above. 
PSYCHOLOGY 
Prerequisite: Psychology 51. 
Major and Related Work 
A major in Psychology consists of a minimum of eighteen se-
mester hours of advanced work in the department. The related 
work of twelve semester hours must be taken in one or more other 
departments related to Psychology. 
RELIGION 
Prerequisite: any two courses numbered below 100. 
Major and Related Work 
A minimum of eighteen semester hours in courses numbered above 
100 are required for a major in the department, and twelve additional 
semester hours in some field related to Religion and approved by the 
department. 
SOCIOLOGY 
Prerequisite: Sociology 51 
Major and Related Work 
A major consists of eighteen semester hours of advanced work 
in the field of sociology, including Sociology 52, 109 or 110, 106, 
and 112. The related work of twelve semester hours must be in 
one of the following fields: biology, history, economics, government, 
education, psychology, or religion. 
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Free Electives 
In addition to the above, the student must elect sufficient courses 
to complete the one hundred and twenty-six semester hours neces-
sary for graduation. 
OMISSION OF REQUIRED COURSES 
Students with superior preparation in any of the above-listed 
courses are encour~ged (or may be required at the option of the 
department) to omit any of them on which they demonstrate satis-
factory pro~ciency in the judgment of the department concerned. 
Students relieved of such required courses must still take one hun-
dred and twenty-six semester hours of course work in college ex-
cept those qualifying under the Advanced Placement progr~ of 
the College Entrance Examination Board. 
ADVANCED PLACEMENT PROGRAM 
Exceptionally well-prepared high school seniors who plan to enter 
Wofford College should confer with their principal or guidance 
counselor as to the possibility of taking examinations in fields of 
special proficiency in the Advanced Placement Program administered 
by the College Entrance Examination Board of Princeton, New 
Jersey. 
Based on satisfactory performance on these examinations stu-
dents will be awarded advanced placement and/or college credit at 
Wofford by the subject matter departments in which these exami-
nations are taken. 
THE FRESHMAN YEAR 
In the Freshman year the student should enroll in English, 
foreign language, history, mathematics natural science, and basic 
military science or physical education. ' 
THE SOPHOMORE YEAR 
. In the Sop~omore . year. the student should enroll in English, 
ph1losoph>'., religion, sOCJal science, and basic military science or physi-
cal education. He should continue foreign language if that require-
ment . has not been ~tis!ied. Pre-medical students should take biology, 
chemistry, or phys1~s ID the sophomore year. During this year the 
stu~ent has the ch~1c: of a f~w elective which give him the oppor-
tumty to explore his 1Dter t ID other ubjects. 
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MAJOR AND RELATED WORK 
Not later than the close of the Sophomore year, a candidate for 
the degree of Bachelor of Science shall select, under the guidance 
of a departmental adviser, his major and related work. 
A Major and Related Work Form must be completed by each 
student, approved by the Chairman of the department in which he 
is majoring, and filed with the registrar prior to the student's regis-
tration for the Junior Oass. 
A student's major must be taken in one of the following sub-
ject-groups. His related work must be taken in at least two sub-
jects different from that of the major subject, approved by the 
chairman of his major department. One elementary course in science 
may count as part of the related work, if not used as a basic 
requirement. 
BIOLOGY 
Prerequisite: Biology 1, 2. 
Major and Related Work 
A major in Biology consists of at least twenty-six semester hours. 
For those students who are primarily interested in Zoology, the follow-
ing courses are suggested: Biology Sl-S2, Biology S3, Biology SS, 
Biology 56 or Biology 101, Biology 54 or 103, and Biology 201. For 
those students who are primarily interested in Botany, the following 
courses are suggested: Biology S3, Biology S4, Biology SO or Biology 
55, Biology S6, Biology 101, Biology 103, and Biology lOS. 
Those planning to teach Biology in the public schools will be di-
rected to take a major that will be representative of the two programs 
listed above. 
The related work will be selected upon consultation with the chair-
man of the department, but most students wiJI be expected to have at 
least Chemistry 1-2 and Physics Sl-S2 and it is suggested that they 
satisfy their language requirement with either Fr nch or German. 
CHEMISTRY 
Prerequisite: Chemistry 1-2 or 21-22 . 
Major and Related Work 
A major in chemistry consists of Chemistry 61, 62; Chemistry 
113-114; and Chemistry 201-202 (preferably in this order). The 
related work consists of twelve semester hours in one or more 
departments related to the major subject. German is strongly recom-
mended for major language requirement. 
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MATHEMATICS AND ASTRONOMY 
Prerequisite: Required Freshman Course 
Major and Related Work . 
f A minii:rium of eighteen semester hours in mathematics is required 
hor th~ ma1or. The related work consi t of at least fourteen semester 
ours m one of the natural sciences. 
PHYSICS 
. Prerequisites: Physics 51-52, Math 2 or a half unit of h. h h 1 
trigonometry. tg sc oo 
A minimum of 22 semester hours in physics including Physics 
54, 103, and 131 are required. Two courses selected from Physics 
121,. 122, 132, 100, and 151 are required. At least one course in-
~udmg laboratory work is required. The related work must include 
.ath 71-72 (or. Mat~ 61-62 and 101) and 6 additional hours selected 
fnm mathematt~, biology, astronomy, chemistry and general ps _ cholo~. These ~ix ~ours of related work may be reduced to fo~r 
hours if th~ ma10~ includes at least 24 semester hours in physics. 
Math 102 is required of students preparing for graduate school 
French, Germ~n, and Russian are the preferred languages for th~ 
language requirement. 
PRE-MEDICAL SCIENCES 
~ major in the pre-medical sciences consists of the following 
required courses: <?iemistry 1-2, or 21-22, first year; Biology 1-2, 
s~ond year; Phy.s~cs 51-52, second year; and Chemistry 113-114, 
t~1rd year. I~ addition, the student must take eight semester hours in 
e1t~er Chemistry 61 or 62 or Biology 51-52. This is a combined 
ma1or for students who plan to enter medical or dental sch l t 
the end of their third year. If the student takes a four-year c:r~ 
he must choose one of the standard majors listed above. ' 
PSYCHOLOGY* 
Prerequisite: Psychology 51 
Major and Related Work 
French, Gen:nan, or Russian are recommended for fulfillment of 
~he college foreign language requirement. A minimum of 22 hours 
m psychology, including Psychology 141, is required. It is recom-
~ended that Psychology 141 be taken prior to other advanced courses 
mysycho.logy. The r~late~ wo~k must be done in the natural or social 
science~, m mathematics, m philosophy, or in a second language am 
those listed above. ong 
*A student majoring in Psychology shall receive the BS d . . egree. 
IOffQRD COLLEGE LIBRAKl 
~AITANBURG, S. C. 
Combined Courses a11d Teacher Certification 
Combined Courses and 
Teacher Cert: if icat:ion 
COMBINED ACADEMIC-PROFESSIONAL COURSES 
49 
A student may take a certain combination of courses that not 
only will lead to the Bachelor's degree and furnish the fundamen-
tal of a liberal education, but also will provide special preparation 
for the pursuit of a profession. The privilege of completing a com-
bined course is conditioned upon admission to a professional school 
at the close of the Junior year. A student thus admitted registers 
as a non-resident Senior in the College and as a first-year student 
in the professional school. 
Acaclemic-Engineerins Combination 
Under an agreement between Wofford and Columbia University 
in 1952, a combined plan has been devised. Under this plan, in-
spired by a great need for more liberally educated engineers, a 
student may follow a prescribed course at Wofford for three years, 
during which time he must complete the basic graduation require-
ments at Wofford and also complete certain basic courses in mathe-
matics and the physical sciences which are required for entry into 
the School of Engineering at Columbia University. Upon comple-
tion of these requirements and recommendation by the Faculty of 
Wofford College, the student is automatically accepted in the 
School of Engineering at Columbia University. After successful 
completion of one year at the professional school, the student may 
be awarded the Bachelor's degree at Wofford; and after the second 
successful year at the professional school, the student is awarded 
the Bachelor of Science degree in Engineering by Columbia. 
Refer to table in this section for specific course requirements 
For the physical sequence, major requirements may be met in 
mathematics, or by a combination of mathematics-physics. Consult 
pre-engineering adviser frequently. 
A similar arrangement with Duke University was completed in 
1956. Major requirements may be met in mathematics, or by a 
combination of mathematics-physics. Refer to table in this section 
for specific courses. Consult pre-engineering adviser frequently. 
Acaclemic-F oreatry Combination 
Through an agreement with Duke University, a combined three-
two (five) year plan is available which leads to a Master of Forestry 
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degree. Three years at Wofford during which the basic graduation 
requirements of Wofford must be met, followed by two years at 
Duke University School of Forestry, lead to a Bachelor's degree 
at Wofford at the end of the first successful year at Duke, and to 
the Master of Forestry degree at the end of the second successful 
year at Duke. 
During the three years at Wofford, in addition to the basic 
Wofford . graduation _requirements, courses in biology, chemistry, 
an? phys1c_s are req~1red_. Recommendation by the Faculty is re-
quired, as m the engmeermg plans. Major requirements at Wofford 
allow some choice. For specific course requirements refer to table 
in this section. Consult pre-forestry adviser freque'ntly. 
COMBINED PLANS 
Course Requireme11ts 
ENGINURING ENGINJtllING 
PHYSICAL St:QUl!.NCE CH£M:ICAL S!QU£NC£ 
COLUMBIA DUKE COLUMBIA 
First Year-
Freshman Math. Freshman Math. Freshman Math. 
Chem. 21-22 or 1-2 Chem. 21-22 or 1-2 Chem. 21-22 or 1-2 
Eng. 1-2 Eng. 1-2 Eng. 1-2 
Lang. 1-2 Lang. 1-2 Lang. 1-2 
Hist. 1-2 Hist. 1-2 Hist. 1-2 
ROTC or Phys. 
Education 
ROTC or Phys. 
Education 
ROTC or Phys. 
Education 
Second Year-
Math 61-62 Math. 61-62 Math 61-62 
Eng. 51-52 Eng. 51-52 Eng. 51-52 
Lang. 51-52 Lang. 51-52 Lang. 51-52 
Physics 51-52 Physics 51-52 Physics 51-52 
Math. 11, 52 Math. 11, 52 Chem. 61-62 
ROTC or Phys. ROTC or Phys. ROTC or Phys. 
Education Education Education 
Third Year-
FOIU!STRY 
DUKE 
Freshman Math. 
Biology 1, 2 
Eng. 1-2 
Lang. 1-2 
Hist. 1-2 
ROTC or Phys. 
Education 
Chem. 1-2 
Eng. 51-52 
Phil. 51 
Soc. Sci. 3 hrs. 
Biol. 103 or 54 
ROTC or Phys. 
Education 
Soc. Sci. Eco. 51, 52 Soc. Sci. Physics 51-52 
Physics 103 Physics 103 Phil. 51 Eco. 51, 52 
Religion 51-52 Religion 51-52 Religion Religion: 6 hrs. 
Chem. 61 Phil. 51 Chem. 113-114 Soc. Sci. 3 hrs. 
Phil. 51 Math. 101-102 Elective Biol. 101 
Math. 101-102 Chem. 61 Math. 101-102 Biol. Electives: 
Elective Elective Elective 8 hrs. 
All Combined Plan participants should consult their adviser 
frequently, in order to avoid errors which might be made without 
careful planning. The adviser for the engineering sequences is Mr. 
Loftin. Mr. Ferchau is adviser for the Forestry Sequence. 
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Academic-Law Combination 
A student who desires to transfer before graduation to a school 
of Jaw and receive the degree of Bachelor of Arts while in resi-
dence there may do so by ( 1) completing, with an average grade 
of "C" or higher, work through the Junior year, sixty-four se~es.ter 
hours of this work must be done in Wofford College (2) fimshmg 
the required subjects and the work of the Junior year in his major 
and related work (3) completing satisfactorily the work of the first 
year in an approved school of law. . 
No single discipline or program of study can be described as the 
best preparation for the study of law. There are various methods 
of approach to legal study, and students differ ~ith resp~ct to the 
undergraduate studies by which they profit most m preparmg them-
selves for law school. Probably their best approach will be found 
through a broad, cultural course of study, concentrating in subjects 
distributed among closely related departments. 
Academic-Medical Combination 
A student who desires to transfer before graduation to a school 
of medicine or dentistry and receive the degree of Bachelor of Arts 
or Bachelor of Science while in residence there may do so by ( 1) 
completing, with an average grade of "C" or high~r, work through 
the Junior year, sixty-four semester hours of this work. must be 
done in Wofford College (2) finishing the required subjects and 
the work of the Junior year in the Pre-Medical Sciences major (see 
pages 43, 48 and (3) completing satisfactorily the work of the first 
year in an approved school of medicine. 
TEACHER EDUCATION PROGRAM 
The teacher education program at Wofford includes courses al-
lowing for full preparation for secondary sch~o.l v.:ork, and so~e 
courses applicable toward elementary school cert1f1cabon. The Chair-
man of the Department of Education will advise the student who 
is interested in public chool work in this state with respect to South 
Carolina State Department of Education requirements for certifi-
cation. Students interested in preparing for work in another state 
should write to the State Department of Education in the capital city 
of that state for full certification requirements. 
Careful planning and selection of courses is required in order 
to satisfy both college requirements and those of teacher. certifi~­
tion. The earlier in his college career the student registers his 
interest in teaching with the Department of Education, the more 
readily can this planning be affected. The college can within reason 
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assure .the student of satisfactory fulfillment of certification require-
ments if he consults not later than the secotid se·mester of the sopho-
mor~ year, and follows the prescribed courses in the teacher ed-
ucation program. Additional time supplementing the regular four-
year college course ~y be required by the program if students 
report later than the first semester of the junior year. 
A? outline o~ _the Teacher Certification requirements in South 
Carolma, as administered at Wofford College, is as follows: 
GENERAL EDUCATION 
English 
Biological and Physical Sciences 
(Biology and one other science must 
be represented. ) * 
Social Studies (in two fields, with not 
.more than six hours in one field.) 
Music and Art Appreciation 
Health Education 
PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION 
Prerequisite: Psychology 51. 
A. Adolescent Growth and Development 
Psychology 104 
B. Principles and Philosophy of 
Education 
. E9ucation 54, 171, 121, 114 or 126 
C. Prmetples of Learning, Materials 
and Methods 
Psychology 132, Education 105 or 
122 
D. Directed Teaching in High School 
Education 109~110 
Stmt.sltr Houri 
12 
12 
12 
6 
3 
12 
J A, B and C must be represented 
6 
Total Semester Hours ................. .18 
The major ~heoret.ica~ courses p~eparatory to a career in teaching 
are to be ~en m the 1uruor year, with the prerequisites to the Teach-
er Education Program accomplished during the first and second 
* It is suggested th~t teacher ed~cation candidates take Biology I or 2 and 
two semesters of chemistry or physics. 
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semesters of the Sophomore year. Arrangements for a summer course 
in Student Teaching to complete certification requirements can be 
made at certain universities. 
TEACHING AREA 
Each subject field requires a specific number of semester hours 
for certification, as follows (For courses within each area which 
are specified by Wofford College, consult the Department of Edu-
cation or the department concerned) : 
English 
Health and Physical Education 
History 
Languages 
Mathematics 
Science (Natural) 
Social Studies 
Recommendation for Certification 
Stmt.sltr Houri 
24 
24 
18 
18 to 30 
18 
18 to 30 
30 
The college advises with the student as to the requirements of 
the teacher education and the certification programs, and helps with 
scheduling the appropriate sequence of courses. Responsibility for 
starting the program and pursuing it to completion, however, rests 
upon the student. Deficiences in preparation at the time the candi-
date applies to the State Department for certification are not the 
responsibility of the college. Wofford College recommends for cer-
tification only those students who have completed satisfactorily all 
requirements of the program. 
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Student Counseling and Advisory Services 
FRESHMAN ADVISERS 
Each Freshman, upon his arrival at the College, is assigned to 
a faculty adviser who remains hjg advi er until the junior year, when 
the student has elected his subject-group for major and related work. 
Freshmen will plan their program with th assistance of the advisers 
during the period of orientation. It is required, also, that Freshmen 
and Sophomores before each registration, consult the adviser about 
their programs of studies. 
The adviser will be available during regular office hours for stu-
dent conferences. The student should assume that the adviser de-
sires to aid him with friendly, helpful counsel. At the same time 
the student should take the initiative in consulting the adviser about 
his personal and academic problems. 
DEPARTMENTAL ADVISERS 
Each student is assigned to a departmental adviser as soon as 
his selection of a departmental subject for major work is approved. 
The departmental adviser is available at stated periods for student 
conferences. It is expected that the student will consult the ad-
viser on all matters relating to his major and related work. 
STUDENT EMPLOYMENT 
Some part-time jobs on the campus are available to student who 
need financial assistance. Also, there are many opportunities for 
part-time employment in the city of Spartanburg. Students who 
are interested in securing such part-time employment should con-
sult with the Dean of Students. 
While many Wofford undergraduates hold part-time jobs, ex-
perience has shown that only exceptionally able freshman students 
can hold regular outside employment and at the same time do satis-
factory scholastic work. It is recommended that a student come to 
college prepared to maintain himself for at least his first half-year 
without the necessity of undertaking additional outside work. 
Student Cot4nseli1tg and Advisory Services SS 
PLACEMENT SERVICES 
Wofford College is glad to assist graduating seniors and alumni 
in securing jobs in fields appropriate to their interests and abilities. 
The office of the Dean of Students maintains a placement service, 
devoted to placement in business, industry, and the teaching pro-
fession. Representatives of various businesses and industries are 
invited to visit the college for discussion and personal intervie~s 
with students. The college, of course, does not guarantee a posi-
tion, but makes every effort to assist alumni and graduating students 
to obtain positions. 
Financial Aid for Profeaaional and Graduate Study 
Many graduate and professional schools offer excellent scholar-
ships, fellowships, and assistantship~ for advanced st~dy. Wofford 
takes pride in the large number of its graduates holdmg such grad-
uate scholarships. Chairmen of all departments are glad to help 
Wofford graduates secure such grants. In addition, the Faculty 
Committee on Graduate Scholarships and Fellowships makes every 
effort to assist students in securing financial assistance for graduate 
and professional study. 
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Wofford College Summer School, 1961 
DATE 
The Wofford College Summer School begins on Monday, June 
19, and ends on Saturday, August 26. The session is divided into 
two terms of five weeks each. Registration for the fir t term takes 
place on Monday, June 19, beginning at 9 :00 A. M. Instruction 
begins on Tuesday, June 20, at 8 :30 A. M. Registration for the 
second t rm take place on M nday, July 26. 
PURPOSE 
The Wofford College Summer School is planned ( 1) to aid the 
students now in college and high school graduates entering the Col-
lege in June to accelerate their program of work and (2) to meet 
the demands of teachers who desire to take courses for certifica-
tion credit. 
ADMISSION 
Applicants for admission must have completed a high school 
course. A student who wi hes to enroll for the accelerated program 
must fulfill all requirements for admission as outlined on pages 
30-35. 
CREDITS 
College Credit 
Courses are given six periods a week during each term and 
carry a credit of three or four semester hours each. The maximum 
credit that a student may earn during a term is seven semester 
hours. 
Certificate Credit 
Various state boards of education have different rules for grant-
ing professional credits toward teachers certificates, and teachers 
should acquaint themselves with these rules before enrolling in the 
summer school courses. The State Department of Education in 
South Carolina ha made a complete revision of certification re-
quirements. The new requirements specify in some detail the edu-
cational training for certification. It should be noted that these 
requirements include professional courses in education and special-
ized training in content or subject matter. 
For further information consult the Dean of the College. 
~­
----~--
Departments and 
Courses of Instruction 
Courses primarily for Freshmen are numbered f~om .,r to/ 49!; tnh1.~se pri-
. s h f 51 to 99 . those pnmar1 y or u v• and 
lllDS "!IY fofr op1oom1 lo99rts, 'th:~mo11nt of ~redit for each course is 9iven in 
en1ors rom - · · · f h 
semest/r hours following the description o t e course. 
Generally, odd-numbered courses. are ofl:;::d i~c,!~!te~irshoS:ti:s~;;nb;~~ 
tve11-nmnbered courses ar~ oflered 111 the s nd must nor~ally be continued 
illdicalt that the co~rse is. 0 . year-~ordsA a 1;ment must secure written per-~'(;;iY,:0;;0:::~:eei~s~~u':t~~tti,:s o~de~v:o · receive credit for either semester of 
a )'tar-co1trse. 
Courses Primarily For Freshmen 
Biology 1, 2 French 1-2 
Chemistry 1-2 German 1-2 
Chemistry 21-22 History 1-2 
English 1-2 Mathematics 1, 2, 4, 11 
BIOLOGY 
Mr. Leonard, Chairman 
Mr. Robinson 
1. Biology 
Military Science 1-2 
Physical Education 1-2 
Religion 1, 51, 52 
Spanish 1-2 
Mr. Ferchait 
An introduction to the study of plant life. Three hours a week 
1 cture and one laboratory period a week. Four semester hours. 
e Staff 
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2. Biology 
An introduction to the study of animal life. Three hours a week 
lecture and one laboratory period a week. Four semester hours. 
Staff 
SO. Human Biology 
The course is designed to meet the needs of students (both 
biology majors and non-majors) who desire a more thorough 
knowledge of the nutritive, co-ordinative, and reproductive pro-
cesses ~f ~he human than can be obtained in Biology 2. Particular 
emphasis is placed on the functional relationship of the body sy-
stems. The laboratory work includes the dissection of a mammal 
and the execution of physiological experiments. Three hours a week 
lecture and one laboratory period a week. Prerequisite: Biology 1 
and 2. Four semester hours. Mr. Leonard 
Sl-S2. General Embryology and Comparative Vertebrate 
Anatomy 
An integrated course-a study of the fundamental principles of 
embryology and ~he development, structure, and functions of sys-
tems .and organs m vertebrates ; special emphasis is placed on onto-
genehc and phylogenetic relationships. Three hours a week lecture 
and one period a week laboratory. Prerequisite: Biology 1, 2. Eight 
semester hours. M r. Leonard 
SJ. Genetics 
. A s~udy of t.he principles of heredity with special emphasis on 
b1ochem1cal genetics. Three hours a week lecture. Prerequisites: Biology 
1 and 2. Three semester hours. Mr. Robinson 
54. The Plant World 
A study of the vascular and non-vascular plants. The labora-
tories will be devoted to the study of the local flora. Three hours a 
week lecture and one laboratory period a week. Prerequisites: 
Biology 1 and 2. Four semester hours. Mr. Robinson 
(Not offered in 1961-62) 
SS. Invertebrate Biology 
An introduction to the tudy of the Morphology, Psysiology, and 
Taxonomy of the invertebrate animal . Thre hour a week lecture 
and one laboratory period a week. Prerequisite: Biology 1 and 2. Four 
semester hours. Mr. Robinson 
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56. Microtecbnique 
A laboratory course devoted to the .study o.f techniques for the 
preparation of biological materials for m1croscop1c study. The student 
will study the materials he has prepared. One hour per w:eek l~cture 
and two laboratory periods a week. (One laboratory p~nod wtll be 
scheduled; one period will be at the student's converuence.) Pre-
requisite: Biology 1 and 2. Three semester hours. Mr. Ferchau 
101. Microbiology 
A study of the morphology of the micr.oscopic forms of the .plant 
kingdom. Emphasis is placed on the physiology, culture techniques, 
and diagnostic tests of the bacteria. Thre~ .hours a w.eek lecture 
and one laboratory period a week. Prerequisites: Chem1stry 1 and 
2, Biology 1 and 2. Four semester hours. Mr. Ferchat' 
103. Plant Ecology . 
An analysis of plant distribution, the phy~ical factors whtc? 
control distribution, and the methods of evaluating plan~ commuru-
ties. Three hours a week lecture and one laboratory penod a week. 
Prerequisites: Biology 1and 2. Four semester hours. Mr. Ferchau 
105. Plant Physiology 
A study of the functions of pl~ts. Emphasis will be placed on 
laboratory experiments and techniques. Three hours lecture . and 
one laboratory period a week. Prerequisites: Biology 1 and Chemistry 
1 and 2. Four semester hours. Mr. Ferchai' 
201. General Physiology 
A study of the chemistry and physics of the cell, with special 
emphasis on oxidative metabolism and related enzy~e syste~s. Also 
a study of the physiology of nerve and mu~cle with particular at-
tention to energetics, mechanics, and techniques. Thre: .hours .a 
week lecture and one period a week laboratory. Prerequ1s1tes: Bi-
l 1 2 Chemistry 1-2 or 21-22 and Chemistry 113-114. Four 0 
ogy • ' Mr. Leonard 
semester hours. 
204. Research 
This course is designed to permit a student to .1 arn the .tech-
niques of original research. The s.tudent will devote himself to hte:a-
ture search, experimental work m the laboratory, and presentation 
of results in the form of a paper. Two semester hour . Two semester 
hours of research may be counted toward the major. Staff 
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CHEMISTRY 
Mr. Loftin, Chairntan Mr. Patterso11 
Mr. Cavin 
1-2. General Chemistry 
~he fundamental ideas of chemical structure; atomic theory in 
relation to the elemen~s; laws of chemical combinations; a study of 
the elements and their compounds, including a brief introduction 
to organic chemistry. This course, or Chemistry 21 -22 required of 
all Chemistry Majors. Chemistry 1 is a prerequisite to Chemistry 
2.. Three hours a week lecture and one laboratory period a week. 
Eight semester hours. Mr. Patterson, Mr. Loftin, and Mr. Cavin 
21. General Chemiatry 
. Designed for . freshmen who have had superior preparation in 
high. school che~tstry, who plan to take more chemistry and who 
qualify on a basts of placement tests and a special examination. Es-
sentially a short, rapid treatment of general college chemistry 
followed by consideration in depth of atomic structure as related 
to chemical and physical properties, and with an introduction to 
chemical equilibrium from the kinetic approach. Three hours a week 
lecture and two laboratory periods a week. Not open to students 
who have completed Chemistry 1 or 2. Five semester hours. 
22. Chemical Equilibrium 
Mr. Cavin and Mr. Loftin 
. ~ kinetic (classical) and energetics approach to chemical equi-
!tbnu~. The laws of thermodynamics, leading to enthalpy entropy and, 
especially, free energy and their relationships to chemical equilibrium. 
The laboratory will be concerned with the energy involved in chemi-
cal reactions as detennined from thermal and electrochemical 
measurement ; with calculations of the free energy and equilibrium 
constants of reactions as the objective. Recommended for all chem-
istry majors. Prerequisite: Chemistry 1 or 21. Three hours a week 
lecture and one laboratory period each week. Four semester hours. 
61. Analytical Chemistry, Inorganic Mr. Loftin 
"Qualitative" and "Quantitative" Inorganic Analysis. The qualita-
tive ~rtion will stress chemical equilibrium through emphasis on 
chemical separations and identifications and will use semi-micro 
tech?1~ues in t?e laboratory. The quantitative portion will develop 
prec1~1on techniques from an essentally non-instrumental approach. 
Required of all chemistry majors. Prerequisite: Chemistry 1-2 
or 21 -22. Three hours lecture and two laboratory periods each week. 
Five semester hour . Mr. Loftin 
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IZ. Inorganic Chemistry 
A survey of the field of inorganic chemistry with emphasis upon 
the periodic arrangement of the elements. Special attention is given 
to the development of the modem theories of inorganic chemistry 
and the relationships between chemical behavior and atomic struc-
ture. Required of all chemistry majors. Prerequisite: Chemistry 
61. Three hours lecture and one laboratory period each week. Four 
semester hours. Mr. Cavin 
113-114. Orpnic Chemistry 
A study of the compounds of carbon and related topics. Em-
phasis is given to both the practical and theoretical aspects o.f the 
field, with special attention to the modern concepts of organic re-
action mechanisms. The laboratory work con ists of the preparation 
and study of typical compounds, with an introduction to the methods 
of qualitative organic analysis. Required of all chemistry majors. 
Prerequisite: Chemistry 1-2 or 21 and 22, with Chemi try 61 strong-
ly recommended. Three lecture and two laboratory periods each 
week. Ten semester hours. Mr. Cavi11 
131. Biochemiatry 
A study of those aspects of chemistry that relate to plant and 
animal life, including the important biochemical processes of photo-
synthesis, digestion, metabolism, excretion and related topics. Three 
hours lecture and one laboratory period per week. Prerequisite: 
Chemistry 61 and 113-114. Chemistry 121 recommended. Four 
semester hours. Offered upon sufficient d mand. Mr. Cavin 
201-202. Physical Chemiatry 
A study of the laws and theories of chemistry with emphasis 
upon the solution of problems. Required of all bachelor of science 
majors in chemistry. Prerequisites: Chemistry 61, 62, 113-114 and 
mathematics through differential and integral calculus. Three lec-
tures and one laboratory period each week. Eight semester hours. 
Mr. Loftin 
203. Physical Chemistry Problems 
Problems of a more complex nature from the literature. Co-
requisite: Chemistry 201-202, Frequent conferences. Two seme ter 
~~ ~L~~ 
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213-214. Additional Phyaical Chemiatry Laboratory 
Special laboratory exercises of a more advanced nature designed 
to meet the needs of students who plan graduate work in chemistry. 
May be taken only concurrently with Chemistry 201-202. One lab-
oratory period each week. Two semester hours. Mr. Loftin 
218. Qualitative Organic Analysia 
Theory and laboratory analysis or identification of organic com-
pounds and mixtures, with a view toward crystallization and exten-
sion of the knowledge gained in Chemistry 113-114. Especially urged 
for chemistry majors. Prerequisites: Chemistry 61 and 113-114. 
Three hours lecture and one laboratory period each week. Four 
semester hours. Mr. Cavi11 
221. Organic Preparationa 
Literature search followed by synthesis of a number of more 
complex organic compounds in the field of the student's interest. 
Frequent conferences and two laboratory periods a week. Pre-
requisite: Chemistry 61, 62 and 113-114, Chemistry 218 prerequisite 
or corequisite. Two semester hours. Mr. Cavin 
252. lnatrumental Chemical Analyaia 
Theory and techniques of analysis of the more complex natural 
and industrial substances, involving colorimetric, electrometric, 
radioisotope and other physico-chemical instrumental methods. Es-
pecially urged for chemistry majors. Co-requisite: Chemistry 201-
202. Three hours lecture and one laboratory period each week. Four 
semester hours. Mr. Loftin 
261. Reaearch 
Guided original research of a simple nature in the field of the 
student's interest. Introduction to basic research principles and 
methods. Literature search and laboratory work leading to solution 
of the problem and preparation of a written report. Frequent con-
ferences. Two semester hours. Staff 
262. Research 
An ext nsion of 01emistry 261. An investigation of another 
problem or a justi fied extension of the one involved in 261. Two 
semester hours. Staff 
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ECONOMICS AND BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
Mr. Wright, Acting Chairman Mr. Marsh 
Mr. Willis Mr. H1,niphrey 
Students wishing to major in this department may concentr~te 
either in Economics or in Business Administration. Those selectmg 
a major in Economics must take Economics 51, 52, 101, and 141. 
The remainder of the student's program will be determined by the 
student in conference with the Chairman of the Department. Those 
students desiring to major in Business Administration must take Eco-
nomics 51, 52 and 101 and Business Administration 53 and 54. The 
remainder of the program in Business Administration will be deter-
mined by the student in conference with the Chairman of the Depart-
ment. Students who think that they will major in this department 
should attempt to complete Economics 51 and 52 as soon as possible 
after the freshman year. 1 ho e students interested primarily in Ac-
counting should tak Bu in s Admini tration 53 and 54 during the 
sophomore year. 
ECONOMICS 
51. Principlea of Economica I 
This general introductory course is designed to give the students 
an understanding of our economy. Topics covered include the basic 
functions of an economy, the economic aspects of business and 
government organization, the role of money, credit, banking a~d 
other financial institutions in our country, national income analysis, 
business cycles, and policies of stabilization. Three semester hours. 
Staff 
52. Principlea of Economica 11 
This is essentially a continuation of Economics 51. The topics 
covered include price theory, public policies toward business a~d 
agriculture, distribution of income, social insurance, theory of dis-
tribution, problems of international economics and growth, as well 
as a comparative approach to different systems. Prerequisite: Eco-
nomics 51. Three semester hours. Staff 
101. Money and Banking 
A study of the relationship between money and the volume of 
economic activity, commercial and central banking, credit cont:ol 
under the Federal Reserve System, objectives of monetary policy 
and International Relations. Three semester hours. Mr. Wright 
102. Labor Economica 
A survey of the principles and problems m labor-management 
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relationships, including a study of collective bargaining as deter-
mined by court decisions and Federal statutes. This is a general 
study of the nature and economics of the labor groups and will 
bring in current attitudes and trends in labor relations. Three se-
mester hours. Mr. Hiimphrey 
108. Economic Hiatory of the United States 
See History 108. Three semester hours. 
114. Public Finance 
The requirement of a sound tax system, the general property 
tax, corporation taxes, income, estate and inheritance taxes, in-
cidence of debt, and fiscal policy. Three semester hours. Mr. Humphrey 
134. Busineaa Cycles 
A study of the nature, measurement, description, causes and 
remedie of economic fluctuations. This course will survey the 
many views on the explanation of fluctuations in business activity 
with an emphasis on the problems of national income analysis. Three 
emester hours. Mr. Wright 
136. International Trade 
The importance of international trade to the United States, 
econ~mic bases of international trade, the balance of payments, 
foreign exchange, foreign credits and collections, combinations in 
world trade and current proposals for world stability. Three semester 
hours. Mr. Humphrey 
141. Intermediate Economic Theory 
An intermediate course in economic analysis in which the theo-
retical aspects of economics are more fully developed. Students 
are led to see the relationship between theoretical tools and analysis 
of economic problems. Prerequisite: Economics 51-52. Three se-
mester hours. Mr. Wright 
142. Comparative Economic Systems 
This course is an introductory survey of the leading economic 
systems of capitalism, socialism, communism, and fasc ism. Topics 
include the criteria for evaluating economic systems; an introduc-
tion to the theories of Karl Marx; and a discussion o £ economic 
systems with respect to their theoretical assumptions, social premises, 
and practical operations. Three semester hours. Mr. Wright 
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144. The Development of Economic Thought . 
A systematic examination of the development of eco.n~m1c 
analysis from the works of J. S. Mill through the modem writers 
will be attempted. Among others, the theories of Marx, the Aus-
trians the Neo-classical economists, as well as Keynes and .the Mar~nalists will be considered. Three semester hours. Mr. Wright 
145. Current Economic Problems . 
Various explanations of the causes and nature of eco~om1c de-
velopment are examined. Problems associated with . conom1~ grow~ 
both in advanced and relatively backward economies are discuss~ . 
This course also include an analysis of the .curr~nt problems facing 
our own econmy such as urbanization, secttonal1 m, and technol?gy/ 
h Mr. Wr1g 1/ and resources. Three semester ours. 
148. Public Policies Toward Business 
(Government and Business) . . . . 
A summary of the distribution . of po~e.rs ~1thm our m~lti-um~ 
s stem of government, the constitutional hm1tat1ons that restn.ct gov e~ent in the regulation of business, and a study of the different 
powers 10 f government and the regulations a~d law that h~ve been 
imposed. This is a legali tic approach to th soc1~ and economic factor 
involved in the government regulation 0£ bu me . Three seme~ter Mr. Wright 
hours. 
Business Administration 
53. Principlea of Accounting I . 
An introduction to fundamental principles and pract1~es of ac-
counting. Problems supplement the s~ud~ of such topics as the 
theo of debit and credit, the orgamzatton of accounts, and. the 
accoJnting concepts applicable to the various forms oMf busW1n.ells.s 
· · h r. t 1S 
orgamzat1on. Three semester ours. 
54. Principles of Accounting 11 . . 
A continuation of Business Administration 53 with . emph~s1s 
placed on the application of accounting principles to ce~tam spec~al­
ized problems encountered in the usual conduct of business affa~rs, 
such as asset valuation, inventory ac~ounting, and manufactun?~ 
cost accounting. In addition, accounting as a tool ?f. mru;agen 
t l will be stressed. Prerequisite : Business Adm1mstrat1on .5~ . con ro Mr. W il/is 
Three semester hours. 
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105. Buaineaa Finance 
A study of the finance function of b . 
eluding corporate financial or . . a . usmess enterprise, in-
tro! and utilization of fu d gamzatton. Topics covered include con-
term funds. The tools a~d s, sou~ces and . costs of short and long-
istration, as well as applica1~cbces of internal financial admin-
Three semester hours. e government controls are studied. Mr. Humphrey 
lll. Principles of Marketing 
A survey of marketina fun f d · . . bution; functions of ma~ f ~ions an mstttuttons; cost of distri-
the transfer of goods and u ac .urers, wholesalers, and retailers in 
E 
. services to the con p .. 
conom1cs 51 52 Th sumer. rereqms1tes: 
• · ree semester hours M W . · r. r1ght 
l21. Intermediate Accounting I 
An advanced study of general! . Topics covered include accounting~ accep~ed ac~ounhng. principles. 
and investments Legal a d .or cas , receivables, mventories 
· n economic conce t f al ' 
come are examined in connectio 'th p s o v u~ and net in-
Prerequisites: Business Admini:tr::ion c~~enTthaccountmg practices. 
· ree semester hours. 
Mr. Willis 
122. Intermediate Accounting II 
A continuation of Business Admi . . . 
are accounting for fixed assets n!strat.1on 121. Topics studied 
ties, analysis of financial sta~e own:rs equity and long-term liabili-
records, and the statement f men s, statements from incomplete 
. . . o sources and uses of f d p 
reqms1hes : Business Administration 121 Th un s. re-
. ree semester hours. 
124. Buaineaa Law I Mr. Willis 
b 
(\- study of. basic legal principles applying to the 
usmess operations. Topics covered . conduct of 
employment, and negotiable . mclude contracts, agency and 
mstruments. Three semester hours. 
Mr. Willis 
125. Buaineas Law II 
A continuation of Business Ad . . . . 
include partnerships, corporations ~1~1stratton 124. Topics covered ~~r~ef s~i!:~t:~~;::.es. Prerequi~ite ~1 ~~~~~s:al~~~;ni~~:a~~~ntr~~~~ 
Mr. Willis 
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135. Cost Accounting 
A study of the basic principles of accounting for the cost of 
manufactured products. Cost bookkeeping procedures for the ac-
cumulation of material, labor, and overhead costs are studied for 
both job-order and process cost systems. Overhead costing pro-
cedures are examined in the light of effects on net income and in-
ventory valuation. Prerequisites: Business Administration 54. Three 
semester hours. Mr. Willis 
136. Coat Control and Analyaia 
The fundamental techniques of cost accounting are more fully 
developed and their scope of applicability broadened. Standard cost 
systems are comprehensively treated with emphasis on budgetary 
cost control and analysis. Prerequisite: Business Administration 
135. Three semester hours. Mr. Willis 
137. Principles of Management 
A study of the basic functions of administration: planning, 
organizing, and controlling. Selected case problems will be used 
to illustrate the use of modem administrative tools and techniques. 
Three semester hours. Mr. Willis 
EDUCATION 
Mr. Prince, Acting Chairnum Mr. Halligan 
A major in Education will not be offered to those students enter-
ing for the first time after September 1, 1961. Courses in the de-
partment are suitable as background for professional work in churches, 
community recreation and education, social work, and college teaching. 
Students who wish to prepare for public school teaching should 
consult with their advisers and the education department before 
registration in the sophomore year, in order to complete prerequisite 
courses before the junior year, in which the teacher education pro-
gram begins. Full preparation may be possible, but cannot be guaran-
teed when the student seeks advice after registering for the second 
semester of the sophomore year. For a full statement concerning 
the teacher education program, see pages 51-53. 
54. Introduction to Education 
Designed to acquaint the general student with some of the prin-
cipal aspects of the school in American society, its history, aims, 
organization, and practices. Three semester hours. Elective for any 
student. (Not offered in 1961-1962.) 
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104. Adoleacent Paychology 
Developmental psychology as applicable to young people from 
twelve to twenty. Problems that face young p ople approaching ma-
turity are considered in detail. This course is required for certification 
in South Carolina. Three semester hours. Mr. Prince 
105. Principlea and Methods of Education 
The study of educational processes and procedures, with em-
phasis upon the psychological principles underlying the organiza-
tion instructional material and media. Three semester hours. 
Mr. Prince 
109-110. Student Teaching 
This required course in the teacher education program affords 
observation and teaching under supervision in one of the public 
schools in the area of the college. Ninety clock hours of such ex-
perience in the school is a minimum requirement, this to be ac-
complished over a period of approximately six weeks, with one 
full week of actual teaching. Oasses at the college are met three 
hours weekly for the study of the special methods in the teaching 
field and for conferences and discussions of the practice work. 
Heavy student responsibility in planning and conducting the course 
is an additional means of encouraging fuller professional competence. 
To be taken in the senior year. Six semester hours. Mr. Halligan 
121. Hiatory of Education in the Weatern World 
The ancient, medieval, and modem European foundations of 
educational theory and practice. Three semester hours. Mr. Halligan 
(Not offered in 1961-62) 
122. Educational Meaaurement 
A study of the theories basic to standardized tests, their func-
tion, construction, and application in the school process. Practice 
in writing of tests for the various academic subjects. Elementary 
statistical concepts. Three semester hours. Mr. Prince 
126. Hiatory and Philosophy of American Education 
The historical development of education theories and organiza-
tion of schools in America, with emphasis upon the relationships 
between education and the supporting society and culture. Recom-
mended for teacher education candidates. Three semester hours. 
Mr. Halligan 
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132. Educational Psychology 
A comprehensive course dealing primarily ~ith theory. and ap-
plications in human development and in learning, as baste to the 
educational enterprise. Three semester hours. Recommended . for 
teacher education candidates. Mr. Halligan 
171. Philosophy of Education . 
The major schools of educational thought in European and Ameri-
can philosophies, classical and modern. Three semester hours. 
(Not offered in 1961-62) 
ENGLISH LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Chewning, Chairman 
Coates 
Covington 
Mr. Secondi 
1-Z. Engliah Composition 
Mr. Green 
Mr. Miller 
Mr. McCoy 
A study of basic grammar, with frequent practice in writi~g. 
Expository, narrative, and argumentative tec~:iiques, tog7ther w1~h 
some related reading. English 1 is a prereqms1te to English 2. Six 
Staff semester hours. 
51-SZ. Engliah Literature 
A study of repre entati e masterpiece ~f Engli h .literature ~r.om 
medieval times to the twenti th century, with emphasis upon critical 
understanding of the e works and upon the influences that produced 
them. Six semester hours. Staff 
101. Public Speaking 
An introduction to public speaking. Students will be expecte.d 
to deliver various types of speeches exter:iporaneously. Emphasis 
will also be placed on outlining and on readm~ of. famous. speeches. 
Does not count toward requirements for a ma1or m English. Three 
semester hour . Mr. Coates and Mr. Green 
103. American Literature to the Civil War 
A survey of American Literature, . from .its beginnings to the 
Civil War, with emphasis upon the ma1or writers. Required of all 
h Mr. Coates English majors. Three semester ours. 
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104. American Literature Since the Civil War 
Continuation of 103. Required of all English majors.-3 s.h. 
Mr. Coat11 
107. Shakespeare 
Study of the principal plays of the first half of Shakespeare's 
career, including the romantic comedies and histories. Lectures and 
reports on the Elizabethan background. Three semester hours. 
Mr. Chewning 
108. Shakespeare 
Study of the principal plays of the latter half of Shakespeare's 
career, including the major tragedies and romances. Three semester 
hours. Mr. Cheitming 
110. Contemporary Drama 
Reading of contemporary 
Three semester hours. 
(Not offered in 1961-1962) 
dramas from Ibsen to the present 
Mr. Miller 
112. Contemporary Literature 
Major writers of the twentieth century in America and England. 
Three semester hours. Mr. Miller 
113. Prose and Poetry of the Elizabethan Age. 
A study of the literature of the Elizabethan period exclusive of 
dramatists. Selections from the poets and from the prose writers 
will be read; chief among these writers will be Wyatt, Surrey, Sid-
ney, Spenser, Greene, Dekker, Nashe, Campion, and Bacon. Three 
eme ter hour . Mr. McC03• 
( ot offer cl in 1961-1962) 
114. Milton 
Reading of all of Milton's poetry and selections from his prose. 
Three semester hours. Mr. Chewning 
( Tot offered in 1961-1962) 
117. Seventeenth Century English Literature 
to the Time of the Restoration 
Important works will be chosen from the drama, lyric, essay, and 
criticism. Chief among the author tudied will be Ben Jonson, 
Webster, Bacon, Donne, George Herbert, Vaughan, and Marvell. 
Thre · eme tcr hour . Mr. Secondi 
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120. Engliah Literature of the Restoration 
and Eighteenth Century, 1660-1800 
A study of important works from the literature of thi period. 
Works to be studied will be selected from satire (poetry and prose), 
essay, lyric, and biography. The chief authors studi cl will be Dryden, 
Swift, Pope, Fielding, Gray, Johnson, and Boswell. Three semeste~ 
h Mr. S eco11di our. 
1Z3. The Romantic Period 
Consideration of the new creative spirit which shows itself in 
the poetry of Wordsworth, Coleridge, Shelley, Byron and Keats, as 
well as in the minor writers of the age. Three semester hours. 
Mr. Green and Mr. Covington 
1Z6. The Victorian Period 
A study of the noteworthy changes in industrial, politi~l, in-
tellectual, and spiritual Ii fe of the English people as reflected m the 
poetry and pro e of the Victorian era. Three semester hour~. 
Mr. Green and Mr. Covington 
127. The Early English Novel 
Reading of representative British novels of the eighteenth cen-
tury and Romantic Period, from Defoe to Scott. Three semester 
~~. ~a~~ 
128. The Later English Novel 
Major novels of the Victorian 
mester hours. 
(Not offered in 1961-1962 ) 
and modern periods. Three se-
M r. Green 
130. The Modern American Novel 
The novel from James to the present. Three semester hours. 
Mr. Miller 
131. Chaucer 
Study of Chaucer's major poetry, with some attention to the 
medieval background and to Chaucerian criticism. Three semester 
Mr. McCoy hours. 
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132. Ruasian Literature in Tranalation 
A study of the major writers of the Golden Age of Russian 
Literature, including Pushkin, Gogol, Tolstoy, Dostoyevsky, Tur-
genev, and Chekov. Special attention will be given to a study of 
the influence of western thought upon these writers and of their 
influence upon contemporary western literature. Three semester 
hours. Mr. Coat1S 
133. Comparative Literature 
A comparative study of selected works from the great litera-
tures of the world. The course is intended to allow the student to 
gain some sense of the breadth, nature, and importance of his 
cultural heritage, so far as he can do this through a study of a few 
literary works in translation. The first semester is not prerequisite 
to the second. Three semester hours. Mr. Miller 
(Not offered in 1961-1962) 
134. Comparative Literature 
Continuation of 133. Three semester hours. Mr. Miller 
135. Principles of Literary Criticism 
A study of the principles by which one distinguishes the best 
from the inferior in literature. Some attention will be given to the 
opinions of major critics, but the main part of the course will be 
practical and inductive, and concerned with the discussion of select-
ed works. Three semester hours. Mr. Miller 
(Not offered in 1961-1962) 
139. Great Narrative Poetry 
A rapid survey of narrative poetry from Homer to the present, 
with especial emphasis on epic form and development. Three se-
mester hours. Mr. Green 
(Not offered in 1961-1962) 
141. Creative Writing 
For juniors and seniors interested in writing poetry, essays, 
and short stories. Three semester hours. Mr. Coates 
(Not offered in 1961-1 2) 
142. Introduction to Journalism 
An introduction to news writing. Emphasis on the actual gather-
ing and writing of news. Three semester hours. Mr. Coates 
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145. History of the English Language 
A study of the growth of English as a living language from 
its beginnings to the present with the purpose of clarifying and 
explaining modern usage. Three semester hours. Mr. McCoy 
FOREIGN LANGUAGES 
Mr. Adams, Chairman 
Mr. Salmon 
Mr. Bourne 
Mr. Secondi 
Mrs. Gagarine 
The first object of the courses in Foreign Languages is to teach 
the student to read the languages readily, with a view ~o literary 
appreciation and as an aid in the pursuit of other studies. 
French 
1-Z. Elementary French 
Elementary French grammar ; ~r~nunciation; dictation; con-
versation; memorizing of common 1d1oms and everyday expres-
sions· reading of easy stories. Six semester hours. 
' Mrs. Gagarine, and Mr. Bourne 
51-52. Intermediate French 
Reading of selections from stan~ard prose w.ri.ters. Advanced 
grammar; composition and conversa~1on . Prerequ1s1te: French 1-2, 
or two years of high school French. Six semester hours. Mr. Bourne 
101-102. French Prose in the Nineteenth Century 
Reading of selections from the Romanti~ and Naturalistic ~:it~ 
ers' History of French literature conducted m French. Prerequ1s1te. 
French 51 -52. Six semester hours. 
Mr. Bourne 
111-162. Composition and Conversation 
Conducted in French. Conversation and composition based on 
readings from modern writers. Prerequisite: French 51-52. Six 
Mr. Bourne semester hours. 
German 
1-2. Elementary German 
Elementary German grammar; ~r~nunciation; dictation; con-
versation· memorizing of common 1d1oms and everyday expres-
sions. R~ding of easy stories. Six semester hours. Mr. 8o1'rne 
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51-52. Intermediate German 
.Reading of selections from standard prose writers. Gennan 
lyr~cs and balla.d~. Advanced grammar; composition and conver-
sation .. P rerequ1s1te: German 1-2 or two years of high school Ge _ 
man. Six semester hours. M B r r. ourne 
Greek 
1-2. Beginner's Greek 
. A tho:oug~ study of some book for beginners in connection 
l~fith Sr~admg, m the original, myt hs, fables, and stories from Greek 1 e. 1x semester hours. · 
(Not offered in 1961-1962) Mr. Secondi 
51-52. Anabaais and New Testament 
. D uring the first semester two or three books of the A nabasis 
~ill be read. The second semester will be devoted to the study of 
etwth Test~ment Gr~ek . Sight reading will be practiced through-
ou e entire year. 1x s mester hour M s · 
· r. econdi 
Latin 
1-2. Latin for Beginners 
Grammar, composition, and pronunciation 
and Greek myths. Six semester hours. . 
( ot offer d in 1961-1962) 
51-52. Readings in Latin Literature 
Reading of Latin 
Mr. Secondi 
'!'he first t~rm will be devoted to prose, with emphasis on the 
orations of C1~ero; the second, to poetry, with emphasis on the 
works of Ver~! and Ovid. Sight reading will be stressed. P rc-
~~~~~~ite: Latm 1-2, or two years of high school Latin. Six semester 
Mr. Secondi 
Russian 
1-2. Elementary Ruaaian 
Elementary ~~ssian grami:nar, pronunciation, vocabulary, and 
R
use do.f common. 1.d1om~. Extensive practice in everyday conversation 
ea mg and wntmg. 1x semester hours M c · · 
· rs. agarine 
51-52. Intermediate Russian 
Advanced Russian grammar and compo ition Re d" f 
d d R 
. . · a mgs rom 
stan ar uss1an writers, newspaper and peri'od'cal C 
' S' ' I S. Onversa-
tlon. tx semester hour . M G · rs. agarme 
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Spanish 
1-Z Elementary Spanish 
E lementary Spanish grammar ; pronunciation ; dictat ion ; con-
versation ; letter-writing; memorizing of common idioms and every-
day expressions. Reading of easy stories. Six semester hours. 
Mr. Salmon and Mr. Adams 
51-SZ. Intermediate Spanish 
Reading of selections from standard prose writers. Advanced 
grammar; composition ; commercial correspondence; conversation. 
Prerequisite: Spanish 1-2, or two years of high school Spanish. Six 
semester hours. Mr. Salmon and Mr. Adams 
103-104. Spanish Conversation and Composition 
Conversation and composition based on readings from modern 
prose writers. Prerequisite: Spanish 51-52, or its equivalent. Con-
ducted in Spanish. Six semester hours. Mr. Salmon 
153-154. General View of Spanish-American Literature 
Rapid reading of representative works from many countries; 
lectures; history of literature; reports. Prerequisite: Spanish 51-52. 
Conducted in Spanish. Six semester hours. Mr. Salmon 
161-162. Spanish Prose of the Late Nineteenth and 
Early Twentieth Centuries 
Rapid reading of representative works by outstanding wr iters, 
with special emphasis on the novel and short story. Lectures; his-
tory of literature; outside reading and reports. Prerequisite: Spanish 
51-52. Conducted in Spanish. Six semester hours. Mr. Adams 
173-174. General View of Spanish Literature 
Rapid reading of representative works; lectures; history of litera-
ture; reports. Prerequisite: Spanish 51-52. Conducted in Spanish. 
Six semester hours. Mr. Adanis 
GOVERNMENT 
Wr. W eller, Acting Chairman 
The study of Government is designed to provide the student with 
the intellectual tool for the analysi of political ph nomena. v hile th 
organization and machinery of go,·ernment mu t necessarily be cov-
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ered, empha is i · given to the technique of inve tigation o that the 
student may have ome basis for critical judgment. Students majoring 
in the social sciences or humanities will find this discipline compatible 
with their own major interest. While there are no prerequisites for 
the advanced course , tudents interested in these courses should first 
consult the instructor. 
51. Introduction to Government I 
The basic introductory course is designed to introduce the tu-
dent to the scope and methodology of the field. An introductory ex-
amination is made of the natur of justice, law, and representation. 
Three semester hours. Mr. Weller 
52. Introduction to Government II 
An examination of the political ideas underlying the American 
and European government and their institutional manifestations. 
Special attention will be given to modern liberalism, conservatism, 
social-democracy and communi m. Three semester hours. Mr. Weller 
101. American National Government 
A detailed tudy of the organization, functions, and policies of 
American government. Special attention will be given to the role of 
the courts in the solution of past and current problems. This course 
is especially directed to students with major fields of interest other 
than government, though it is required for government majors. Three 
emester hours. Mr. Weller 
102. American State and Local Government 
A study of the institutions and practice of state, county, and city 
government. While more general problems will be considered, maxi-
mum attention will be devoted to the study of outhern state, county, 
and city governmental problems. Three semester hours. Mr. Weller 
104. Comparative European Government 
An inten ive study of current governmental in titutions in the major 
European powers. Focus will be made on in titutional organization, 
political partie , bureaucracy, and current policy problems. Students 
should al o plan to take Government 109, though it i not required, 
to complement this cour e. Three eme tcr hour . Mr. W el/er 
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108. American Conatitutional Decisions 
A study of the role of the State and Federal Courts in the pro-
cesses of American government. This course will emphasize, through 
the medium of constitutional decisions, the operation of the state and 
Federal Courts systems a one of the policy-making branches of gov-
ernment. It is recommend d particularly for pre-law students. Three 
semester hours. Mr. Weller 
109. Conatitutionaliam and Totalitarianism 
This course will analyze both the phenomena of fascism and com-
munism in their institutional and ideological manifestations, and the 
problems involved in the establishment. and maintenance of a consti -
tutional order. Attention is giv n to primary sources. Three semester 
ho Mr. Weller urs. 
110. Cluaical Political Thought 
An intensive examination of Plato's Socratic Dialogue and Aris-
totle's Politics. This course should provide a critical foundation for 
the major and others interested in the study of political life. Thre 
Mr Weller semester hours. · 
Ill. Political Thought: Cicero Through the Reformation 
A study of the growth of political thought in the ~est. Atte~t.ion 
will be devoted to medieval jurisprudence and the notion of poltttcal 
order under the impact of Christianity. Thr e semester hours. 
Mr. Weller 
112. Modern Political Thought 
This course is a study of the causes of the breakdown of Christian 
political thought, intensively examining the works of Hobb s, Locke, 
Rousseau, and Marx. Three semester hours. Mr. Weller 
126. American Political Problems 
A study of current tendenci s in political thinking in America. 
This course is required of all seniors majoring in government. In-
dependent work will be encouraged. Three sem ster hour . Mr. Weller 
136. Diplomatic History of the United States 
See History 136. Cr <lit i giv n to government majors. 
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HISTORY 
Mr. Cauthen, Chairman 
Mr. Jones 
Mr. Carlson 
Mr. Logan 
Mr. Scoggins 
1-2. History of Western Civilization Since 1500 
. A survey of the history of Western Europe in the modern period 
with some attention ~ven to related developments in other parts 
?f the. world comm.unity. ~s a required course for all students, it 
1 designed to f~r~~h ~n introduction to the influences which have 
haped modern c1v1hzahon. ix semester hours. Staff 
51. History of the United States, 1763-1865 
Political, social, .and e7°nomic history of the American people 
from the late colorual period through the Civil War. Required of 
all students majoring in history. Three semester hours. 
Mr. Cauthen and Mr. Jones 
52. History of the United States Since the Civil War 
. Cont~nuation of History 51. Required of students majoring in 
history. fhree semester hours. Mr. Cauthen and Mr. Jones 
108. Economic History of the United States 
American economic Ii fe since its colonial beginnings. This course 
may also be taken for er <lit as Economics 108. Three semester 
hours. Mr. Cauthen 
113. Hiatory of the Old South 
. !"1- cultural! eco~o~c, and social history of the South before the 
CIVIi ar, with hm1ted attention given to political conditions and 
developments. Three semester hours. Mr. Jones 
114. History of the New South 
The South since the Civil War; a continuation of History 113 
Three semester hours M J · 
. ~ ~a 
123-124. History of South Carolina 
.A sur~ey of the state's history during both colonial and national 
periods. Six semester hours M c ti 
· r. au 1en 
135. Colonial America 
Di.scovery'. exploration, settlement of the English colonies in 
America; social economic and political development of the prov-
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inces; international rivalries and conflict; British imperial policies 
and the American Revolution. Three semester hours. Mr. Cauthen 
136. Diplomatic History of the United States 
A survey of American relations with foreign powers from the 
Revolution to the present. Three semester hours. Mr. Cauthen 
141. England to 1603. 
The history of England's emergence as a nation : its people, 
government, constitution, religion. Three semester hours. 
Mr. Carlson 
142. England Since 1603 
The history of modern Britain, emphasizing the religious threat 
and constitutional settlement of the seventeenth century, social revo-
lution and parliamentary reform in the eighteenth and nineteenth 
centuries. Three semester hours. Mr. Carlson 
143. The Ancient World 
A study of the emergence and development of the early river 
valley civilization, of the Greek city states, the Hellenistic Age, and 
the Roman world. Three semester hours. Mr. Carlson 
144. History of the Middle Ages 
A survey of medieval civilization with emphasis on cultural and 
institutional developments. Three semester hours. Mr. Carlson 
147. Renaisaance and Reformation 
A study of political, economic, intellectual, and religious develop-
ments in Western Europe from about 1300 to about 1600, em-
phasizing the concept of the Renaissance, the impact of humanism, 
the rise of capitalism, the contributions of the Protestant reformers 
and the effect of the Catholic Reformation. Three semester hours. 
(Not o[fered in 1 1-1962) M,-. Carlson 
148. Europe, 1815-1914 
A study of the political trends, diplomatic relations, economic 
growth social conditions, and intellectual climate of the nineteenth 
century. Three semester hours. Mr. Carlson 
(Not offered in 1961-1962) 
151. The World Since 1914: World War I and Its Aftermath 
This course and its sequel, History 152, are designed to furnish 
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historical background for better understanding of complex con-
temporary world problems. Primary emphasis is on the history of 
~urope, but m~ch ~ttention is given other areas, and the emphasis 
is on world-wide international relationships. The two companion 
courses divide chronologically about 1930. Three semester hours. 
Mr. Jot11s 
152. The World Since 1914; New Age of Conflict 
Essentially a continuation of History 151 described above. Thrtt 
semester hours. Mr. Jones 
155. History of Latin America 
. A survey of the colonial and national periods of Latin American 
histor?", designed to give the non-specialist an introduction to Hispanic 
American background and culture. Three semester hours. 
Mr. Jones 
156. Contemporary Affairs 
A course in current history in which the student is encouraged 
to analyze ~ref.ully and objectively contemporary developments. 
Oass d1scuss10n 1s based on extensive reading in numerous periodi-
cals. Three semester hours. Mr. Jones 
160. Seminar in American History 
1:his course is d signed to afford the student an opportunity 
for independent study and training in historical method. An es-
sential. req~irem~nt ~s a carefully prepared research paper based 00 
extensive in_ve~ttga~1on .of an. approved subject. Required of all 
students ma1oring in history, in either the junior or senior year. 
Three semester hours. Mr. Cautht11 
MATHEMATICS AND ASTRONOMY 
Mr. Hill, Chairman Mr. Hancock 
Mr. Pegram Mr. Glenn 
Organization of the work has been planned to correlate the 
courses with the basic sciences and at the same time enable the 
student, if he so desires, to obtain courses of such scope and thorough-
ness that he will be prepared to enter upon graduate work in 
mathematics. 
Mathematics 
Students with good high school preparation and high mathe-
matical aptitude should take Mathematics 61 -62 or 61-4 in either 
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order. Other students may fulfill the college requirements by taking 
Mathematics 1, 2. 
1. College Algebra 
A brief review of basic algebra, followed by a study of quad-
ratic equations, progressions, and other topics. Three semester 
hours. Mr. Hill, Mr. Pegram, Mr. Hancock 
Z. Plane Trigonometry 
Numerical and analytical trigonometry with emphasis shifted 
according to need of particular class. Includes a tudy of complex 
numbers through DeMoivre's Theorem. Three semester hours. 
Mr. Hill, Mr. Pegram, Mr. Hancock 
4. Finite Mathematica 
Development and application of the basic ideas of the statement 
calculus. sets and partitions, and probability theory. Introduction 
to vector and matrix algebra. Three semester hours. 
Mr. Hill, Mr. Pegrani, Mr. Hancock 
11. Mechanical Drawing 
Three periods of two hours each devoted to elements of engi-
neering, drafting, lettering, projections, geometric drawing, and 
practical field problems. Three semester hours. Mr. Glenn 
5Z. Descriptive Geometry 
Designed to fulfill requirements of pre-engineering courses. Two 
hours of class lecture and two laboratory periods of two hours each. 
Prerequisite: Mathematics 11. Three semester hours. Mr. Glenn 
11-62. Analytic Geometry and Calculus 
This is an integrated course containing the Analytic Geometry-
lines, conics, polar coordinates, and parametric equations-essential 
to the calculus. Thorough training in differentiations, integration, 
application to time rates, maxima and minima, curvature, area, 
volume and length. Simple applications of partial derivatives. Pre-
requisite : Freshman Mathematics or high school equivalent. Six 
semester hour . Required for majors. 
Mr. Hill, Mr. Pegram and Mr. Hancock 
101. Intermediate Calculus with Analytic Geometry 
Sound training in more advanced methods of integration with 
applications to volumes, centroids and moments of inertia. Infinite 
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:r~es a~d .expansions. ?eiec~ed topi.cs in Solid Analytics. Partill 
<l1~erent1at1on and multiple mtegratton techniques. Simple differ· 
cntial equations. Prerequisite: Mathematics 61-62. Three semester 
hours. Required for majors. Mr. Pegra• 
102. Differential Equations 
. A study of ~rdi nal"}'. and partial differential equations, includ-
ing ~e . use of d1ffere~t1al operators, integration in series, and the 
app!Jcatio? to the soluti~ns of problems in the sciences. Prerequisite: 
Mathematics 101. Reqmred for majors. Three semester hours. 
Mr. Hill 
103. Solid Analytic Geometry 
The application of algebra to the geometry of three dimcnsiona. 
Developm~nt of elementary matrix theory and application in the 
study of Imes, planes, and quadric surfaces. Prerequisite: Mathe-
matics 61-62. Three semester hours. Mr. Hill 
104. Theory of Equationa 
. Introduc.tion to the complex number system, with graphical and 
trigonometric represen~tions. . Properties of algebraic cquatiom, 
!ormal me~hod~ of .solv~ng cubics and quartics, and procedures uaed 
m appro~1matmg irrational roots of equations of higher degree. 
I.ntroduction t~ .operations wit~ determinants. Homogeneous cqua-
t10ns. Prerequ1s1te: Mathematics 61-62, or approval of the instruc-
tor. Three semester hours. Mr. P1grata 
131-132. Introduction to Real Analyaia 
A complet~ly rigorous development of a limited number of topia 
from ~e~ variab~e t~eory. Included arc the basic topology of point 
sets; .luruts, contmmty, and di!ferentiability; the Riemann integral; 
functions of several real variables. Alternates with Mathcmatia 
141-142. Prerequisite: Mathematics 101 or 71 -72. Six semester hours. 
141-142. Survey of Modern Algebra 
Mr. Hill 
Structures in . abstract algebra: General theory of groups, rings, 
and ~elds. Matrix algebra and lmear spaces of n dimensions witb 
"!atrix operato~s. Alten:mtes with Mathematics 131-132. Prerequi-
site: Mathematics 101. Six semester hours. Mr. Hill 
Astronomy 
192. Deacriptive Aatronomy 
A general course designed to give a comprehensive knowledge 
of the principal facts, theories, and methods of the subject, witb 
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particular attention to the basic. concepts hel~ by astronomers con-
cerning the structure of the universe: Use 1s. made of the plane-
tarium in familiarizing the student with the night sky and the ele-
ments of celestial geometry. Three semester hours. Mr. Pegram 
MILITARY SCIENCE 
Colonel Maddox, Chairman 
Captain Bonham 
M/ gt. Beck 
M/Sgt. Sutphin 
SFC Gardner Captai11 Lewis 
SFC Woodley 
Courses in Military Science are subdivided into sever~) sub-
courses, each being a complete subj ect within itself and formmg ti:e 
basis for more advanced training. Freshmen and Sophomores ~111 
nonnally have two hours of classroom wo:~ per week, and J uruors 
and Seniors three hours per week. An add1tlonal one hour per week 
will be devoted to Leader hip Laboratory (Practical work in Leader-
abip, drill and command). 
l·Z. Military Science Courae I 
Organization of the Army and ROT~, .American Military Risto~ 
from colonial days to the present, Ind1v1dual Weapons and Basic 
Marksmanship, and Leadership Laboratory. Two mester hours. 
M/Sgt. Beck 
51.SZ. Military Science Courae I I 
Map and Aerial Photograph Reading~ United Sta~es A~y and 
National Security. Introduction to Operat10ns and Basic Tac~1cs, an~ 
Ltadership Laboratory. Four me ter hour . Ca.ptain Lewis 
111·102. Military Science Courae 111 
Theory of Leadership, Military Teaching Principles, Bran~hes 
of the Army, Small Unit Tactics, and Communication, Precamp Orn~n­
tation, Leadership Laboratory, and one three-sen:ester-hour elect~ve 
course chosen from the following general academic areas: Effec~v.e 
Communication, cience Comprehension, General Psychology, or Pohb-
cal Development and Political Institution . Six semester hours. 
Captain Bonlrani 
113-104. Military Science Courae IV 
Operations, Logistics, Army Administration, Military Law, The 
Role of the United States in orld Affairs, Service Orientation, 
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Leadership Laboratory, and one three-semester-hour elective course 
chosen from the following general academic areas: Effective Com-
munication, Science Comprehension, General Psychology or Political 
Development and Politicial Institutions. Six semester hours. 
MUSIC AND ART 
Mr. Moyer, Chairman 
101. Music Appreciation 
Colonel Maddox 
A course designed to introduce the student to a broad world 
of music and to help him break down the barriers that might have 
caused the technical aspects of music to seem strange to him. At-
tention is given to music's inner workings, its historical traditions, 
its vocabulary, its luminous creative spirits, and the student is guid-
ed in the art of general listening. Three semester hours. 
102. Art Appreciation Mr. Moy,, 
This course involves the study and discussion of appreciation 
and values in art. Art problems will be related to human needs 
such as are found in home, community, and religion. Some topics 
treated are : organization (design) which influences the develop-
ment and form of art objects; the selection and arrangement of 
parts; the choice of shapes, colors, texture and space; materials 
and processes, their possibilities and limitations and the manner and 
method in which th y are transformed into art objects. Three 
semester hours. Mr. Moytr 
PHILOSOPHY 
Mr. van Nuis, Acting Chairman Mr. Colloms 
The courses in philosophy are designed to teach the student 
the principles of correct thinking, the nature and scope of philo-
sophical inquiry, and to acquaint him with the life and thought 
of the great philosophers of the Western world, both past and 
present. The study of philosophy should help the student to inte-
grate the various branches of knowledge into a workable philosophy 
of life. A major objective of the department is to lead the student 
to see that a knowledge of the fundamentals of philosophy must 
comprise a part of the equipment of the educated person if he 
would live wisely and well. 
The subject matter of the courses is presented through text-
books and the study of representative selections from the works of 
the philosophers. The courses for a major in philosophy are selected 
on the basis of the needs and interests of the student. 
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SI. Philosophy and Modern Life . 
The chief types and problems ? f philos~phy, the philosoph1cal 
attitude and method, and the relation of philosophy_ to the e~uca­
tional, moral, religious, and social t;>roblems of our time. Designed 
u a contribution to general education. Three semester hours. 
Mr. Col/oms 
111. Aeatbetica 
A critical examination of various historical and cont7mporary 
answers to the question: What is the nature and f~ncti~n of . a 
work of art? The art forms receiving primary consideration will 
be those of literature and music. Three semester hours. . 
M1·. vmi Nms 
111. Principles of Ethics 
The development, nature, and theories of morality, and the ap-
plication of ethical principles to the living issues of contemporary 
life. Three semester hours. Mr. Colloms 
lit Social Ethics 
A consideration of practical problems 
modern world, and the application of the 
their solution. Three semester hours. 
117. Religions of the World 
See Religion 117. Three semester hours. 
lZZ. Principles of Logic 
incident to life in our 
basi c ethical insights to 
Mr. C olloms 
A general survey of the major ~opics in the yhilos~phy of 
language, and the principles of inductive and deductive logic. De-
signed for the general stu~e~t and. for those who expect to do ad-
vanced work in Jaw, med1 cme, science, theology, and philosophy. 
Three semester hours. Mr. Colloms 
IZ3. Introduction to Symbolic Logic 
A study of fundamental logical concepts, principles and mod:s 
of deductive inference. The student wi ll be introduced to the basic 
topics in modern symbolic logic. Three semester hours. 
Mr. van ms 
IZI. Philosophy of Science 
This course will be concerned with sue~ questions as :_ What is 
science? What are the ultimate data of sc1enc_e? What 1s the. re-
lation of science to other departments of learning? Some previous 
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training in science would be helpful, but it is not required. Thrtt 
semester hours. Mr. van Nuis 
131. Philoaophy in America Before 1865 
The development and meaning of philosophy in our nation dur-
in the Colonial Period, the Age of Reason, and the Transcen-
dental Movement. Consideration will be given to such thinkers u 
Edwards, Franklin, Jefferson, and Emerson with special reference 
to the permanent significance of their ideas. Three semester hours. 
Mr. C ollotJU 
132. Pbiloaophy in America After 1865 
Some leading philosophers and major philosophical movements 
in t~is n~tion from the close of the Civil War to the present. Em-
phasis will be placed upon selections from the writings of such 
philosophers as John Fiske, Charles Sanders Pierce, Bordon Parker 
Browne, Josiah Royce, George Santayana, William James, Alfred 
North Whitehead, and John Dewey. Three semester hours. 
135. Philosophy of Religion 
The nature of religion, God 
the nature and destiny of man, 
of evil, religious values, and the 
Three semester hours. 
136. Psychology of Religion 
M,.. Coil°"" 
and His relation to the universe 
religious knowledge, the problem 
significance of religious practices. 
Mr. Colloms 
A psychological study of religious experience. Religion and 
the subconscious, worship, prayer, mysticism, conversion, and the 
psychological aspects of religious belief. Three semester hours. 
Mr. Colloms 
151. History of Ancient Philoaophy 
~scussi.on of classical. Greek philosophy from an historical point 
of view, with an emphasis on the Pre-Socratics, the Sophists, So-
crates, Plato and Aristotle. Three semester hours. Mr. van Nuis 
152. History of Mediaeval Philoaophy 
Continuation of Philosophy 151. The period covered will ex-
tend from the Neo-Platonists up to the Occamist school of Nom-
i~ism. The wor~s of the .following philosophers will be empha-
sized : St. Augustme, Boeth1us, St. Anselm, St. Thomas Aquinas, 
Duns Scotus. Three semester hours. Mr. van uis 
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153. History of Modem Pbiloaophy 
Continuation of Philosophy 152. The period studied wi ll ex-
tend from William of Occam and the "moderni" through Immanuel 
Kant. Emphasis will be placed on an historical study of the origins 
and development of modern epistemology. Readings in Newton, 
Descartes, Hobbes, Locke, Berkeley, Hume, Leibniz, Kant, et al. 
Three semester hours. Mr. van ms 
lt l. Contemporary Pbilaosphy 
A study of phenomenology, existentialism, and related currents in 
contemporary philosophy since Hegel. Three semester hour . 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
Mr. Scheerer, Chairman 
Mr. van Nt,is 
Mr. Caldwell 
The purpose of this department is to promote health, growth, 
and development of the body. The various activities included in 
the program produce the highest muscular coordination and greatly 
improve the efficiency of the body and mind. Activities included 
in the program are : calisthenics; tumbling; gymnastics; volleyball ; 
mass athletics; group games; corrective exercises; intramural sports; 
individual and dual sports. 
This department also serves the purpose of providing advanced 
courses in physical education whereby a student may be prepared 
to teach physical education and coach in high chool. A student 
may fully qualify under the rules of the Department of Education 
of the State of South Carolina for full -time teaching of physical 
education in high school by taking the advanced courses below and 
completing 4---6 semester hours in physiology and anatomy and 
6--8 semester hours in chemistry and/or physics. In addition to 
the above requirements the student is required to complete 18 se-
mester hours in education and such general courses as are required 
by the State Department of Education for a teacher's certificate. 
1·2. Buie Physical Education 
Course includes basic exercises, games of low organization and 
recreational activities. Two semester hours. Mr. Caldwell 
51. Buie Physical Education 
Course is a continuation of Physical Education 1-2, with an 
addition of individual and dual sports. One semester hour. 
Mr. Caldwell 
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52. Health Education 
Required of all students not taking Military Science and for all 
students planning to teach in the schools of South Carolina. Course 
includes a study of personal and community health, safety and first 
aid. Visits and studies of the county and city health and welfare 
a~encies will. be conducte? to acquaint the student with these agen-
cies and their work. This course is designed to meet the general 
requirement for health education for teachers of South Carolina. 
Three semester hours. Mr. Schtertr 
101. Methoda and Materials m Health Educat ion 
A course in the theory of health education, including a survey 
of teaching materials and classroom methods. The course covers 
such topics as first aid, safety, communicable diseases, sanitation 
and healthful living. An opportunity will be offered each student 
to qualify for a Standard Certificate in First Aid by the American 
Red Cross. Three semester hours. Required for certification in 
Physical Education. Mr. Caldwell 
102. Group Recreation 
Cours includ s a study of group game that are adaptable to 
the public schools. Special emphasis is placed on economy of equip-
ment, games adaptable for indoors in limited space, games for the 
classroom, both quiet and active. Games for short recess periods 
and recreation periods are stressed. Three semester hours. Required 
for certification i11 Physical Education. Mr. Scheerer 
103. Organization and Administration of Health and Physical 
Education 
This course covers the various phases of the work of adminis-
t:ation in a high school department of health and physical educa-
tion. A study is made of curriculum building and the use of facilities 
at the disposal of the director of physical ducation and intra-
murals. A survey is made of needed equipment for various types 
of schools. Three semester hours. Required for certification in Physi-
cal Education. Mr. Scheerer 
104. History and Philosophy of Health and Physical Education 
The his~orical background of health and physical education 
~ovements t~ th.e world, and a survey of the underlying principles, 
aims, and objectives of a school health and physical education pro-
gram. Three seme ter hours. R equired for certification in Physical 
Education. Mr. Scheerer 
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105. Materials and Applied Techniques of Interscholastic Sports 
A survey of high school coaching covering basketball and foot-
ball. The class will make a thorough study of the science of the 
games and coaching methods. Three semester hours. Required 
for certification in Physical Education. Mr. Caldwell 
(Not offered in 1961-1962) 
106. Materials and Applied Techniques of Interscholastic Sports 
A continuation of Physical Education 105, with baseball and 
track being studied. Three emester hours. Required for certifica-
tion in Physical Education. Mr. Scheerer 
118. Intramural Sports Program 
A study of the high school intramural programs for the small, 
medium and large high schools. Students will be required to know 
the rules and modifications to meet the high school program, to 
organize and coach the various sports adaptable to the high school, 
and in addition pass proficiency tests in each of the intramural 
sports studied. Point systems, intramural councils, awards, coedu-
cational sports, and scoring plans will be studied. Three semester 
hours. Required for full certification in Physical Education. 
Mr. Scheerer 
110. Tests and Measurements in Health and Physical Education 
A study of the tests adaptable to the high school program will 
be studied. Construction of tests and administration of tests will 
be studied, also statistical applications to tests will be covered. Three 
semester hours. Required for full certification in Physical Education. 
Mr. Scheerer 
UZ. Materials and Applied Techniques of Interscholastic Sports 
A survey of high chool coaching covering golf and tennis. The 
clas will make a thorough tudy of the cience of the sports and 
coaching methods. Required for full certification. tudents must furnish 
necessary golf balls, tennis balls and green fee . T hree emester hours. 
(This course i limited to a small goup.) (Offered in Summer School 
only.) Mr. Scheerer 
PHYSICS 
Ur. Blev ins, A ct ing Chairman ~fr. Parker 
Helium and nitrogen liqui f ier have b en in talled in the n w 
Milliken cience Hall. Low temperature physic i becoming important 
in all field of science. It is possible for enior to carry on research 
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projects of fundamental significance using the extremely low temper-
ature obtainable with liquid helium and nitrogen. There is also a 
nuclear physics laboratory in the new building, equipped with scintil-
lation counters, G-M counters, and other equipment necessary for the 
study of nuclear science. 
51-52. General Pbyaica 
A study of mechanics, heat, wave motion and sound, electricity 
and magnetism, and light. Prerequisite: Math 1, 2 or corequisite: 
Math 61 and 62 or 4. Open to freshmen. Three hours of lecture and 
one laboratory period a week. Eight semester hours. Staff 
54. Elementary Modern Pbyaica 
A study of modern development in physics. Recommended for 
the general student and for students in other sciences. Required of 
physics majors in their sophomore or junior year. Prerequisite: 
Physics 51-52. Three hours a week lecture. Three semester hours. 
Mr. Parktr 101-102. Laboratory Course 
This course consists of selected experiments in mechanics, heat, 
electricity and optics. Prerequisite: Physics 51-52. Six semester 
hours. Staff 
103. lntennediate Mechanics 
An introduction to analytic mechanics. Pr requisite: Physics 
51-52; Prerequisite: Math 61-62, or corequisite : Math 71-72. Open 
to sophomores. Three hours of lecture a week. Three semester hours. 
121. Thennoclynamica Mr. Blevins 
An introduction to the modynamics, kinetic theory, and statisti-
cal mechanics. Prerequisite: Math 61-62 or 71 -72. Prerequisite or 
corequisite: Physics 103. Three hours of lecture a week. Offered 
in alternate years. Three semester hours. Mr. Blevins 
122. Optica 
A study of image formation and other topics in geometrical 
optics and of the nature and theory of light. Prerequisite: Physics 
51 -52, Mathematics 61-62 or 71-72. Three hours of lecture a week. 
Offered in alternate years. Three semester hours. Mr. Parker 
131. Electricity and Magnetism 
A lecture course in the theory of electrostatic and electromagnetic 
fields and related topics. Prerequisite : Physics 51-52. Prerequisite 
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. . . 103 Prerequisite: Math 71-72 or corequi-
or coreqms1te: Physics . k 1 ture Three semester hours. 
site: Math 101. Three hours a wee ec . Mr. Parker 
1- Elem tary Electronica . 
.- en . . . Jes of electronics. Suitable 
A lecture-laborato1?' course m pn~ettp use electronic equipment. 
for majors in othe.r field5s2 w~.o ~~ a °week Four semester hours. 
Prerequisite : Physics 51- · ix our · Mr. Blevins 
151. Atomic Pbyaica . d . h . s Prerequisite: Phy ics 
d • ..i se m mo ern p ys1c · An a vanccu cour M th 71-72 Three semester hours. 54, 103, 131 and Math 61-62 or a · · Mr. Blevins 
152. Nuclear Pbyaica . ticl and nuclear struc-
A study of radioactivity, elementary pa~ "t e.s.Physics 151 Three 
ture. Three hours a week lecture. Prereqms1 e . Mr .. Blevins 
semester hours. 
110. Advanced M~ica . hni ues of advanced mathe-
A course in mechan~cs .usmg the e~:~1i!d coordinates, the La-
matics. This course will hmcluHde ~It ·an mechanics. Prerequisite: f I f n and t e am1 om ~~~ l~~:d10M,ath 71 -72 or 101. Three sem ster ho%~. Blevins 
PSYCHOLOGY 
. Mr Wilson Mr Duke Acting Chairman . . . h 
. Hort to integrate the social with ~ e 
Psycho.logy r~pre ents a~ eof infra-human and human behav1?r. 
natural sciences 10 t~e stu y I f tho e tud nts seeking an m-
A major is offered I~ psych~ o~ or ) or for those tudent pr -
fonnal liberal education (A. · ~gre~ ' . 1 1 ( B degr . 
paring for graduate ~hof~~; ~~~:~~~\~: ~~ ~tfn~~1°fsychoio~, t~ch-
Example career me . . t d assessment human engmeermg, 
ing, personnel or counseling, .af-1~ u e e able to c~ntinue in private or 
or psychometrics. So~11e sp~c1a ~s ~h~~ogy problem areas as learning, 
sponsored researc~ 10 sudc p y tion and social phenomena of a 
motivation, sen at1on an percep , 
psychological nature. 
51. General Psychology 
An introductory survey course 
majors. Three semester hour . 
P Ychology. Required of all in Staff 
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61. Developmental Psychology 
The principles of human growth and development from infancy 
to old age. See Education 61. Three emester hours. 
112. Social Paychology 
The psychology of social interaction and it · effects on motivation 
perception, and learning. ee ociology 112. Three emester hours'. 
118. Personality and Culture 
Th p ychology of per onality and the e ffects of culture upon 
per onality. ee ociology 118. Three seme t r hours. 
124. Abnormal Psychology 
The major patterns of deviant, mental or social behavior their 
etiology, diagnosis prognosis, and cure. Three semester hour . ' 
Mr. Duke 
128. Experiments of Psychology: Advanced General Paycbolou 
A study of a sample of the more interesting experiments from all 
areas of psychological research. R commended second course after 
P ychology S 1. Three semester hour ·. Staff 
131. Group Dynamica 
Focal areas con idered are persuasion and communication research 
propaganda, brain wa hing, prejudice, attitude and opinion research: 
etc. Three semester hours. Mr. Duke 
135. Comparative or Animal Psychology 
The study of animal behavior. From Darwin to kinner and Tin-
bergen, the study of learned and instinctive pattern of animal be-
havior and motivation, with ome attempt to generalize to human be-
havior. Three emester hours. Mr. Duke 
141. Elementary Applied Statiatica 
cook-book, how-to approach in learning elementary statistical 
procedures. Procedures include descriptive statistics for central ten-
denc.Y and variability, random sampling technique , test of significance 
of d~ffere?ce between _mean , correlational technique , chi quare, and 
possibly simple analysis of variance. This cour e is recommended to 
all seriou students in the natural and social sciences or in business. 
lab accompanies to t ach machine computation by calculators. Four 
semester hours. Mr. D11 ke 
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151. Phyaiological Paychology 
An examination of the relationships b tween physiological pro-
cesses and behavior, with emphasis upon emotion, motivation, and 
perception. Three semester hours. Mr. Wilson 
154. Semation and Perception 
The reception, perception, and di crimination of stimuli. Three 
semester hours. Mr. Wilson 
151. Learning 
A study of basic processes of motor and v rbal learning and of 
problem solving in general. Three semester hour . Mr. Wilson 
171. Contemporary Syatems of Psychology 
A study of th contemporary history of psychology, with em-
phasis on the sev n major schools of psychology developed since 
Wundt's Laboratory in 1889. Three eme t r hour . Staff 
172. Hiatory of Psychology 
A survey of the history of psychology from Thales to Wundt. 
Prerequi it : P ychology 171. Thre em ter hour . Staff 
RELIGION 
Mr. Nesbitt, Chairman Mr. Griffin 
The purpose of this department is to provide a core of academic 
studies in the field of Religion as the basis of a better understanding 
of Christian faith and life among college students, and to enable the 
college as a church-related institution to satisfy more fully its moral 
obligation to its constitu ncy. 
These courses are designed to help prepare a leader hip of both a 
trained clergy and an informed laity for the church in order to meet 
the increasing demands for an effective program of Christian edu-
cation and service in our world. Historical methods and philosophical 
principles of procedure are essential in all off rings of the department, 
as fitting the academic search for truth. 
The requirment for graduation i ix seme ter hours, and is 
normally satisfied by th end of the ophomore year by any two of 
the courses numbered below 100. Upperclas men and transfer stu-
dents may, with the approval of the department, take courses numbered 
above 100 to sati fy the graduation requirem nt. 
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1. Introduction to the English Bible 
The origin and nature of the Bible, the growth of its various 
books into a sacred canon, with a sketch of the English versions, 
and frequent assignments of elect d parts for special study. Open 
only to freshmen in the s cond seme ter. Three semester hours. 
Mr.Nesbitt or Mr. Griffi9 
51. Old Testament Life and Literature 
The rise of the Hebrew people and the religious life that grew 
out of their historical experiences as revealed in the various books of 
th Old Testament. Thre seme ter hours. 
Mr. Nesbitt and Mr. Griffitt 
52. New Testament Life and Literature 
The rise of the Christian faith, the development of the Church, 
and the spiritual forces generated by the Christian movement as 
revealed by the variou books of the New Testament. Three semester 
hours. Mr. Nesbitt and Mr. Griffitt 
60. Buie Christian Beliefs and Ideas 
The major convictions of the Christian faith, with special em-
phasis on the relevancy of these ideas to the growing thought and life 
of college students in our world. Thr e sem ter hours. 
Mr. Nesbitt and Mr. Griffi" 
101. The Life and Religion of Jesus 
A study of the Gospels for the understanding of the life of Jesus 
and the religion he taught, as foundations of the Christian Church and 
its faith. Prerequisite: Religion 52 or consent of instructor. Three 
semester hours. Mr. Nesbitt 
102. The Life and Religion of Paul 
A study of The Acts and the Letters of Paul to understand the 
developing Christian movement, with special emphasis on Paul's 
life and work. Prerequisite: Religion 52 or consent of instructor. 
Three semester hours. Mr. Nesbitt 
111. The Religion of the Hebrew Prophets 
A hi torical tudy of the proph ts and the prophetic movement in 
Israel, with emphasis on their ethical and moral contributions to our 
modern life. Prerequisite: R ligion 52 or con ent of instructor. Three 
semester hours. Mr. Nesbitt 
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114.. Biblical Hiatory and Archaeology 
95 
The main historical trends in the Hebrew and Christian religions, 
with special emphasis on pertinent archaeological discoveries, and their 
religious and cultural values. Prerequisite: Religion 51 and 52 ~r 
consent of instructor. Three semester hours. Mr. Nesbitt 
117. The Religiom of the World 
A study of the history and literature of the living religion.s . of 
mankind, from primitive origins to present world status. Pr7reqms1te: 
Philosophy 51 and one cour e in Religion or consent of mstructo.r. 
Three semester hours. Mr. N esbi.tt 
121. Christian Education 
The basic principles of religious education, with special emphasis 
on Christian experience and learning as better preparation for. t~e 
educational work of the church. Three semester hours Mr. Griffin 
122. The Church and I ta Work 
A study of the Christian Church, its or.i~in and .~ture, its pur-
pose and role in the modern world. Prerequ1s1te : Religion 52 or con-
sent of Instructor. Three semester hours. Mr. Griffin 
123. Introduction to Biblical Theology 
The principal theological concepts of the Bible, rooted in ancient 
Judaism, pas ed on into early Christianity and ~eveloped therefrom. 
Prerequisite: Religion 51 and 52 or consent of mstructor. Three se-
mester hours. Mr. Griffin 
124. Introduction to Christian Theology 
The basic doctrines of the Christian faith as found in th wntmg 
of the major theologians, with special orientation in modern Pr~te. -
tant theology. Three semester hours. Mr. Gnffm 
125. Introduction to Christian Ethics 
-The Biblical and theological foundations of Christian ethics and 
their application to personal, social, political, and economic problems 
of modem life. Three semester hours. Mr. Griffin 
1Z8. The Churches in American Life 
A study of the various churches and denominations in American 
life their present status in our culture, including the smaller cults of 
~t years. Three semest r hours. Mr. Nesbitt 
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200. Research 
Instruction in met~1od of research in religious studies, with special 
~eference to preparation for eminary work. The main requirement 
is a .research pap r prepared under close upevision of the department 
Optional for Religion maj ors. One emester hour. Staff 
SOCIOLOGY 
Mr. Norton, Chairman Mr. Adams 
Sociology d als with group behavior, and the development struc-
ture! and w~r~ing_ of social institutions. It is supplementary to pro-
fessional trammg m such fields as law, medicine, journalism, business, 
and personnel management. It is essential to those who plan to 
~nt7~ social work. Social. research also has come to be a very 
mv1tmg field for students 111terested in research positions. 
51. General Sociology 
An introductory coun~e in sociology designed to impart to the 
student a k?owledg_e of himself and the social world. Interrelations 
of ~~rs~naltty'. society, and culture are examined. The student is 
famili arized with major social processes and institutional functions. 
A prerequisite for sociology majors. Three semester hours. 
Mr. Adams 
53. Social Problems 
A study of the c~use, nature, and cure of the problems that 
vex co?temporary soc1~ty . Some of the principal problems studied 
are delmque~cy and .crime, feeble-mindedness and insanity, poverty 
a~d :conom1c malad1ustment, race and class relations, and the in-
stitutional problems of the complex society of modern times. Three 
semester hours. Mr. Adams 
106. Social Anthropology 
This is a study of the culture of primitive man. An examina-
tion is made ?f the life of c~ntemporary primitives in Africa, Asia, 
North Amen~, and _Oceama . . The course is made vivid by an 
abundance of 11lustrative material. R quired of all majors. Three 
semester hours. Mr. Norto11 
107. Marriage and the Family 
The age-le~el o_f the college student is recognized in the ap-
proach i:riade m this. study. The treatment covers such topics u 
preparation for marriage, problems of adjustment within the family, 
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economic aspects of the family, the family as a social unit and the 
child as the center of family interest. Three semester hours. 
Mr. Norton 
119. Early Social Thought 
A survey of man's ideas about Ii fe with his fellow man ~s rep-
resented in the thought of ancient, medieval, and modem thmker~. 
The course covers material up to the late Nineteenth Century. Soci-
ology 109 or 110 required for sociology majors. Three semester hours. 
Mr. Norton 
110. Modem Social Thought 
A survey of trends of development in the social sciences fr~m 
late Nineteenth Century onward, with special re!erence to ~JOr 
contributions to the development of modem soc10logy. Soc1ology 
l()C) or 110 required of all majors. Three semester hours. Mr. Adan~s 
111. Race Relations 
This course gives emphasis to such topics as race. conscious-
ness cultural development of minority races in the Umted States, 
and 'various aspects of race conflict. Relations betwe~n the Negroes 
and whites of the outh will be given special attention. Three se-
mester hours. Mr. Norton 
112. Social Psychology 
Primarily a study of the effects of social interactio~ on the 
psychological processes of motivation, perception, and leammg. Also 
modem approaches to the study of the relationship of psychological 
processes to group development and organization are considered. 
Three semester hours. Required of all majors. Mr. Adams 
113. Criminology 
A course dealing with the causes and treatment of d:lin~uency 
and crime. A study is made of the social fact?rs . co~tributmg to 
maladjustments that lead to crime. The p~nal mstt~ub~ns are ex-
amined and a survey is made of constructive contributions to the 
problem of crime. Three semester hours. Mr. Norton 
114. Juvenile Delinquency 
An analysis of the basic factors involved in the conduct problems 
of modern youth. A study will be made of enviro~ental fa~tors, the 
nature of behavior problems of children, prevention of dehnquency, 
and correctional methods and institutions. Three semester hours. 
Mr. Norton 
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115. An Introduction to Social Research 
A survey of research methods and techniques in use in sociology. 
A study will be made of the experimental and statistical methods, 
case study and Ii fe history methods, and the interviewing and 
questionnaire techniques. A practical application of such methods 
will be made in the formulation and pre-testing of a research project. 
Prerequisite : Sociology 51-52. Three semester hours. Mr. Adams 
118. Penonality and Culture 
An analysi s of relationships between personality, social inter· 
action and culture, personality measurement by means of testing, 
scaling and projective techniques, with applications. Prerequisite: 
Psychology 51 or Sociology 51. Three semester hours. Mr. AdaMS 
120. Social Patholou 
A study of the breakdown in social relations caused by auc:h 
mental disorders as neurosis, schizophrenia, and manic depression. 
The emphasis is on human relations, both from the standpoint of 
cause and cure of disorders. An examination is made of institu-
tional and other social relations involved in maladjustments. Three 
semester hours. Mr. N OrlOll 
121. Urban Sociolou 
A study will be made of the rapid growth of urbanization in the 
United States. Emphasis will be given to urban structure and func-
tions. Institutions such as the family, church, school, and govern-
ment will be examined in the light of urban change and trends. A 
portion of the course will be devoted to modern urban planning and 
development. Three semester hours. Mr. AdaMS 
122. The Sociology of Religion 
A systematic analysis of religion from the point of view of 
sociology. The core that religion affords to many of man's social 
interests will be examined, covering such topics as the socio-cultural 
setting of religion, religion and social change, religion and personal-
ity, religion and social status, and religion and other social institu-
tions. Three semester hours. Mr. N orlOfl 
123. lnduatrial Sociology 
A study of industrial organization and the people who work with-
in the organization. The history and present trends in industry will 
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. th mmunity minority 
be surveyed. The relation of mdusttry ·utobe estu~ied Such topics as 
h £ ·1 and governmen wi · 
groupls, ~ e famiany'agement to labor are included in the course. Three 
the re atton o m Mr. A da1ns 
semester hours. 
124. Social Organization . 1 f hi in modern society are ex-
Basic forms of human re. a .ions p n individual and group 
. ed and analyzed as to their influence upo . 1 . 1 e· 
anun . . . are drawn largely from recent socio ogi:a r 
behavior. Matenals . . . to the structure and function of 
search. Special attention is given . ·a1 class and bureau-
d . f al groups community, soc1 ' formal an m .o:m . , 51-52 Three semester hours 
cracy. Prerequ1s1te : Sociology · Mr. Adams 
General Regulations 
The academic year i. divided into two semestt rs The first se 
mester of the academic year 1961-1962 b . S · b -d J egms eptem er 16 · the 
secon , anuary 30. Commencement day, 1962, is June 3. , 
TIME OF ENTRANCE 
All students should be present on the opening da d . !~;e:~~seh~en. a~d upr~classmen, respectively. Studen!s w~~~~= 
th h eg.mnm~ o t e semester are marked absent on the days 
ey ave missed m the courses to which the d . 
these absences are counted as other absences fr:m a~l:s:. m1tted, and 
M~TRl~ULATION , REGISTRATION, AND ENROLLMENT 
Reg1st~ah?n and matriculation take place in Andrews Field H ~~t~h~;e:~~~:~g i~f t~:c::1~::st;:ie~~;tudents must register on~~~ 
to matriculate at the beginning of each . Alltstudednts are ~equ1red 
the Bursa · · semes er an to obtam from 
h . r ah receipt. This receipt is presented to the Registrar 
w o issues t e student a number of course card . 
number of courses the student is entitled to takes ~hu1v~le~t to the 
sents the enrollment cards to professors who enr~ll hi~ si: t~~t Pr: 
ous courses. Students matriculatin in 'th van-
than that prescribed in this Bunetfn si::ll ~: se~es~r at a date later 
of $1.00 per day for late registration N y d c ~rsar a _Penalty 
register later than one week after th~ opeons1·ntug enft l~thperm1tted to 
o e1 er semester. 
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Freshman and Sophomore schedule cards must be approved by 
their faculty advisers. Junior and Senior students' schedule cards must 
be approved by the chairman of the department in which they are 
majoring. All student schedule cards calling for more or less than the 
normal course load ( five courses plus basic ROTC or basic physical 
education) must be approved by the Dean of the College. 
REGULATIONS REGARDING GRADES 
Grades shall be reported so as to indicate one of four things: 
Passed.-A grade of "A," "B," "C," or "D" shall indicate that 
a student has passed a course. The work is graded according to the 
following system: "A," excellent; "B," good; "C," fair; "D," pass-
able. 
Failed.-A grade of "F" shall indicate that the student has failed 
the course and that, in order to receive credit for the course, he 
shall be required to take the work again. 
lncomplete.-A grade of "I" shall indicate that the instructor, 
because the student has not completed all the work required in the 
course though he has passed the examination, is unable to report 
the final grade at the regular time. 
All students with incomplete grades who have not satisfied the 
department concerned and have not obtained a passing grade before 
the close of the semester following the date of the regular examina-
tion in which the "I" was incurred, are regard d as having failed 
on the course concerned and must repeat the course in order to re-
ceive credit. 
Absent from Exaniination.-A grade of "X" shall indicate that 
the student was absent from the examination. 
A student absent from examination and marked "X," if his ab-
sence has been excused by the Dean of the College, may receive 
an examination on the payment of a fee of $5.00 to the Bursar of 
the College. The Dean shall arrange with the department concerned 
for this examination, which must be taken by the student before 
the close of the semester following the date of the examination in 
which the "X" was incurred. Otherwise, the grade for the course 
shall be recorded as "F." If a student's absence from an examina-
tion is not excused by the Dean, the grade for the course concerned 
shall be recorded as "F." 
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REGULATIONS FOR DROPPING COURSES 
The procedure for dropping a course is as follows: 
1. Obtain written approval of the Dean of the College or the Dean 
of Students. 
2. Obtain written approval of instructor concerned. 
3. Take written approvals to Registrar. 
The grade_ in a dropped course shall be "WP," if the student is 
currently passing the course, or a "WF " if he is not passing A ..... ..ia 
f "WF" h ' · 6 ''""" o . s al~ be counted as an "F" in establishing the student's 
grade-point ratio. No cour e may be dropped with a "WP" after 
the date set for mid-semester grades to b ubmitted to the Registrar. 
EXAMINATIONS 
Fin~! examinations i°: all_ subjects are held in January and May, 
respectively. The examination record combined with the record 
made in class constitutes the student's final grade. 
EXPLANATION OF QUALITY-POINT SYSTEM 
A certain quality-grade is required for graduation and for the 
pu~pose of ?etermining this quality-grade, numerical valu~s called 
po~nts are given to the grade letters as follows: for grade "A," 4 
points for each semester hour of credit· for grade "B" 3 po" ts· 
f d "C " 2 · ' • in • or gra e . , points; for grade "D." 1 point. 
To obtain a student's grade point ratio, the total number of sc-
m~ster hours taken is divided into the total number of quality 
points earned. 
The term 'average grade of 'C'," means that the student has 
twice as many quality points as semester hours taken. 
CLASS STANDING 
~or a ~t~dent to rank as a Sophomore, he must have to his 
cred~t a ~in1mum of ~wenty-fou_r semester hours and forty-ligltl 
quality points; as a J um or, fifty-six semester hours and one hundrtd 
and twelve quality points; as a Senior, ninety-two semester hours 
and one hundred and eighty-four quality points. 
AMOUNT OF WORK 
Exclu ive of ba ic ROTC 1-2, 51-52 or Phy ical Education 1-2 
5~ or honor courses, no student is permitted to take less than 5 cou~ 
without pecial permis~ion from the Dean of the College; or take more 
than 5 course unle s h1 average grade in the preceding semester is "C" 
or above, or, under any conditions, to take more than 22 semester hours 
of work. 
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The total amount of work that a student may take in any one 
department toward the Bachelor's degree is limited to a maximum of 
thirty-six semester hours. For purposes of determining this require-
ment, German and Romance Languages are regarded as separate 
departments. Required Freshman and Sophomore courses shall not 
be included in the thirty-six semester hour limit. 
LIMIT ON FINAL WORK FOR GRADUATION 
Not more than eight semester hours of work may be taken in 
another institution of approved standing as the final work necessary 
for graduation, and this work of Senior grade must first be approved 
by the Dean of the College. 
REGISTRATION FOR LESS THAN NORMAL WORK 
A student reported to be in poor health or engaged in outside 
work that demands much of his time may not register for the nor-
mal load of work unless his average grade for the preceding semester 
is "C" or above. 
SUMMER SESSION ELSEWHERE 
Wofford students desiring to attend summer school in another 
college must secure advance approval of the Registrar and of the 
chairmen of the departments in which the student desires to take 
such courses. 
AUDITING COURSES 
A student who wishes to audit a course may do so on securing 
the consent of the instructor and Registrar. No attendance record of 
the student is kept, and he may not receive credit for the course. 
HONORS COURSES 
Senior students may, at the discretion of the Curriculum Com-
mittee and the Faculty, be allowed to carry an honors course dur-
ing the regular academic year. Honors courses are subject to the 
following regulations : 
1. An honors course shall represent work beyond the usual 
requirements for majors in a field and beyond any requirement 
for graduation, except as noted in 10 below. 
z. A student shall be allowed to participate in an honors pro-
gram only upon invitation by his major department. 
3. Only students with an overall average of ' B" in all courses 
and no grade less than "B" in his major field shall be eligible to 
receive an invitation. Upon mutual consent of department and 
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student, the department shall submit to the Curriculum Committee 
a request that the student be allowed to participate in an honors 
program. The request shall be accompanied by a statement concern-
ing the general nature of the work to be undertaken. 
4. An honors program may be undertaken only by Senion 
and will carry credit of 6 semester hours provided the student 
is judged to have done work worthy of either an "A" or a "B" grade. 
S. The course, if completed satisfactorily, shall be entered on 
the student's permanent record with a notation to the effect that 
it is an honors course. Also, the student shall be mentioned at 
commencement exercises - and shall be listed in a special section 
of the college catalogue of his graduation year - as having attained 
"high honors" or "honors" in his field, depending upon whether 
he received an "A" or a "B" in the honors program. 
6. A student may be removed from an honors program at 
any time if, in the judgement of the department, his work is not 
of sufficient merit to justify his continuing. 
7. An honors course is not to be subject to the usual 20 hour 
per semester limit on course load. 
8. Each student completing an honors course shall prepare 
and submit to his instructor three copies of an abstract describing 
the work done in the course. The department shall then place one 
copy in the student's permanent file and one copy in the college 
library. It is expected that the department will keep the third copy 
in its own files . 
9. All application for honors courses should be made at least 
in time for consideration by the Curriculum Committee at its last 
scheduled meeting in the student's Junior year. 
10. At the discretion of the department an honors course may 
be taken in lieu of the research paper course 200 in his department. 
THE DEAN 'S LIST 
tudents who, at the mid-year or final examinations, have attained 
an average grade higher than "B" (above 3.00) in the courses of the 
half-year just closed and who have not received a grade of "D" or 
"F" or "I' in any course are placed on the Dean's List for the suc-
ceeding half-year. A student must be carrying at least 15 semester 
hours of work to be considered. A student whose name appears on 
the Dean's List may absent himself from cla es at his own discre-
tion. The name of a student may be withdrawn from the Dean's List 
at any time, if the student fails to maintain a satisfactory standard of 
cholarship and conduct. 
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LASS ATI'ENDANCE 
C tat all their regularly scheduled 
Students are expected ~o be p~eseixperience has show? that sued 
class and laboratory appomtmen s. selves from class without goo. 
cessful students do not. absent the; oor academic achievement is 
On f the ni.a3or causes or p reason. e o 
cessive absence from class. d . ed by the Faculty to pro-ex l fons are es1gn . . . b . n to 
The attendance regu a 1 f 'ndividual respons1b11tty. e give 1 
vide that a large measu.re o I ds justify the delegation . of s~c I 
tudents whose acad~~1c recor indicate by their acnons t at 
s 'b'1l1.ty If individual students d d to them the College, 
respans1 . f th r exten e ' . h t 
this privilege c~nnot be uDr e of Students, reserves the ng t o 
thr h the Office of the ean .. wit~~~aw this permission. l tions are published in the "Pohc1es 
Specific attendance ~egu a 
and Regulations Manual . 
EL ATTENDANCE 
CHAP cha el exercises twice we~k\y. 
An students are required to attendt1'ng ~s requir d are permitted h' h no accoun Four absences for w ic 
in any one semester. 
AND EXCLUSION 
ACADEMIC PROBATION . the withdrawal of t-u-
. ht to require £ Tl ol\ege reserves the ng . and of those who, or 
dents 1~hose scholarship is dn~t a~~o~a~~r:.ccord with the ideal~ ani~ 
other reason, are regar e . in The purpo e of aca em ~dards that the College eeks to ;~a1~taas. i t him in improving the 
probation is to warn a student a 
character of his work. 
. d Exclusion Rule 
The Academic Probation an I . e determined under 
d . c exc us1on ar f II 
Academic probation an~ acap ~n~. on and Exclusion Rule. A u 
. . of the cadem1c ro a ' re r seme ter) come 
prov1s1ons . 12 semester hours or mo ~ h f ils to pa 
time student ( carry1~g d of any semester in which . e (a d t the 
under the Rule at t e en l n emest r hours credit, an ha ) 
courses carrying at lea t . e e not assed 22 emester ours . 
end of an academic year if he ~:~t's ac!'demic year (two emester 
In addition, at the end of. a stu four semester hours ?r mo: 
during which he has carn~df ltw hntays not accumulated quality p01nt 
d th Rule ' 1e he comes un er e · h d le · 
in accordance with the fo\lowu~g sc e :ine~ters (first year) 
34 Q.P. at the endd of ~wo r s mester (second year) 
88 Q.P . at the en o ou 
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147 Q.P. at the end of six semesters ( third year) 
200 Q.P. at the end of eight semesters (fourth year) 
A part-time tudent (carrying less than twelve semester hours per 
semester) comes under the Rule at the end of any semester in which 
he fails more than one course. Also, at the end of his academic year 
a part-time tudent (carrying less than twenty four semester hours) 
com s under the Rule if he has not achieved during that year a grade 
point ratio of 1.5. 
tudents coming under the Rule the first time are placed on 
academic probation and are allowed no unexcused absences from 
classes. tudents coming under the Rule for the second consecutive 
emester are excluded from the CoUege. A student excluded for the 
first time is eligible to re-enter in any succeeding semester if in the 
Wofford Summer School he makes up the deficiencies which resulted 
in his exclusion and passes at least six semester hours for each tenn 
enrolled. A student excluded for the second time may not make up 
the deficiencies in summer school and is excluded from the College. 
student excluded for the second time may not apply for readmission 
until the end of one calendar year from the date of such academic 
exclusion. Readmission under such circumstances will require con-
vincing evidence that his further attendance at Wofford will benefit 
him and the College. o credits earned during the period of an 
academic exclusion may be transf rred to Wofford. 
A student on academic probation may be restored to good standing 
by making up in the \.\ offord Summer chool the deficiencies which 
re ulted in his being placed on academic probation and passing at 
lea t ix seme ter hours for each term enrolled. 
For transfer students the Rule is computed only on credits earned 
at Wofford. The cumulative quality point requirements will be com-
puted on the basis of the first, econd, third or fourth year at Wof-
ford, as applicable. 
For all students enrolled at offord for the 1900-1961 session 
or earlier, who return after eptember 1, 196 1 ,the Rule i computed 
only on emester , years, semester hours, and quality points earned 
after September 1, 1961. The cumulative quality point requirement is 
computed on the basis of the first, second, third, or fourth year after 
eptember 1, 1961, as applicable. 
PUBLIC REPRESENTATION OF THE COLLEGE 
No student under academic probation may repre ent the College 
in any e.xtra-curricular activity. Any student or student group repre-
senting Wofford CoUege must conform to all standards of eligibility 
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overnin such representation and mu t have the prior approval of the 
!pproprifte coUege official and, further, must so conduct themselves 
as to reflect credit on the College. 
SOCIAL FRATERNITIES 
Fraternities exist at the will of the instit~~o.n, on this campus 
. the case elsewhere. The purpose and acttVlties of such gro~ps 
as is . b . · d formal organtza-shall be consistent with the main o 1ecttves an . . 
tion of the College. No organization shall require of its me~~rs 
activity incompatible with scholastic attainment and spmtual 
any wth, which are the primary objectives of the College. Thus, 
Fraternities can justify their existence as members of the ~ollege 
community only so long as they contribute to and do not etract 
from the basic purposes of the College. . . 
Specific regulations concerning fraternity orgamzations may be 
found in the "Policies and Regulations Manual" of the College. 
THE PUBLICATIONS BOARD 
The Publications Board is composed of fo~r faculty mem~ers 
a inted by the President of the College and five student mem er J~ed to represent the three upper classes and the student body at 
large. h h · i al 
This Board exercises financial control ov~r t : t ree prm~ p 
tud t publications and elects their editors-in-chief and business 
s en However it is at the service of the student staffs for managers. • . . k 
suggestions or advice concerning their wor . ld 
Publications under the jurisdiction of the Board. are the 0 
Gold and Black, a weekly newspaper; the Journal, a literary maga-
zine. and the Bohemian, a yearbook. . ~o student publication may be started at the Coll ge without 
the approval of the Publications Board. 
REPORTS ON A CA DEM IC PROGRESS 
Each member of the faculty is required to submit monthly fail -
ure reports on all freshmen. 
After November 15 for the first semester '.1nd March ~O for !71~ 
second semester, reports concerning scholarship of all stu ents f J 
nt to rents or guardians. At the close of each semester m:i ~rts of ~ass attendance, courses, and grades of all students will 
be sent to parents or guardians. 
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Fees and Expenses 
WOFFORD COLLEGE COMPREHENSIVE FEE 
Fir t eme ter 
econd emestcr 
Resident Students 
$700.00 
700.00 
Day Stud,·nt.r 
$385.00 
385.00 
$1,400.00 $770.00 
The comprehensive fee includes all laboratory and special fees, 
and, in the case of resident students, includes room, board, and 
medical fee. 
This fee secures to each student, without additional cost, (1) 
one copy of the College Annual*; (2) participation in class func-
tions-literary, social, and athletic; (3) membership in the Student 
Christian Asociation; ( 4) Lecture tickets; ( 5) admission to ath-
letic games; and ( 6) subscriptions to student periodicals. 
In view of this fee, no assessment by classes or by student body 
can be made except by special permission of the Administration. 
The comprehensive fee is due and payable, unless otherwise speci-
fied, upon r gistration at the beginning of each semester, and no 
student is admitted to classes until arrangement concerning its settle-
ment has been made with the Bursar of the College. A charge of 
1 % per month on the unpaid balance will be made on those accounts 
not settled and paid at the beginning of each semester. 
FEES AND EXPENSES FOR SUMMER SCHOOL STUDENTS 
Charges for each term : 
Registration Fee 
Tuition Fee, per seme ter hour 
Room-rent and Board 
Medical Fee 
Audit Fee, per course 
Laboratory fee in science cour ·e 
$ 15.00 
15.00** 
100.00 
5.00 
15.00 
10.00 
*The annual staff has the authority to make additional charges for personal photographs which appear in the year book. 
**Teachers in active full-time service in schools and colleges, orphans from 
Epworth Orphange, Methodist mini terial students, and sons of Methodist 
ministers are required to pay a tuition fee, of only $8.00 per semester hour, 
in addition to the fee for registration and the expenses fur room-rent and board 
F11s and Expenses l()C) 
All fees and expenses are due and payable at the time of regis-
tration. d t b · g 
Students rooming in the dormitories will be expecte o nn 
with them their own bed-clothing, pillow cases, and towels. The 
dormitory beds are all single beds. 
LIVING ACCOMMODATIONS 
Sn der Black and Carlisle Halls are dormitories for Freshmen. 
Green: an'd Wig'htman Halls are dormitories £.or upperclassmen. 
Generally two students are assignee! to each dormitory room. 
The :xchange of rooms may be arranged within f~fteen da~s 
after the opening of the semester. A c~arge of $2.00 will be ma e 
for the change of rooms after that penod. 
MEDICAL BENEFITS FOR BOARDING STUDENTS . 
Wofford College provides the following Hospita~, ~urg1cal,C:::e~ 
M dical Care insurance in addition to the regular infirmary 
e f h · l 1 Reimbursements of charges or osp1ta 
. room and board up to $ 12.00 per day 
(Maximum 31 days for each di_sability) 
2. Miscellaneous hospital expenses reimbursed $200 
00 up to maximum of · 
(For each disability) 
3. First aid treatment for accidental bodily 
injuries up to a maximum of . 
4. Surgical charges reimbursed up to max1-
mwn of 
(In accordance with schedule on file 
with College Bursar) 
s. Charges by doctor or phys!cian ~orb~l~eatment 
in a hospital for non-surgical d1sa 1 1ty re-
imbursed up to 
$300.00 
$200.00 
$3.00 per day 
REGULATIONS REGARDING PAYMENTS 
1 The comprehensive fee is due and payable upon registration 
at the. beginning of each semester or summer term,. and n~ student 
is admitted to classes until arrangements concerning their settle-
ment have been made with the Bursar of the College.. . . 
2 A charge of $1.00 per day is made for d~lay m matnculat1on, excep~ in case of sickness or unavoidable detention at horn 
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3. Refund of any portion of the comprehensive fee will be made 
only in case of permanent withdrawal from the college and on the 
following basis: 
When the student has Portion of COM,,,_ 
bem enrolled he11sive Fee Ref"""4 
Two weeks or less of the semester 80% 
From two to four weeks of the semester 60% 
From four to six weeks of the semester 40% 
From six to eight weeks of the semester 20% 
Over eight weeks of the semester O 
.4. Wofford College is a member of Tuition Exchange, and 
remits $500.00 of . th~ c~mprehe~sive fee to children of faculty 
members at other mstttuttons which are members of Tuition Ex-
change. 
5. No student who has not settled all his bills with the Bursar 
of the college is allowed to stand the mid-year or final examina-
tions of the academic year or the final examinations of the summer 
term. 
6. A fee of $1.00 is charged for any change in a student's 
course card after it has been approved, provided the change is not 
required by the college. 
. 7: A charge of $5.00 will be made for every special examina-
tion gwen to a student. 
8. All resident students applying for admission or readmission 
must make a $25.00 nonrefundable deposit. All day students apply-
ing for admission or readmission shall make a $15.00 nonrefund-
able deposit. These deposits will be credited to the students' accounts. 
9. No student or former student who has not settled all his 
outstanding bills with the Bursar, or paid his loan fund notes to the 
Bursar according to the terms of payment, may receive a trans-
cript of his work until his obligation has been cleared on the records 
of the college. 
10. In all laboratory courses a student is required to pay the 
cost of replacement of apparatus and materials broken or damaged 
by him. This amount is to be paid to the Bursar prior to the ex· 
amination. 
Special Endowment:, Scholarship, 
and Loan Funds 
Through the years, by generous gifts from friends and alumni, 
the College has been building its Special Endowment, Endowed 
Scholarship, Endowed Loan, and Loan Funds. These funds give 
financial stability to its program and help to provide an educational 
service in accord with the highest institutional standards. We are 
pleased to list below this constantly enlarging group of funds. 
SPECIAL ENDOWMENT FUNDS 
SAM ORR BLACK AND HUGH s. BLACK PORTRAIT FUND, $1,-
200.00.-By Dr. Sam Orr Black and Dr. Hugh S. Black of Spar-
tanburg, S. C. 
CAJtLISLE MEMORIAL FUND, $36,141.00.-Memorial to Dr. James 
H. Carlisle, established by the alumni and friends of Dr. Carlisle 
throughout the State at large but particularly from Spartanburg, 
s.c. 
}AMES H . CARLISLE CHA1R OF RELIGION AND PHILOSOPHY, 
$70.00.-Subscribed and directed through the Wofford of Tomorrow 
Campaign. 
Aue. M. AND CEMA S. Cmt€ITZBERG FUND, $9,221.~.-By Mr. 
Aug. M. and Mrs. Cerna S. Oueitzberg of Spartanburg S. C. 
MR. AND MRS. Jos. K. DAVIS ENDOWMENT FUND, $1,000.00-
By Mr. and Mrs. Jos. K. Davis of Spartanburg, S. C. 
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SAMUEL DIBBLE ME~ORIAL LIBRARY FUND, $1,600.00.-By bia 
daughter, Mrs. Agnes Dibble Moss of Orangeburg, S. C. 
~EN!AMIN N. DUKE ENDOWMENT FUND, $100,000.00-By Mr. 
Ben1amm N. Duke of Charlotte, N. C. 
. WARREN DuP~E MEMORIAL LIBRARY FUND, $1,000.00.-By hia 
widow, Mrs. Carne Duncan DuPre of Spartanburg, S. C. 
J . M. EVANS ENDOWMENT FUND, $5,000.00-Established b 
the estate of J. M. Evans, May 9, 1952. y 
FoRD Fou~DATION E1:1'D~WMENT FUND, $135,000.-Granted by the 
!"or~ F.oundation, the prmc1pal of which is to be held by the grantee 
mst1tuhon only as endowment, and the income from the invest-
ment. of such principal shall be used only to increase faculty 
salaries. After July 1, 1966, principal and income of the grant may 
be used for any educational purpose. 
J 
JAMDEs HD. HAMMETT MEMORIAL FUND, $20,000.00.-By Mr. 
ames . amrnett of Anderson, S. C. 
. WILLIAM HOWARD JACKSON MEMORIAL FUND, $1,00000-B 
his father and mother, Mr. and Mrs. Walter G. Jackson ~f S : 
tanburg, S. C. par 
DR .. AND MRS. N: ~· KIRKLAND MEMORIAL FUND, $1,000.00.-
By their son, Dr. Wilham C. Kirkland of the South Carolina Co • 
ference. n 
RICHARD I. MANNING, }R. MEMORIAL FUND $6 000 
his heirs of Spartanburg, S. c. ' ' .00.-By 
. } . . THOMAS PATE MEMORIAL LIBRARY FUND, $5,318 59-B 
his widow, Mrs. Alice G. Pate of Camden, S. C. · · y 
H. N. SNYDER CHAIR OF ENGLISH LANGUAGE AND LITERATUlll 
$760.00-S~bscribed and directed through the Wofford f T ~ 
row Campaign. o omor 
1854 ?oUTH CA~OLINA CONFERENCE ENDOWMENT FUND, $77.50. 
-~ubscnbed and directed through the Wofford of Tomorrow Cam-
paign. 
T. B. STACKHOUSE CHAIR OF EcoNoMrcs AND Busrn.ess ~ 
MINISTRA:rION, $50,000.00.-Established in 1949 by the Board of 
Trustees m memory of Mr. Stackhouse, who, in 1937, gave to the 
Wofford Co.liege ~nd?wment Fund the sum of $50,000.00. The 
holder of this chatr will be determined by special resolution of the 
Board of Trustees. 
W. FRANK WALKER MEMORIAL FUND $20,563.67.-By Mr. 
W. Frank Walker of Greenville, S. C. ' 
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HENRY P. WILLIAMS ENDOWMENT FUND, $1,359.58.-By Mr. 
Henry P. Williams of Charleston, S. C. 
BENJAMIN WOFFORD ENDOWMENT FUND, $125.00.-?ubscribed 
and directed through the Wofford of Tomorrow Campaign . 
ENDOWED SCHOLARSHIP FUNDS 
BISHOP }AME ATKINS MEMORIAL, $1,000.00.-Established by 
Dr. and Mrs. J. T. Hooker of Spartanburg, S. C., .in April, 19'.48, 
u an endowed scholarship for worthy students with outstanding 
qualities of scholarship, character and leadership. 
BERNARD M. BARUCH, $10,000.00.-Established by Mr. Bernard 
M. Baruch of New York City and Georgetown, S. C. , in February, 
1939, as an endowed scholarship for worthy students who possess 
outstanding qualities and promise. 
Mas. BETTY G. BEDENBAUGH, $1,784.64.-Established by Mrs. 
Betty G. Bedenbaugh in her will of August 22, 1953. The income 
is to be used as an annual scholarship to be awarded to a worthy 
and needy student, with her kinsmen being given preference. 
Da. LEWIS Jom:s BLAKE, $2,500.00.-Established in March, 
1945, by Mrs. Louise H. Blake of Spartanburg, S. C., as a me-
morial to her husband. The scholarship is to be awarded on the 
basis of character, leadership and scholarly achievement. 
THE ROBERT M. CARLISLE MEMORIAL ScHOLARSBIP.-A re-
newable scholarship of $300.00 per year, made possible by the 
income on the Robert M. Carlisle Scholarship Fund of approxi-
mately $5,000.00 held in trust by the Spartanburg County Founda-
tion. 
TBE CARROLL SCHOLARSHIP FUND, $2,631.00.-Established by 
Mrs. Hattie Carroll and Mr. Edwin Carroll of Charleston, S. C. 
by their gift of $3,250.00. 
CLASS OF 1916, J. SPENCER WoLLING SCHOLARSHIP FuND, 
$2,000.00.-Established June 30, 1957, by Mr. J. Spencer Wolling of 
4386 Lindell Boulevard, St. Louis, Missouri. 
CLIFTON MANUFACTURING COMPANY, $4,700.00-Established by 
Oifton Manufacturing Company of Oifton, S. C., in March, 1943, 
for the purpose of establishing scholarships to be awarded to boys 
of Clifton Mills eligible for college. 
Juuus E. CoGSWELL ScnoLARSHIP FuND, $1,000.00.-Estab-
lished by Mr. Julius E. Cogswell on December 31, 1953 as an en-
dowed scholarship fund. 
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Tm: D. E . CoNvERSE COMPANY, $1,700.00.-Establishcd by 
The D. E. Converse Company of Glendale, S. C., in April, 1943, 
for the purpose of awarding scholarships to the boys of the D. E. 
Converse Company eligible for college entrance. 
ALEXANDER COPELAND MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP FUND, $4,000.00. 
-Established by Mrs. Kathleen Copeland of Warwick, Virginia, in 
memory of her husband, Alexander Copeland. 
THE MRS. ALFRED I. DUPONT SCHOLARSHIP FUND, $15,000.00-
Established by Mrs. Alfred I. duPont as an endowed scholarship 
for worthy students. 
. FAIRFORE.s~ 1'.lNISHING COMPANY, $1,000.00.-Establishcd by 
Fa1rforest Fm1shmg Company of Spartanburg, S. C., in December, 
1943, the annual proceeds from this endowment to be used u a 
pe~manent s~?la~ship for an employee or son of an employee of 
Fa~rforest F~ntshmg Co:"1p~ny. However, when there is no appli-
cation for this scholarship, 1t may be diverted to some other worthy 
boy. 
WILLIAM BUTLER GARRETT, III ENDOWED SCHOLARSHIP FUND 
$1,068.00.-Established by his father and mother, Rev. and Mrs. w'. 
B. Garrett of the . C. Conf rence, in 1961. 
GLENN-HARDI MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP Fu D, $5,159.00.-
E tabli hed by Mr . Elizabeth A. Richardson of Chester, S. C., Oc-
tober 18, 19(i(), as a memorial in honor of John Lyles Glenn Hardin, 
Cla s of 1935, who was killed in service in the Phillipines in 1944. 
Income from thi cholarship fund is to aid worthy boys. 
THOMAS HE RY GossETT SCHOLARSHIP Fu n, $38,020.00.-
Established by Mr. T. H. Gossett of Spartanburg, S. C., the income 
derived therefrom to be used for scholarships for deserving young 
men who are orphan from partanburg County or the State of South 
Carolina. If no deserving orphans apply these cholarships may be 
award d to other de erving students. 
THE GRAY SCHOLARSHIP, $7,000.00.-Established by Dr. Wil Lou 
Gray in memory of her father, W. L. Gray, and her brothers Albert 
Dial Gray and Robert Coke Gray, as an endowed scholar;hip for 
worthy and needy students. 
En K. HARDIN AND FRED H. STRICKLAND SCHOLARSHIP FUND 
50.00.-Establi hed by Mr. Ed K. Hardin and Mr. Fred H. Strick-
land of Chester, S. C. 
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FLORE CE A DREWS HELMUS CHOLAR HIP FUND: $20,000.00.-
Establi hed by Mr. A. J. R. Helmus of Spartan?urg, S. C., in. honor 
of his wife. Preference in awarding scholar hips from the mcome 
from this fund is to be given to deserving ons and grandsons of 
employee of the Andr w Company and the Andrews Bearing Com-
pany. 
CHE L£Y C. HERBERT, $2,340.00.-Established by Rev. C. C. 
Herbert, Jr., and his brother, Dr. T. W . Herbert, as a memorial 
to their father, Rev. Chesley C. Herbert, of the Oass of 1892. ~he 
principal of this fund is to be invested by the college and the in-
terest used as a scholarship grant to worthy students. 
THE 0 . c. KAY SCHOLARSHIP FUND, $250.00-Established in 
1956 by the gift of Mr. 0. C. Kay. 
WILLIAM A . LAW, $50,000.00.-Established by Mr. S. O~y 
Williams of Winston-Salem, N. C., in February, 1937, as a memorial 
to Mr. William A. Law of Philadelphia, Pa., of the class of 1883, 
the income from this endowment to be used to pay college fees of 
a carefully selected group of students to be known as the "Wm. A. 
Law Scholars." They are to be selected on the basis of scholarship, 
character, and leadership. 
MILLS MILL, $3,000.00.-Established by Mills Mill of Wood-
ruff, S. C., in December, 1943, the annual proceeds from this en-
dowment to be used as a permanent scholarship for a~ employe~ or 
son of employee of Mills Mill. However, when there ts no applica-
tion for this scholarship, it may be diverted to some other worthy boy. 
EuPBRASIA ANN MURPH, $4,266.37.-Established by her son, 
Mr. D. S. Murph of St. Andrews, S. C., and Washi~gton, D. C., 
the income to be used to assist students of scholarship, character 
and promise. 
PACOLET MANUFACTURING COMPANY, $5,000.00.- Established 
by Pacolet Manufacturing Company of Pacolet, S . C., in Janu.ary, 
1943. Students of Pacolet Manufacturing Company _must be g1v~n 
first consideration. If there is no student who is desirous of a~a1l­
ing himself of this opportunity, Wofford College .shall have the nght 
to use the proceeds in granting other scholarsh1ps. 
THE DARWIN L. REm MEMORIAL, $3,000.00.-Established by 
Mrs. D. L. Reid of Sandy Springs, S. C., and her daughter, Mrs. 
John D. Rogers of Easley, S. C., in March, 1950. 
SCOTTISH RITE OF FREEMASO RY MEMORIAL ENDOWED SCHOLAR-
SHIP FUND in m mory of Professor Charles Semple Pettis, 1958.-
$5,847.00. 
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ANNIE NAOMT MCCARTHA SHIRLEY SCHOLARSHIP FUND, 
$54,956.76.-Established by Mrs. Annie N. M. Shirley of Columbia, 
S. C., the income to be used in aiding needy ministerial students of 
the Methodist Church. 
S1Ms-LYLEs-DAWKINS-MARTIN, $2,000.00.-Established by Mr. 
and Mrs. T. P. Sims of Spartanburg, S. C., the income to be uaed 
as a scholarship for orphan boys from Spartanburg, Union, and 
Fairfield Counties. 
Tm: Z. A. SMITH SCHOLARSHIP FuND, $2,500.00-Established 
by Mrs. Z. A. Smith of Greenville, S. C., the income of which is to 
be used for helping worthy boys through college. 
SPARTAN MILLS, $5,000.00.-Established by Spartan Mills, Spar-
tanburg, South Carolina, in February, 1943. Income from this scholar-
ship, which approximate $200.00 a year, is awarded to an applicant 
whose parents or who him elf has been mployed by Spartan Mills 
at least the previous year. The income from this endowment scholar-
ship is supplemented by funds from Spartan Mills which brings the 
value of the scholar hip up to the equivalent of a day student's fees 
(currently $770.00 per year ) . The selection Committee to award this 
scholarship is chosen by ' offord College. For further details, write 
th Dean of Students, Wofford College. 
COLEMAN B. WALLER SCHOLARSHIP FUND, $1,200.00.-Estab-
lished by Dr. Coleman Il. Waller, Emeritus Professor of Chemistry 
at Wofford College, for the purpose of awarding scholarships to 
qualified and deserving young men at Wofford College. 
THE D'ARCY P. WANNAMAKER SCHOLARSHIP FUND, $8,065.83. 
-Established by Mr. John P. Wannamaker in memory of his son, 
D'Arcy P . Wannamaker of the class of 1911, as an endowed scholar-
ship for a student selected on the basis of character, scholarship, and 
need. 
ENDOWED LOAN FUNDS 
CoKESBURY CONFERENCE SCHOOL, $10,000.00.- By Micajab 
Suber of Cokesbury, S. C., the income to be used for the assistance 
of students studying for the Christian Ministry. Accumulatiom $9,402.14. 
A. MASON DuPu:, $1,000.00.-By Mrs. E. P. Chambers of 
Spartanburg, S. C., the income to be used as a fund for the assist-
ance of worthy and ambitious students. Accumulations $1,537.49. 
MRs. E. C. HoDCEs, $68.75.-By Mrs. E. C. Hodges of Ander-
son, S. C., on December 25, 1925, the income therefrom to be used 
in assisting poor boys to obtain an education. Accumulations $54.22. 
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$1 800 00-By Rev. John W . Humbert, JOHN W HUMBERT, , · · . d . t 
. . b d . a loan to an outstandmg stu ent to ass1s the mcome to e use m 
him with his expenses. Accumulations $3,670.96. 
. $1 000.00.-Memorial by A. W. L?ve 
A. W. Lov.E AND GWIFE, S 'c the income to be used in ass1st-and wife of Hickory rove, . ., 
ing worthy students. Accumulations $1,537.12. 
C $1000 00-By Mr. Jos. A. McCullough Jos A Mc ULLOUCH, , . . . 38 48 
f G · :11 S C in March 1934. Accumulabons $8 · · 
o reenvt e, . ., 00-Estab-
. Tm: L::~~ tAr9ct~T~~ ~~.r:J. ~:~k F~:~ !~~rangeburg, :~c:~~ to be used to help worthy students. Accumulattons $68.00. 
$1 000 00-By Mr. H. M. Stack-HucH MrLTON STACKHOUSE, ' . . b d a loan 
S C th income to e use as 
:ui:l;f s~eem~~rt~~~le~~~dy. st~den~s, preferably from Marlboro 
County. Accumulations $1,362.06. 
$2 ()()() 00 By his widow, Mrs. Ella ]AMES WILLIAM STOKES, ' . . .- the income from !;hi~~o~sestoo~e 0::e~g:~u:gj0~~ 7~·n~ni!~~in~i°t~serving and needy 
students from Orangeburg County. Accumulations $4,126.84. 
RY A w ATTS $1,500.00.-By Mrs. Mary A. w .atts. of Ab-bev~: s c' in De~ember, 1917, the income from ~h~ch IS ~o t~~ ~~h~~is~s~~~:h, s~~~~~~ f ~:pt:~~~:~t ~t~~e t~l~~~:s:% ~nable 
to help themselves. Accumulations $3,918.13. 
LOAN FUNDS 
B M H W Ackerman of Land-H. w. ACKERMAN FUND.- Y r. · · 
rum S. C. Value $129.10. 
' · b M F W Barnwell of BARNWELL LOAN FuND.-G1ven . y rs. : '. F r natur-
Wamer Robins, Ga., in memory o~ W1tb.u.r D. White, 19ioo ~ 
ar ed citizens or sons of naturalized Citizens. Value $ . . 
tz F By Mr H c Bethea of Dillon, S. C. H. c. BETHEA UND.- . . . 
Value $74.03. £ D'll . S c 
J. N. BETHEA FuND.-By Mr. J. N. Bethea o i on, . . 
Value $118.00. h 
1 
M thodist 
BETHEL METHODIST CHURCH FuND.-By Bet e e 
Church, Spartanburg, S. C. Value $987.21. 
h. d ht Mrs. Marion EDWARD P. CHAMBERS FUND.-By is aug er, 
Wrigley of Greenville, S. C. Value $128.05. 
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CITIZEN OF FORT MILL, s. c. Value $50.00. 
CLASS OF 1880.-:r. B. STACKHOUSE FuNn.-By Mr. T. B. 
Stackhouse of Columbia, S. C., and his classmates. Value $4,568.83. 
CLASS OF 1905 FuNn.-By the class of 1905. Value $118.50. 
Cuss o~ 1939 STUDENT EMERGENCY LoAN FUND.-Established 
by Mr. Cecil. G. Huskey and other members of the Class of 1939 
to enable third and fourth year students to meet incidental ex-
penses. Value $2,358.11. 
WILLIAM COLEMAN FuNn.-By Mr. William Coleman of Union 
S. C. Value $107.86. ' 
BLAND CONNOR MEMORIAL FuNn.-By his mother, of Fort 
Motte, S. C. Value $353.59. 
A. MASON DuPRE MEMORIAL FuNn.-By Wofford College 
Student Body 1949-'50, $62.75, and Mr. Eugene M. Anderson of 
Spartanburg, $300.00. Total value $362.75. 
S 
WARREN Du PRE FuNn.-By the Rotary Oub of Spartanburg 
. C. Value $888.97. ' 
EuBANK~ MEM?RIA~ FuNn.-Established by J. Evans Eubanks 
~s a memorial to his wife, Frances Stackhouse Eubanks, and their 
infant son, Evans, Jr. Value $1,000.00. 
A FRIEND.-From New York City. Value $4,514.39. 
C. E. GAILLARD FuNo.-By Dr. C. E . Gaillard of Spartan-
burg, S. C., Value $15.78. 
Ann1E F. GARVIN FuNn.-By Mrs. Addie F. Garvin of Spar-
tanburg, S. C. Value $104.50. 
]AMES D. HAMMETT FuNn.-By Mr. J ames D. Hammett An-
der on, S. C. Value $24,446.75. ' 
CHARLES T. HAMMOND F uNn.- By Mr. Charles T. Hammond 
of Greenwood, S. C. Value $359.79. 
MARY ~LIZABETH HILLS FuNn.-By Mrs. Mary Elizabeth HiU. 
of. <;olumb1~, S. c ... as a loan fund for students preparing for the 
ministry, with special reference to service in the mission fields 
Value $100.00. · 
J. K ELL. H rnso LoA Fu o, $530.00-The income to be used 
for the assistance of students studying for the Christian minist 
or other worthy students. ry, 
W. H. Ho~ES F u n.-By Rev. W. H. Hodges and famil of 
the South Carolina Conference. Value $1,041.01. y 
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MR. AND MRS. W. A. Hoon FuNn.-By Mr. and Mrs. W . A. 
Hood of Hickory Grove, S. C. Value $404.40. 
THEW. E. HUNTER FuNn.- Established by Mr. W . E. Hunter 
of Covington, Kentucky. Value $50.00. 
A. W. JACKSON FuNn.-By Mr. A. W. Jackson. Value $8.34. 
WALTER G. JACKSON FuNn.-By Mr. Walter G. Jackson of 
Spartanburg, S. C. Value $211 .75. 
MR. AND MRS. T. J. JORDAN FuNn.-By Mr. and Mrs. T . J . 
Jordan. Value $477.27. 
R. L. KIRKWOOD FuNn.-By Mr. R. L. Kirkwood of Bennetts-
ville, S. C. Value $644.14. 
W. E. LUCAS FuNn.-By Mr. W. E. Lucas of Laurens, S. C. 
Value $124.00. 
WILLIAM ANDREW LYON FuNn.-By his widow and son, James 
Fuller Lyon, and daughter, Inez St. C. Lyon, in memory of their 
father. Value $121.00. 
BoYD M. McKEOWN FuNn.-By Mr. Boyd M. McKeown of 
Nashville, Tennessee. Value $74.50. 
WALTER S. MONTGOMERY FuNn.-By Mr. Walter S. Mont-
gomery, Sr., of Spartanburg, S. C., in memory of Frank and 
Albert Montgomery. Value $307.50. 
W. R. P.ERKINS F u No.-By Mr. W . R. Perkins of New York 
City. Value $519.46. 
JAMES T. PRINCE Fu n.- By Mr. James T . Prince of Atlanta, 
Georgia. Value $2,321.13. 
BENJ. RICE REMBERT-ARTHUR G. REMBERT FuNo.-By Dr. 
and Mrs. A. G. Rembert of Spartanburg, S. C. Value $190.35. 
RocK HILL DISTRICT FuNn.-By the Rock Hill Distruct, Upper 
South Carolina Conference. Value $208.21. 
F. W. SESSIONS FuNn.-By Mr. F. W. Sessions. Value $143.10. 
SHANDON EPWORTH LEAGUE FuNn.- By Shandon Methodist 
Church, Columbia, S. C. Value $75.29. 
SIMS, LYLES, DAWKI N , MARTIN LoAN FuNo.-Value $67.00. 
CoKE SMITH FuNn.-By Rev. Coke Smith. Value $192.42. 
J. T. SMITH AND W1FE FuNn.-By Mr. J. T. Smith. Value 
$261.53. 
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H. N. SNYDER TRUSTEE FUND.-By a friend Spartanburg S c 
Value $505.90. ' ' · · 
A. J. STAFFORD FuND.-By Rev. A. J. Stafford Spartanburg 
S. C. Value $2,366.45. ' ' 
SUMTER Sun-DrsTRJ CT Mrn1sTERIAL LOAN FuND.-B Young 
Adult classes of Sumter, S. C., District. Value $85.00. y 
J. P. THOMAS F uND.-Dr. John 0. Wilson. Value $203.12. 
]OHN W. TRUESDAU: FuND.-By Mr. John W Truesdale, 
Kershaw, S. C. Value $2,956.61. · 
GEORGE WILLIAM V.l ALKER FuND.- By Dr. G w. Walker of 
Augusta, Georgia. Value $666.24. · 
D. D . . WALLACE MEMORIAL FuNo.-By Mr. Samuel s. Kelly 
of Statesville, N. C. Value $35.00. 
GEO. W. WANNAMAKER FuND.-By Col. Geo. w. Wanna-
maker, Atlanta, Georgia. Value $100.00. 
_ THE ~v. v:'· PINCKNEY WAY ~NCIDENTAL LoAN FUND, $528.00. 
Established m 1?57 as a memorial to their father by the children 
of th~ Rev. W . Pinckney Way. Loans from this fund to be made 
to third and fourth year students to be used for the purchase of 
textbooks only. 
EDWARD WELLTNG Fu D.-By Mr. Edward Welling Charles-
ton, S. C. Value $898.60. ' 
. REv. WHITFIELD B. WHARTON MEMORIAL FuNo-By his 
widow,. Mrs. Mattie J . Wharton, and children, Mrs. Louise Mc-
Laughlin, W. Carlisle, Edward Murray and Rev Martin T Wha 
ton. Value $262.10. ' · · r· 
J. T. WILKERSON Fu D.-By the Wilkerson family of Hicko 
Grove, S. C. Value $146.40. ry 
W. S. WILKERSON F uND.-By the Wilkerson family of Hickory 
Grove, S. C. Value $669.73. 
WOFFORD COLLEGE DAM ES LOAN FuND.-By the ·wofford Col-
lege Dames Oub, for benefit of a married student. Value $175.00. 
JULIAN D. WYATT FuND.-By Mr. Julian D Wyatt f p· k 
S. C. Value $10.00. · 0 ic ens, 
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Scholarships and Loans 
SCHOLARSHIPS 
Through the generous gifts of endowed scholarship funds by 
friends of the College several scholarships have been established for 
deserving students. These scholarships are supported by the in-
come from invested funds. All scholarship endowments are held 
in trust and are kept separate and distinct from other holdings of 
the College. All income is applied in accordance with the terms 
of the gift. 
All scholarships are awarded for one year by a committee of 
administrative officers and are to be used exclusively in the pay-
ment of college fees . The holder of an endowed scholarship in one 
year may apply for a renewal of this scholarship for the succeeding 
year, which may or may not be granted. 
Any student enrolled in the College, or any prospective student 
may apply for a scholarship. No application, however, may be 
made formally by a prospective student until application for ad-
mission has been made, all necessary credentials presented, and 
notification of acceptance given . 
The College reserves the right to withdraw the grant of a scholar-
ship or of free tuition, at the close of any semester, from a student 
whose scholarship is not satisfactory and who, for any other reason, 
is regarded as not in accord with the ideals and standards that the 
College seeks to maintain. By satisfactory scholarship is meant the 
making of at least an average grade of C on the semester's work. 
No grant of scholarship or free tuition will be made to help de-
fray the expenses of a student enrolled in the Summer School. 
All applications for scholarships should be made on forms avail-
able from the Wofford Committee on Student Financial Aid. 
WORK SCHOLARSHIPS 
A limited number of work scholarships for students are avail-
able on the campus. Application for such scholarships should be made 
on forms available from the W offord Committee on Student Fi-
nancial Aid. 
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MINISTERIAL SCHOLARSHIPS 
A $200.00 scholarship will be granted to boarding students who 
are studying for the Methodist Ministry.* A $200.00 scholarship 
will be granted to boarding students who are the sons of Methodist 
ministers in full connection with a Methodist Conference or who 
are the sons of Approved Supply Pastors currently serving full 
time in the South Carolina Conference of the Methodist Cliurch. 
A $100.00 scholarship will be granted to day students who are 
the sons of Methodist ministers or Approved Supply Pastors cur-
rently serving full time in the South Carolina Conference. A $100.00 
scholarship will be granted to day students who are preparing for 
the Methodist Ministry. 
A $100.00 scholarship will be granted the sons of ordained 
ministers in the full-time active ministry of denominations other 
than Methodist or students preparing for the ministry in these 
denominations and who are boarding students. 
Only one of the above scholarships may be granted to a student 
during any academic year. 
Students preparing for the ministry and accepting the scholar-
ships under the above provisions will be required to sign notes 
which will be cancelled upon their being received into full con-
nection of the Methodist Conference or being commissioned under 
the General Board of Missions of the Methodist Church or upon 
being ordained in churches of denominations other than Methodist. 
HONORARY SCHOLARSHIPS 
NATIONAL SPANISH ScHOLARSHIP.-The college offers annually 
a scholarship of one hundred dollars to the South Carolina state 
winner of the National Spanish Contest, which is sponsored by the 
American Association of Teachers of Spanish and Portuguese and 
administered by the South Carolina chapter of this organization. 
This scholarship is awarded only to a male graduate of a state high 
school or preparatory school who is applying for entrance to the 
freshman class at Wofford College. 
SPARTA BURG HIGH SCHOOL SCHOLARSHIP-A scholarship of 
$350.00 renewable for four years is awarded annually, on the basis 
of scholastic attainment and character, to a young man of the grad-
uating class in the Spartanburg High School. 
•The term "Methodist Ministry'' is here used in the broad sense to include 
those preparing for full-t ime Christian service under the auspices and author-
ized agencies of the Methodist Church, such as an Annual Conference or General Board of Missions. 
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S RG TUNIOR CoLLEGE SCHOLAR BIP.-A scholarship PARTANBU b ' 
of $350.00, renewable tor two years, awarded annually, on the asis 
of scholastic attainment and character, to a young man of the grad-
uating class in the Spartanburg Junior College. 
SPECIAL SCHOLARSHIPS 
BEAUMO T MrLLS AND TARTEx MILLS, SPARTA BUR~, . 
Each of these mill pre ents annually a four-year scholarship equiva-
lent in value to day tudent' f s (currently $770.00 per yea.r ) to 
applicant who e parents or who himself ha b en. e~1ployed m the 
an I · c itt to award ·n t least the pr ceding year. The se ection omm . 
m1 a . b " ' ff d C llege A partan Mills these scholar hips 1s cho en Y v' o or 0 · . 
endowed scholarship ( e page 116) carries the sam reqmrements 
for application. For further d tails, write the Dean of Students, of-
ford College. 
WALTER DEMOPOULOS ScHOLARSHIPs.-Five one-year renewable 
1eholarships valued at $250.00 each per year, awarded t~ e~toyee~ 
or sons of employees of Beaumont, Oifton, D~ayton, .ac1 c, an 
S rtan Mills. In case there should be no qualified apphca~t from 
:C or more of these mills for a given year, that scholarship fm~y 
be awarded to an employee or child of an employee of ?ne o t .e 
other mills provided there should be more than one quahfi~d ~~p~­
cant from' that mill. In case, in any given year, there s ?u e 
less than five qualified applicants from the above-named mills'. the 
remaining scholarship or scholarships may be awarded to qualified 
applicants from the Spartanburg area. 
EPWORTH ORPHANAGE ScHOLARSHIPs.-Graduates of Epworth 
Orphanage are granted a scholarship of $350.00 per year. 
KING TEEN SCHOLARSHIP .-Awarded to ~outh Carolina male 
hi h school seniors who are nominated by their clas~mates as pos-
se!sing outstanding qualities of character, scholarship and leader-
ship. 
lst Place ...................... .$2,800.00-$700 per year for four years. 
2nd Place. ..................... -$l ,600.00-$400 per year for four years 
Jrd Place ........................ $300.00-for one year only. 
4th Place ........................ $200.00-for one year only. 
Contest closes first week in March. Full i~formation a?o~t 
King Teen Scholarships will be made available to high school pnnc1-
pals and guidance counselors by January 15. 
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. NATIONAL METHODIST ScHOLARSHIPs.-Four one-year scholar-
ships v.alued at $500.00 each, awarded annually by the Board of 
Education of the Methodist Church. 
SPARTANB~RG CouNTY FOUNDATION ScHoLARSHIP.-One four-
year scholarship to Wofford College valued at $500.00 per year, 
awarded annually to a Spartanburg County student. 
. SPARTANBURG ROTARY CLUB SCHOLARSHIP-A one year scholar-
ship to Wofford College valued at $200.00 per year awarded to 
a Spar~nburg County student. The scholarship will be granted on 
the basts of actual need and scholastic promise. 
. SNYDER - DuPRE SCHOLARSHIP-A one-year renewable scholar-
ship o.f ~350.~ per year, awarded by the Washington, D. C. Alumni 
Assoc1atton, m honor of President Henry Nelson Snyder and Dean 
Arthur Mason DuPre. 
LOANS 
Loans are made to worthy students for the purpose of helping 
t?em to complete th~ir. college course. The College, therefore, in-
sists that the beneficiaries shall be worthy in scholarship character 
and conduct. ' ' 
~ans. are administered through the Committee on Student Fi-
nancial Aid. In the case of endowed loan funds, only the earnings 
of these funds arc .used for loans and the amount available annually 
depends upon the mcome from investments and on the amount re-
paid o!1 loa~s previously made to students. There are other Joan 
funds m which both the principal and the interest are used for Joans 
and the amo~nt available annually depends on the amount repaid 
on loans previously made to students. 
The following regulations govern the making of all student loans: 
I. 1:'f o loan shall be made to a student who violates any of the 
regulations of the College or whose scholastic work is unsatisfactory. 
2. A student is not eligible for a loan until he has been in resi-
dence fo r one semester. 
3. Loans w.i ll be made only to students who are taking a regu-
lar course leading to a degree. 
4. Eve~y applicant for a loan must present with the application 
such security as the Committee may approve, and no money shall 
be advanced .before a note with approved security is in the hands 
of the Committee. 
5. ' o loan may be made to defray other than college expenses. 
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6. The amount of the loan that may be made in any one year 
shall not exceed the sum of $400.00. 
7. Student loans from Wofford College funds carry only one 
$5.00 service charge and no repayment of principal is expected while 
a student is in the College, in military service (first two years 
of enlisted service only) , or attending graduate school. When his 
college training, his first two years of enlisted mil~tary ~ervice, 
or his university training is complete the student pays simple mterest 
of 4% a year. 
8. In the event of a student's leaving college prior to his gradu-
ation, his note becomes due at once . 
9. Applications for loans should be made to the Co~ittee on 
Student Financial Aid, on blanks secured from the Committee. The 
granting or withholding of a loan is a matter entirely within the 
discretion of the Committee on Student Financial Aid. 
THE NATIONAL DEFENSE STUDENT LOAN FUND 
Wofford College is a member of the National Defense Student 
Loan Fund. This fund, set up by the 85th Congress to enable promi-
sing high school graduates to secure a college education who might 
otherwise not get one, provides for loans up to $1,000 per year, at 
3% interest, and payable over a period of 10 years, and contains 
certain scholarship privileges, such as forgiveness of 1070 of interest 
and principal for each year's service as a secondary or primary school 
teacher or administrator up to five years. For information concern-
ing National Defense Student Loans, contact the Bursar of the 
College. 
I-loners, Prizes, and Awards 
HONORS 
1 The. degree of Bachelor of Arts or Bachelor of Science with 
1onors is conferred under the following rules: 
Students ~ho have completed a minimum of nine -two se-me~er ~ours m Wofford College are eligible for general~onors at 
gra uatt~n. T?ose who earn an average of at least three and one-
half qualtty-pomts per semester hour are recommended for a de n~gna cum Laude. Those who earn three and three-fourths ~ee 
pomts per semester hour are recommended for a degree summ~ '"~ 
laude. All s~mester hours taken in Wofford College on which the 
students receive a grade are counted in the dete · t. f h rmma ion o onors. 
PRIZES AND MEDALS 
Tm: HOWARD B. CARLISLE MEDAL IN ORATORY-Medal . annuall~ to the winner of the Oratorical Contest by. M H givend 
B Ca J I J Th. . r. owar 
. rise, r. is. pnze was begun a number of years a o b 
Mr. Howard B. Carlisle. g y 
. Tm,: L. H. HALL PRIZ.E.-For the best research pa r sub-
mitted annually by any member of the Freshman s h pe 
J . a . , op omore, or umor asses at Wofford. First prize, $100; second prize, $50 
THE HELMUS POETRY PRiz.E.-As a result of a generous be-
quest by Mr. ~ndrew Helmus in 1957, three prizes, first $25 se~o~d, $15, thir~ ~10, will be given annually to students sui; 
m1ttmg the best ongmal poems to a faculty committee. 
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TH£ HERALD-]OURNAL AWARD IN JouRNALJSM.-Four prizes 
of $25 each given by Mr. Phil Buchheit, Publisher of the Spartanburg 
Herald-Journal, for the best editorial, the best feature story, the 
best news story, and the best sports story appearing in the Old 
Gold and Black during the year. 
THE KANos PuBLICAT!ONS AwARD.- An award of $25.00 to be 
given annually by Chris J. Kanos, class of 1958, in memory of his 
father, James V. Kanos, to that senior who has contributed most 
to student publications during his stay at Wofford. 
THE W. L. PuGH SHORT STORY PRIZE.-Each year a first 
prize of $20 and a second prize of $10 are given by Mr. R. F. Cecil, 
class of 1934, for the best short stories appearing in the Wofford 
Journal. The prizes are named for the late Dr. W . L. Pugh, for 
many years professor of English and head of the Department of 
English at Wofford. 
THE ALGERNON SYDNEY SULLIVAN AwARD.-Bronze medallions 
awarded annually by the college through the benefaction of the 
Southern Society of New York to a senior student and one other 
person who is not a student of the institution, who need not be a 
graduate of any college or university, but who shall have some in-
terest in, association with, or relation to said institution, official 
or otherwise, of a nature to make this form of recognition by said 
institution obviously appropriate and insure his or her proper ap-
preciation of the same. 
DEPARTMENTAL AWARDS 
Departmental awards are granted each year to outstanding senior 
students in the various departments of the college. These a wards 
are made on the basis of academic achievement, character, and 
intellectual promise. Not more than one such award is made in 
any one year by a department. 
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Student Organizations 
. STUDENT CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION 
S1?c~ 1879 there has been an active y ' . . A~soc1atton in the College. For better ada o~ng Men s ChriStian 
t?1s Association has developed into the p ptantttodn toSlocal purposes 
ttan Association. rese - ay tudent Chria-
The purpose of the Wofford Stud Ch · . 
to unify the student bod · . ent nstian Association is 
and to help develop a d . t~o an interdenominational fellowship 
promote Christian leaders~tps 1:111 college coff~unity. It strives to 
B 'd· m campus a airs y prov1 mg an open forum . t ff . 
dent discussion and o . . '. t o ers an opportunity for stu-
worship, it attempts top~~~~o~; is.s~;salof vital concern. Through 
Opportunities are provided f~~1~u . ~rowth '.l"d enrichment 
through student participation in th r;stta? service and leadership 
programs and projects both 0 de ffp annh mg and presentation of • n an o t e campus. 
STUDENT BODY ORGANIZATION 
Matters of interest to all t d 
student body of the Coll sSu ~nt~ may be consi?ered by the 
athletics, publications andeg;.ff uc mte~ests as social functions, 
tion may be brou ht' to e t ions to t e faculty or administra-
student body has a~ organ~~:f stu?ent ~ody for consideration. The 
A student council is also a g ion 17cludm~ regularly elected officers. 
planning matters of interest et~erWa ooffrgoand1zattiodn for the purpose of 
r s u ents. 
BLUE KEY 
Bltte K ey is a national h I sign~d to honor those stud~~~;a;hoea~=~ship fratern_ity .. It is de-
curncular activities and who h . 7 been active m extra-
above the average. ave mamtamed a scholastic record 
THE BLOCK "W" CLUB 
The Block "W" Club is an hon r . . 
eligible for membership on! ft oharyh organization. A student is 
th . Y a er e as won a letter . f 
. e seven ma1or sports: football ba k tb ll m one o 
nts, go! f or swimming. , s e a , track, or baseball, ten-
SENIOR ORDER OF GNOMES 
The Senior Order of Gnomes th 
prominent and influential members~£ ~rhse tSoge~herCflour of the most 
enior ass. Each year, 
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near the end of the session, the retiring Senior Order elects the 
new members. 
DEBATING COUNCIL 
Each year Wofford participates in a number of intercollegiate 
debates with the leading colleges and universities of this section. 
Teams are made up of men chosen in competitive try-outs and 
trained by members of the Faculty. The debates are scheduled 
and conducted under the supervision and control of a member of 
the Faculty. 
THE WOFFORD COLLEGE GLEE CLUB 
Students interested in choral and concert training are invited to 
seek membership in the College Glee Oub. The Oub is especially 
trained by a competent director and makes an annual concert tour 
throughout the State. 
THE WOFFORD COLLEGE BAND 
Membership in the Wofford College Band is open to students 
approved by the Director of the Band. Instruments are furnished 
by the College and the ROTC. Scholarships are offered for some 
members of the Band. 
Pl GAMMA MU 
Pi Gamma Mu is a national social science honor fraternity. The 
purpose of this fraternity is to ingrain in its members the ideals of 
tolerance, idealism, and scientific procedure in dealing with the com-
plex social problems of our day. This fraternity, which enrolls 
students with high ratings in social science courses, does not seek 
to support any particular economic pattern for society. It does, 
however, encourge its members to adopt objective research and 
painstaking fact-finding before coming to any specific decision. 
DELTA PHI ALPHA 
Delta Phi Alpha, the national honorary German fraternity, seeks 
to honor excellence in German and to give students thereby an in-
centive for higher scholarship. Upperclassmen of high scholastic 
standing in German are eligible to membership. 
SIGMA DELTA Pl 
Sigma Delta Pi is the national honorary Spanish fraternity which 
honors excellence in Spanish. It is open to upperclassmen who 
have exhibited their skill in both the written and spoken language. 
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STUDENT AFFILIATE CHAPTER OF A.C.S. 
T~is is a lo_cal chapter of undergraduates affiliated with the 
A~enc~n Otem1cal Society. A charter was granted the Wofford 
society in 1~9. The aims of this student group are pre-professional 
a_nd arc achieved through bi-monthly meetings. Lccturc-dcmonstra-
~ons of ne~ processes and theories of general interest arc presented 
in the mcetmgs of the organization. 
PRE-MEDICAL SOCIETY 
The J_'re_-Mcdical Societ~ was organized in 1946 for the purpose 
of acquamt~ng the_ p:e-medic~l students with the field of medicine 
and furthcrm~ their interest m the profession. Lectures by promi-
nent persons ~n the field of medicine feature the monthly meetings, 
~n~ one meeting each year is of the lyceum type, with the public 
invited t_o attend. Membership in the society is limited to Juniors 
and Seniors. 
SCABBARD AND BLADE 
Scabbard ~d Blade is a national honorary leadership fraternity. 
Its. purpose 1s. to h~~or students enrolled in Advanced Military 
Science, who, in addition to maintaining a high scholastic average 
have demonstrated outstanding leadership traits. Selections are mad~ 
near the end -~f the y~r by the graduating members and the Pro-
fessors of Military Science and Tactics. 
SOCIAL FRATERNITIES 
The ~ollowin~ social fraternities have chapters in the College: 
A~pha Sigma Phi, !Jelta Sigm~ Phi, Kappa Alpha, Kappa SigMa, 
Pt Kappa Alpha, Pt Kappa Phi, Sigma Alpha Epsilon. 
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Student Publications 
The following publications afford to those students who have 
special aptitudes for such matters, excellent training in journalism, 
and in business management. Interested students are assisted and 
encouraged by the Faculty in their efforts. 
THE OLD GOLD AND BLACK 
The Old Gold and Black is a newspaper edited by the students. 
It keeps the record of the news and happenings of the campus, to-
gether with editorial comments and interpretations of matters of 
special interest to students. 
THE JOURNAL 
The Journal was established in 1889 and is a magazine intended 
to represent the best intellectual life of the student body. In ad-
dition to its editorials, the material in it consists of essays on seri-
ous topics, stories, and poems, and the method of treatment is 
literary in character. It is published five times during the school 
year. 
THE BOHEMIAN 
The Bohemian is a handsome, illustrated volume published an-
nually near the close of the year by the student body. It is a his-
tory of the Senior Class throughout its college course, and a record 
of all student activities and achievements for the current year-
literary, oratorical, athletic, social, and religious-and the illustra-
tions include photographs of various groups and college organiza-
tions and pictures of campus scenes and buildings. 
S. C. A. HANDBOOK 
The S. C. A. Handbook is an annual publication of the Student 
Quistian Association, and is intended primarily for freshmen and 
all new students coming to Wofford for the first time. It is dis-
tributed to all students during the first days of each college year. 
It attempts to give to all new men an introduction to the life of the 
College and is a valuable source of information on practically all 
phases of student life at Wofford. 
THE TERRIER GUIDE 
The policies and regulation of Wofford College pertaining to 
stud nt life are contained in th publication i ued by the Administration. 
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DEGREES CONFERRED, 1960 
BACHELOR OF ARTS DECREE 
Richard Crook Adkins 
James Harrison Anderson 
Larry Thomas Andrews 
Connie Marconi Baker 
Ernest Roy Barefield 
Thomas Lee Barrack 
Emsley Pittman Baskin 
Heber Felder Bauknight, Jr. 
Joe Malcolm Beam 
Marion Leonard Beard 
William Herbert Belk 
John Newton Bennett, Jr. 
Robert Olee Berry 
Bobby Mayton Bowen 
Emory Carlton Bowyer 
John Risher Brabham 
Ted William Brazil 
William Phelps Brickle 
Robert Blakely Bristow 
Irvin Schenck Butler, Jr. 
Jerry Parrish Campbell 
Charles Joe Carter 
Lemuel Corydon Carter, Jr. 
Tommy Lee Cassady 
Michael Eugene Cavin 
James Boyd Chewning 
Sammy Oscar Clardy 
Joseph Allen Clayton 
Theron Garnett Cochran 
Frank Elford Cook 
James Calvin Cox 
Perrin Quarles Dargan, Jr. 
James Fisher DeBerry 
Ronald Patrick DiBuono 
Eddie Raynor Drayton, III 
David Singleton DuBose 
James Otis Dunn, Sr. 
Roland Goff Elmore, Jr. 
Larry Lee Eubanks 
Jerrold Max Evington 
Madge Greene Ezell (Mrs.) 
Rubin Zach Farmer 
David Acrill Fort 
Kenneth Daniel Godfrey 
Charles Edward Godwin 
Billy Gene Graham 
Warren Talmadge Greene 
Robert Joseph Gunter 
Edwin Nelson Hall, Sr. 
Donald Fowler Hardee 
Charles Spence Harris 
Everett Eldred Herlong, Jr. 
Eugene Franklin Hines 
James Franklin Hood 
James Lewis Hyatt, Jr. 
Larry Bernie James 
Charles Paul Jones 
John Russell Keller 
Richard Darwin Koon 
Stephen Hayes Lee 
Milford Cleo Lindley, Jr. 
Richard Arnold Lloyd 
Marion Cooper McClary 
Henry Eugene McFall 
Carroll Wayne Marsh 
Malvin Hurst Marshall 
Thomas Francis Matthews 
Melvin Hayes Mizell 
William Augustus Moon 
Harold Dean Motts 
Marion Dunbar Myers 
Newton Jasper Newell, Jr. 
Shuler Austin Peele 
Raymond Donald Petty, Sr. 
Daltrum Holmes Poston 
Max Gordon Poteat 
Degrees Conferred 
Clarence William Powell 
Miles Phillip Powell 
Carl Allen Pruett 
Joe Thomas Pugh 
Clyde Alvin Quinn, Jr. 
Tommy Blease Quinn 
Wallace Robert Reeves, Ill 
Jerry Dean Revels 
Patrick William Roche 
Franklyn Farquhar Sanders 
James Hugh Sanders 
Carol Earle Scoggins 
Ebbie Leon Shaw, Jr. 
James Robert Shimkus 
Rupert LaMarr Smith 
Harold Stephen Smithyman 
Glenn David Smoak, Jr. 
Rhett Evans Splawn 
Troy Furman Stokes 
William Finley Stokes, Jr. 
James Albert Stuckey, Jr. 
Harold Dean Thompson 
William Franklin Tinder 
Fred Pinckney Tumblston, Jr. 
Harry Joe Vann 
Donald Lee Waddell 
Allen Samuel Way 
Richard Charles Weber 
Charles Barton Weesner 
Felder Barron Wheeler, Jr. 
Bobby Earl Whitt 
Lemuel Edgar Wiggins. III 
John Cornelius Williams, Jr. 
Marion Fuller Wright, Jr. 
Jerry Olin Yarborough 
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BACHELOR OF SCIENCE DECREE 
Qyde William Allen, Jr. 
Mitchell Hurst Allen, Jr. 
Phillip Edward Andrews 
William Hawksley Barbee 
Charles Eugene Baxter, Jr. 
William Neville Bennett 
Charlie Nolan Bivens 
Gary Wilson Blanton 
Asbury Cecil Bozard, Jr. 
Dee Campbell Breeden 
Samuel Walter Breeland, Jr. 
Marshall Willis Breland, Jr. 
Boyce Franklin Brooks 
Victor Clyde Campbell 
Clifford Charles Carroll 
Maxwell Ezell Cline 
Carroll Dean Cochran 
Wilson Eugene Cudd 
David Gerald Dennis 
Carle Eugene Dunn 
Thomas McKnight Ellison 
Oscar Jasper Fletcher, Jr. 
Henry Edward Gibson 
Joseph Haskell Gibson 
Jimmy Lee Gowan 
Trapier Keith Hart 
John Goss Herbert 
James Capers Hiott 
Jimmy Wilton Hodge 
William Conrad Hoffmeyer 
Gordon Conway Howell, Jr. 
James Roy Johnson, Jr. 
Julian Cleon Josey, Jr. 
Donald Rutledge LaTorre 
Francis Marion Lemmon, Jr. 
George Lane Maness 
Clyde Randall Neighbors 
Clyde Talmadge Padgett, Jr. 
John Manning Parham, Jr. 
Tommy Carroll Player, Jr. 
William Green Sandifer, Jr. 
Paul Bums Smith 
Hunter Rhoad Stokes 
Thomas Hendrix Tatum 
Howard Gilbert Tillotson 
Robert Alexander Warr 
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HONORS IN GRADUATING CLASS 
Summa Cum Laude 
Donald Rutledge LaTorre 
Magna Cum uude 
James Roy Johnson, Jr. Rupert LaMarr Smith 
Honorary Degrees 
Robert Cook Edwards .............................................................................. Dootor of Laws 
Feltham Syreen James ...................................................................... Doctor of Divinity 
Thomas Grady Shuler .................................................................... Doctor of Literature 
John Madison Younginer .................................. .. .............................. Doctor of Divinity 
CLASS OF 1960 
A. B. Graduates 
B. S. Graduates 
111 
46 
157 
Degrees Conferred 
ROLL OF STUDENTS 
Name Class Rank 
Abercrombie, James Henry, Jr. Senior 
Aclcer, Thomas Stephen Sophomore 
Alexander, Jack Gentry Sophomore 
Alexander, James Cantey Sophomore 
Allen, Charles David Freshman 
Allen, Harry Albert Junior 
Allen, John Leonard Sophomore 
Alley, Gerald Lee Senior 
Ammons, Stanley Keith Freshman 
Anderson, Millard Purvis Junior 
Anderson, Thurman Wilson Sophomore 
Anderson, William Sterling Freshman 
Arant, Everett Pierce, Jr. Senior 
Arant, Robert Lewis Junior 
Arnold, William Howard Sophomore 
Arthur, James Morris, Jr. Sophomore 
Ashley, Sloan Warren Sophomore 
Atkins, Samuel Martin Junior 
Atwater, Charles Finley Senior 
Avant, Homer Daniel Senior 
Bagwell, Harry Lee Junior 
Bailey, Jackie Dean Freshman 
Baker, Barnwell Rhett, Jr. Junior 
Baker, James Howard Freshman 
Baker, Wilson Frederick Freshman 
Ballard, James Calvin Sophomore 
Barnhill, William Eugene Junior 
Barrington, William LaFar, Jr. Freshman 
Bass, Andrew Clyde Junior 
Bass, William Elliott, Jr. Freshman 
Bateman, John Drew Freshman 
Baugh, John Thomas Freshman 
Baughcome, James Gerald Freshman 
Bauknight, Remsen Stewart Freshman 
Baxter, Barnee Copeland, Jr. Senior 
Beattie, Preston Harold, Jr. Sophomore 
Back, Carl Dean Special 
Belcher, Jerry Wayne Freshman 
Beleos, Vacilios Gu Senior 
Bell, James Carlton Freshman 
Bellamy, William Julian Freshman 
Belliveau, Brodie Nalle, Jr. Fresman 
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City and State 
Woodruff, S. C. 
Spartanburg, S. C. 
Hendersonville, N. C. 
Spartanburg, S. C. 
Hendersonville, N. C. 
Charlotte, N. C. 
Spartanburg, S. C. 
Spartanburg, S. C. 
Spartanburg, S. C. 
Timmonsville, S. C. 
Conway, S. C. 
Spartanburg, S. C. 
Orangeburg, S. C. 
North Charleston, S. C. 
LaGrange, Georgia 
Union, S. C. 
Orangeburg, S. C. 
Campobello, S. C. 
Charleston, S. C. 
Macon, Georgia 
Fletcher, N. C. 
Union, S. C. 
Asheville, N. C. 
Hagerstown, Maryland 
Cheraw, S. C. 
Spartanburg, S. C. 
Conway, S. C. 
Bennettsville, S. C. 
Live Oak, Florida 
Hickory, N. C. 
Atlanta, Georgia 
Knoxville, Tennessee 
Spartanburg, S. C. 
Easley, S. C. 
North Augusta, S. C. 
Hartsville, S. C. 
Spartanburg, S. C. 
Lake Worth, Florida 
Camden, S .C. 
Ocean Drive Beach, S. C. 
Little River, S. C. 
Columbia, S. C. 
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Name 
Benson, James Eli 
Benton, Philip Douglas, Jr. 
Berry, Boyce Monroe 
Berry, Carl Eugene, Jr. 
Bethea, Joseph Glenn 
Bigger, Samuel Patrick 
Biggerstaff, Bumber Broadus 
Bishop, Joseph Roy, Jr. 
Black, Henry Cooper, Jr. 
Black, John Alexander 
Black, Samuel Daniel 
Black, Tyre Mathews 
Blackburn, Charles Isaac 
Blackman, Edward Benton 
Blackshear, James Curtis 
Blackwell, Clarence Jamison 
Blankenship, Thomas Hughes 
Bogan, Thomas Christopher 
Bolinger, John Michael 
Boone, Marvin Aaron 
Boozer, James Michael 
Bowers, Clifford William, Jr. 
Bozard, Henry Plowden 
Brabham, Vance Wells 
Bradford, Linwood Gray 
Bradham, James Richard, Jr. 
Bradham, Joe Thomas, Jr. 
Bragg, Charles Kenneth 
Brake, Daniel Walter 
Brannon, James Thompson. Jr. 
Brannon, John Benjamin 
Bristow, Thomas Cole, Jr. 
Britt, William Donald 
Broom, Quenton Stewart 
Brown, Basil Thomas 
Brown, Carroll Dean 
Brown, Daniel Franklin 
Brown, George Alfred 
Brown, Horace Evans, Jr. 
Brown, James Arthur 
Brown, James Edward 
Brown, Kendall Lagran 
Brown, Richard Allen 
Brown, Steven 
Brown, William Derioux 
Brown, William Rogers 
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Class Rank 
Senior 
Junior 
Junior 
Sophomore 
Junior 
Freshman 
Junior 
Junior 
Senior 
Junior 
Freshman 
Freshman 
Senior 
Freshman 
Freshman 
Junior 
Sophomore 
Freshman 
Sophomore 
Sophomore 
Junior 
Freshman 
Freshman 
Junior 
Senior 
Sophomore 
Junior 
Senior 
Junior 
Freshman 
Freshman 
Senior 
Junior 
Junior 
Senior 
Sophomore 
Freshman 
Junior 
Freshman 
Freshman 
Junior 
Senior 
Senior 
Freshman 
Freshman 
Freshman 
City and Stall 
Charleston Heights, S. C. 
Columbia, S. C. 
Spartanburg, S. C. 
Batesburg, S. C. 
Marion, S .C. 
Dillon S. C. 
Cliffside, N. C. 
Spartanburg, S. C. 
Elloree, S. C. 
Roebuck, S. C. 
Clover, S. C. 
Eloree, S. C. 
Rocky Mount, N. C. 
Tullahoma, Tennessee 
Columbus, Georgia 
Greenwood, S. C. 
Charlotte, N. C. 
Pacolet Mills, S. C. 
Spartanburg, S. C. 
Charlotte, N. C. 
Greer, S. C. 
Augusta, Georgia 
Manning, S. C. 
Orangeburg, S. C. 
Sumter, S. C. 
Oswego, S. C. 
Manning, S. C. 
Spartanburg, S. C. 
Lake City, S. C. 
Anderson, S. C. 
Fairforest, S. C. 
Summerville, S. C. 
Marion, S. C. 
Spartanburg, S. C. 
Pacolet, S. C. 
Spartanburg, S. C. 
Spartanburg, S. C. 
Spartanburg, S. C. 
Charleston, S. C. 
Lake City, S. C. 
Charlotte, N. C. 
Greer, S. C. 
Spartanburg, S. C. 
Columbia, S. C. 
Clifton, S. C. 
Sumter, S. C. 
RoU of Students 
No"'t 
Bruce, Tommy Spartan, Jr. 
Bl'JIDt. Harry Smoak 
Buffington, Kenneth Hubert 
Buice, William Earl, Jr. 
Baie, Franklin Burgess 
Burch, Leland Edward 
Burch, Rupert Adrian 
Burch, Walter McGhee 
Burchette, Joe Thomas 
Burgess, Darrell Bruce 
Burgess, Milton Lee, Jr. 
Burgess, Raymond Reid 
Barnett, Elijah Curran, III 
Burnett, Hoyt Cromwell 
Burnett, James Thomas, Jr. 
Burnette, Everette Richard 
Burns, George Marshall 
Burns, Jerry Allen 
Burr, Kenneth Campbell 
Burton, Robert Clifford 
Busby, Clyde Oliver 
Butler, Thomas Bothwell, Jr. 
Butts, Jacob David 
Byrd, Benjamin Franklin, Jr. 
Byrd, Gary Mitchell 
Byrd, Grady Gideon 
Byrd, Thomas Marvin 
Calhoun, Legare Hamer, Jr. 
Callahan, John Paul 
Campbell, Gary Thomas 
Caney, Richard Maitland 
Cantey, Joseph Robert 
Cantey, Pierce Watson 
Capell, Robert Donald 
Carnes, Robert Spinks 
Carter, Bobby Peeples 
Carter, James Bowen 
Case, George Tilden, Jr. 
Cashwell, Roy Lee, Jr. 
Champion, John Edgar 
Chaplin, Alec Harold 
Chapman, Elwin Leland 
Cbeckovich, John Paul 
Chewning, Charles Henry, Jr. 
Chewning, Michael Ligon 
Class Rank 
Sophomore 
Freshman 
Freshman 
Freshman 
Junior 
Senior 
Sophomore 
Freshman 
Senior 
Freshman 
Junior 
Freshman 
Freshman 
Junior 
Freshman 
Senior 
Senior 
Sophomore 
Freshman 
Freshman 
Freshman 
Freshman 
Sophomore 
Junior 
Freshman 
Senior 
Freshman 
Freshman 
Freshman 
Freshman 
Junior 
Sophomore 
Sophomore 
Sophomore 
Sophomore 
Freshman 
Freshman 
Senior 
Junior 
Senior 
Senior 
Junior 
Freshman 
Senior 
Freshman 
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Greenville, S. C. 
Orangeburg, S. C. 
Easley, S. C. 
Spartanburg, S. C. 
Columbia, S. C. 
Greer, S. C. 
Spartanburg, S. C. 
Greer, S. C. 
Spartanburg, S. C. 
Rock Hill, S. C. 
Rock Hill, S. C. 
Spartanburg, S. C. 
Spartanburg, S. C. 
State Park, S. C. 
Greenville, S. C. 
Arcadia, S. C. 
Campobello, S .C. 
Tryon, N. C. 
Cheraw, S. C. 
Pacolet Mills, S. C. 
Chattanooga, Tennessee 
Spartanburg, S. C. 
Spartanburg, S. C. 
Abbeville, S. C. 
Lexington, N. C. 
Asheville, N. C. 
Charleston Heights, S. C. 
Clio, S. C. 
Lexington, S. C. 
Decatur, Georgia 
Aiken, S. C. 
Marion, S. C. 
Camden, S. C. 
Easley, S. C. 
Fort Mill, S. C. 
Mullins, S. C. 
Newberry, S. C. 
Duncan, S. C. 
Greenville, S. C. 
Mayo, S. C. 
Neeses, S. C. 
Salt Lake City, Utah 
Annandale, Virginia 
Durham, N. C. 
Durham, N. C. 
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Clark, Alvin Dan 
Clark, Samuel Preston 
Sophomore Greer, S. C. Dargan, Robert Lide Junior Spartanburg, S. C. 
Freshman 
Cluff, Charles Henry, Jr. Sophomore 
Spartanburg, S. C. Dashiell, Frederick Parrish Sophomore Spartanburg, S. C. 
Coates, Glynn Douglas Senior 
Wilmington, Delaware Devenport, James Ludy, III Senior Laurens, S. C. 
Coates, Kenneth Paul Junior 
Chesterfield, S. c. Davenport, Ronald Hardison Senior Newport News, Virginia 
Cobb, Michael Allen Junior 
Greer, S. C. Davis, Donald Landrum Junior Spartanburg, S. C. 
Cobb, William Rogers Sophomore 
Lyman, S. C. Davis, Gerald Wayne Junior Greer, S. C. 
Coffin, Philip Dahms Junior 
Memphis, Tenncasce Davis, Homer Eugene, Jr. Freshman Greer, S. C. 
Connelly, James Bruce Junior 
Spartanburg, S. C. Davis, John Edwin Junior Barnwell, S. C. 
Connelly, William Carroll Freshman 
Nichols, S. C. Davis, Paul Thomas Junior Darlington, S. C. 
Cook, Ronald Eugene Freshman 
Clemson, S. C. Davis, Ralph William Freshman Spartanburg, S. C. 
Cooksey, James Judson Freshman Sumter, S. C. 
Davis, Wilson McCollum Senior Charlotte, N. C. 
Cooper, Stephen Leroy Sophomore 
Union, S. C. Day, Anon Dixon, Jr. Freshman Florence, S. C. 
Cooper, Wiley Barrow Freshman 
Spartanburg, S. C. Dean, Charles Daniel, III Freshman Summerville, S. C. 
Copeland, John Edwin Sophomore 
Greenville, S. C. Dees, David Allison Sophomore Bennetsville, S. C. 
Coppage, Carlos Francis, Jr. Sophomore 
Myrtle Beach, S. C. DeLorme, Charles DuBose Senior Spartanburg, S. C. 
Copps, Michael Joseph Sophomore 
Anderson, S. C. Dent, Larry Eugene Freshman Inman, S. C. 
Cox, Daniel Reid Freshman 
Tryon, N. C. Derrick, William Adam, Jr. Senior Spartanburg, S. C. 
Crabtree, Orville Rich Freshman Lyman, S. C. 
Derrick, William Slaughter Senior Marion, S. C. 
Crain, Richard Alexander Freshman 
Wilmington, Delaware DeZern, James Edward, Jr. Freshman Jonesville, S. C. 
Crain, Robert Wade Freshman 
Spartanburg, S. C. Dickenson, Darryl Edward Freshman Springfield, Virginia 
Crawley, Daniel Shuford Ill Junior 
Spartanburg, S. C. Dinwiddie, Clarence Dan Sophomore Columbia, S. C. 
Crawley, James Ernest ' Freshman 
Spartanburg, S. C. Dixon, Thomas Reynolds Freshman Miami Springs, Fla. 
Crowell, William Levy Senior Greer, S. C. 
Dodd, Gary Allen Sophomore Charleston Heights, S. C. 
Cubitt, Edward Earl Freshman 
Forest City, N. C. Dolson, William Edward Sophomore Atlanta, Georgia 
Culbreth, Broadus Spencer Sophomore 
Spartanburg, S. C. Dominick, George David Sophomore Gaffney, S. C. 
Culler, Edgar Leonidas, III Sophomore 
Rutherfordton, N. C. Dorris, John Marvin, Jr. Freshman Alpharetta, Georgia 
Culler, Lee Cunningham Junior 
Orangeburg, S. C. Douglass, George Patton Freshman Arlington, Virginia 
Culler, Oscar Zeigler, Jr. Freshman 
Orangeburg, S. C. Douglass, Francis Michael Senior Whitmire, S. C. 
Culp, James Daniel Senior 
Orangeburg, S. C. Drawdy, Charles Henry Junior Beaufort, S. C. 
Cummings, Harry Norman Junior 
Spartanburg, S. C. Drawdy, Henry Edward, Jr. Freshman Lake Worth, Florida 
Cu~ngs, John William, Jr. Sophomore Spartanburg, S. C. Drawdy, Jack Edward 
Senior Eutawville, S. C. 
Cun11~1mgs, Robert Beatty Sophomore Fort Lauderdale, Fla. Drosas, Contantine Dino 
Freshman Myrtle Beach, S. C. 
Cunningham, William Robert Freshman 
Bishopville, S. c. Duckett, Dwyanne Jenkin Junior Chesnee, S. C. 
Currie, John William, III Freshman 
Taylors, S. C. Duke, Thomas Clifton Sophomore Loris, S. C. 
Curry, Eugene Lowry Freshman 
Atlanta, Georgia Duncan, Terry Paul Junior Drayton ,S. C. 
Curry, John Robert, Jr. Freshman 
Fort Mill, S. C. Dunlap, Marion Crawford Sophomore Rock Hill, S. C. 
Curry, Lowell Thomas Junior 
Spartanburg, S. c. Durham, Cecil Tracy, Jr. Junior Walterboro, S. C. 
Curtis, Richard Franklin Sophomore 
Lindale, Georgia Dyson, William Henry Freshman Loris, S. C. 
Curwen, James Endicott Freshman 
Dillon, S. C. 
Cusac, Loraine Wilson Junior 
Brevard, N. C. Eaddy, Ernest Johnson, Jr. Sophomore partanburg, S. C. 
Cutchin, Baxton Murray Freshman 
Timmonsville, S. C. Easler, Jame Montgomery Freshman Spartanburg, . c. 
Easley, S. C. Eaves, Julian Bobbie junior Union, s. c. 
Daniel, James Coleman Jr Freshman 
Ebert, Charles William Sophomore Spartanburg, s. c. 
Daniels, Herbert Pressiey · Junior 
Spartanburg, S. C. Edwards, Marion Boyd Junior Marion, s. c. 
Dansby, Wade Ferguson, Jr. Freshman 
est Palm Beach, Fla. Edwards, William Ryon Sophomore Inman, s. c. 
Summerville, S. c. Ellis, Harold Thomas, Jr. Sophomore Anderson, s. c. 
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England, James Cecil Sophomore LeRoy, Ohio Gault, Sidney Jerome Senior Spartanburg, S. C. 
English, Andrew Carl Sophomore Manning, S. C. Geddis, James Lewis Junior Inman, S. C. 
Ensley, David Ralph Freshman Lake Junaluska, N. C. Gentry, Oscar Alan, III Junior Spartanburg, S. C. 
Ergle, Theodore Bramlet Junior Spartanburg, S. C. George, James Dorsey Freshman Spartanburg, S. C. 
Eschenbach, Charles Hubbard Freshman Grosse Points Woods, Mich. Gerring, Daniel Scott Junior Union, S. C. 
Etheredge, Jerry Ray Junior Summerville, S. C. Gerry, William Peter Senior Spartanburg, S. C. 
Etters, William Bomar, Jr. Senior Spartanburg, S. C. Gibert, James Milledge Junior Woodruff, S. C. 
Eubanks, Charles David Junior Spartanburg, S. C. Gibson. James Andrew, Jr. Junior Chester, S. C. 
Evans, Billy Walter Freshman Andrews, S. C. Gibeon, Joseph William Senior Chatham, New Jersey 
Evatt, James Larry Junior Columbia, S. C. Gibson, Roger Ewell Junior Tavares, Florida 
Ezell, Donald Elija Freshman Chesnee, S. C. Gibson, William Eugene Freshman Greenville, S. C. 
Gillespie, David Allen Senior woodruff, s. c. 
Fain, Maxwell Nicholas Sophomore Spartanburg, S. C. Goewey, Scott Barnes Freshman Syracuse, New York 
Fairey, Frank William Sophomore Kingstree, S. C. Goldstein, Leonard William Freshman Columbia, S. C. 
Faust, Walter Zachariah, IV Senior Lexington, Georgia Golightly, Clarence Brent Freshman Inman, S. C. 
Fenn, Peter Sandford Freshman St. Petersburg, Florida Goode, John Edward Senior Hawkinsville, Georgia 
Ferguson, James Russell, Jr. Freshman Orlando, Florida Goodwin, Bennie William Senior Spartanburg, S. C. 
F inklea, Junius Deleon Freshman Florence, S. C. Goodyear, Ronald Wayne Sophomore Conway, S. C. 
Fischbach, George William, Jr. Sophomore Greenville, S. C. Gore, James Franklin, Jr. Senior Mullins, S. C. 
Flint, Lewis Ware Junior Martinez, Georgia Graham, Allan Dean Junior Forest City, N. C. 
Fleming, Harold Edward Senior Spartanburg, S. C. Graham, Charles Carter Junior Loris, S. C. 
F lynt, James Robert Freshman Lake Worth, Florida Graham, Cole Elease, Jr. Freshman Chapin, S. C. 
Fodiman, Martin Stuart Freshman Stamford, Connecticut Gramling, Ben Martin Senior Gramling, S. C. 
Fogarty, Daniel Joseph Freshman Poughkeepsie, New York Gramling, John Thomas Sophomore Gramling, S. C. 
Forbes, Morton Gerald Sophomore Atlanta, Georgia Grant, Theron Arthur, Jr. Sophomore Savannah, Georgia 
Fort, Laurens Warren, Jr. Freshman Great Falls, S. C. Gravely, William Bernard Senior Pickens, S. C. 
Foster, David Zimmerman Freshman Spartanburg, S. C. Gray, Donald Edward Senior Spartanburg, S. C. 
Foster, Francis Marion Sophomore Spartanburg, S. C. Gray, Howard Mingus Freshman Inman, S. C. 
Foster, Kenneth Eugene Senior Spartanburg, S. C. Gray, William Alfred, Jr. Sophomore Hendersonville, N. C. 
Foster, William Broadus, Sr. Sophomore Spartanburg, S. C. Graze!, John Andrew Freshman Santuce, Puerto Rico 
Fowler, Charlie Linwood Freshman Florence, S. C. Graziano, Peter John Freshman West Orange, New Jersey 
Foy, Crawford Edward, Jr. Sophomore Columbia, S. C. Greene, David Hursey Senior Lake City, S. C. 
Franklin, Sidney Martin Sophomore Spartanburg, S. C. Greene, Robert Glenn Junior Knoxville, Tennessee 
Freiday, Donald Robert Sophomore Aiken, S. C. Greer, Joseph Hubert Freshman Spartanburg, S. C. 
Frey, George Norman, Jr. Freshman Fairforest, S. C. Greer, Philip Dupre Junior Spartanburg, S. C. 
Frey, William Stephen Junior Spartanburg, S. C. Greer, William Harold, Jr. Junior Spartanburg, S. C. 
Fridy, William Wallace, Jr. Junior Columbia, S. C. Gregory, Wesley Wright, Jr. Freshman Anderson, S. C. 
Fugate, Hat Carlton Freshman Fort Lauderdale, Fla. Gregory, William Thomas Freshman Jefferson, S. C. 
Funderburk, James Victor Freshman Cheraw, S. C. Gregory, William Wallace, Jr. Freshman Spartanburg, S. C. 
Funderburk, Marshall Stewart, Jr. Junior Cheraw, S. C. Greiner, Donald James Junior Florence, S. C. 
Griffeth, James Ellis Freshman Greenville, S. C. 
Gamble, James Oliver, Jr. Freshman Greeleyville, S. C. Griffin, Ronald William Junior Spartanburg, S. C. 
Gannon, Bernard Joseph, Jr. Freshman Jacksonville, Florida Griggs, Calvin Stuart Freshman Ruby, S. C. 
Gardner, Carlos Owen, Jr. Sophomore Dearing, Georgia Grote, Nicholas Philip Sophomore Spartanburg, S. C. 
Garner, Gary McKinley, Jr. Junior J onesvitle, S. C. Gundry, Alex Freshman Anderson, S. C. 
Garrett, Charles LeRoy, Jr. Senior Simpsonville, S. C. Gunter, Charles Earl Freshman Spartanburg, S. C. 
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Guy, Walter Carlisle, Jr. 
Hadwin, Tommy Cecil, Jr. 
Hall, Ronald Dean 
Hammett, Steven Arnold 
Hammond, Gaines Wardlaw 
Hardy, Ralph Woodrow, Jr. 
Hare, John Allen 
Harlan, George Mason 
Harley, Peter Warner, III 
Harmon, Bates Morrow 
Harmon, Samuel Kaiser 
Harrill, Richard Caldwell 
Harris, Douglas Carlton 
Harris, Harold Fleming, Jr. 
Harris, Thomas Edward, Jr. 
Harrison, Guy Jerome 
Hartman, James Franklin 
Hatton, A wyer Lloyd, Jr. 
Hawkins, Harper Donald, Jr. 
Haynes, John Eugene, Jr. 
Hedgepath, James Clarance 
Heffner, Charles Robert 
Heldreth, David Todd 
Hemingway, Anthony Alfred 
Henderson, Joseph Wallace 
Henderson, Walter Bernard 
Henderson, William Gary 
Hendrix, John Paul, Jr. 
Henry, Frederick Gilland 
Henry, Medus Preston 
Hewell, John Witherspoon 
Hibbard, Paul Reid 
Hickman, Ben Leigh 
Hicks, Claude Errol 
Hicks, William Stroud, Jr. 
Hilley, Harry Wayne 
Hillier, Michael James 
Hines, Donovan David 
Hipp, Robert Malcolm 
Hodge, Jackie \i ayne 
Holcomb, Paul Franklin, Jr. 
Holcombe, Charles Allan 
Holcombe, James Thomas 
Holley, Daniel Lester, Jr. 
Holloway, William B. 
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Class Rank 
Sen.ior 
Sophomore 
Sophomore 
Freshman 
Special 
Sophomore 
Freshman 
Senior 
Junior 
Sophomore 
Junior 
Freshman 
Freshman 
Senior 
Sophomore 
Freshman 
Freshman 
Sophomore 
Senior 
Freshman 
Freshman 
Senior 
Freshman 
Sophomore 
Senior 
Freshman 
Freshman 
Senior 
Sophomore 
Senior 
Fre hman 
Sophomore 
Senior 
F reshman 
Freshman 
Freshman 
Junior 
Junior 
Sophomore 
Freshman 
Junior 
Sophomore 
Sen.ior 
Senior 
Senior 
City and Slall 
Aiken, S. C. 
Orangeburg, S. C. 
Qydc, N. C. 
Roebuck, S. C. 
Spartanburg, S. C. 
Anderson, S. C. 
Greenwood, S. C. 
Enorcc, S. C. 
St. George, S. C. 
Gramling, S. C. 
Lexington, S. C. 
Summerville, S. C. 
St. Petersburg, Florida 
Columbia, S. C. 
Forest City, N. C. 
Darlington, S. C. 
Jefferson, S. C. 
Spartanburg, S. C. 
Greer, S. C. 
J acksonvillc, Florida 
Conway, S. C. 
Rutherfordton, N .C. 
Tazewell, Virginia 
Georgetown, S. C. 
Alpharetta, Georgia 
Inman, S. C. 
Spartanburg, S. C. 
Duncan, S. C. 
Greenville, S. C. 
Easley, S. C. 
Greenville, S. C. 
Inman, S. C. 
Loris, S. C. 
Lake Worth, Florida 
Spartanburg, S. C. 
Decatur, Georgia 
Orlando, Florida 
Campobello, S. C. 
Columbia, S. C. 
Pacolet Mills, S. C. 
Spartanburg, S. C. 
Spartanburg, S. C. 
Arcadia, S. C. 
Darlington, S. C. 
] acksonvillc, Florida 
RoU of Students 
Name 
Holtzclaw, William Donald 
Hooker, William Clyde, Jr. 
Hopper, Robert Charles 
Horton, Reginald Leroy 
Hosman, Joseph Leslie 
Housel, John Eldridge 
Howell, James Van, Jr. 
Hudgens, James Watts 
Hudson, William Don 
Huggin, Robert Lee, Jr. 
Huggins, Ansel Lee, Jr. 
Huggins, William Thomas 
Hughes, Russell Archie, Jr. 
Hurst, Spencer Robert 
Huskey, Cecil Graham, II 
Hutchins, Gimearl Jefferson, Jr. 
Inabinet, Gerry Fersner 
Inabinet, Lawrence Redmon 
Ingle, Ronald Rudloff 
Inman, Jennings Ray 
Irby, Augustus Preston, Jr. 
James, Don Henry 
Jamison, Louis Dwight 
Jayroe, Harold Benjamin 
Jenkins, Ingrid Allen 
Jewell, Jon Roger 
Johnson, David Carr 
Johnson, Don Wayne 
Johnson, Elmer Harold, Jr. 
Johnson, Glynn Garland 
Johnson, Robert Leroy 
Johnston, Acquilla Richard 
Johnston, John Blacingame 
Jolley, Paul Wesley 
Jones, Donald Collins 
Jones, Robert Reid, Jr. 
Jones, Sam Willis, Jr. 
Jones, Timothy Paxton 
Jones, Wade Hampton, Jr. 
Jones, Winston Franklin 
Jones, William Everette, Jr. 
Jordan, Alfred Foster, Jr. 
Joyner, Robert Lewis 
Judy, John Clifton, Jr. 
Class Rank 
Junior 
Junior 
Senior 
Junior 
Sophomore 
Freshman 
Freshman 
Senior 
Senior 
Sophomore 
Senior 
Freshman 
Senior 
Junior 
Freshman 
Junior 
Sophomore 
Senior 
Junior 
Junior 
Junior 
Senior 
Junior 
Junior 
Junior 
Freshman 
Senior 
Sophomore 
Sophomore 
Senior 
Sophomore 
Junior 
Freshman 
Senior 
Senior 
Senior 
Freshman 
Freshman 
Junior 
Freshman 
Junior 
Senior 
Freshman 
enior 
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City and State 
Greer, S. C. 
Lynn, N. C. 
Spartanburg, S. C. 
Inman, S. C. 
Alexandria, Virginia 
Radford, Virginia 
Charlotte, N. C. 
Spartanburg, S. C. 
Fountain Inn, S. C. 
Gaffney, S. C. 
Mullins, S. C. 
Conway, S. C. 
Ridge Spring, S. C. 
Spartanburg, S. C. 
Charlotte, N. C. 
Spartanburg, S. C. 
Bamberg, S. C. 
Spartanburg, S. C. 
Moncks Corner, S. C. 
Buffalo, S. C. 
Columbia, S. C. 
Galivants Ferry, S. C. 
North Charleston, S. C. 
Georgetown, S. C. 
Greer, S. C. 
Spartanburg, S. C. 
Bakersville, N. C. 
Orangeburg ,S. C. 
Spartanburg, S. C. 
Aynor, S. C. 
Spartanburg, S .C. 
St. George, S. C. 
St. George, S. C. 
Mayo, S. C. 
Marietta, Georgia 
Forest City, N. C. 
Columbia, S. C. 
Johnson City, Tennessee 
Columbia, S. C. 
LaGrange, Georgia 
Charleston, S. C. 
Union, S. C. 
Winnsboro, S. C. 
Columbia, S. C. 
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Long, Edwin King Sophomore Kay, David Warren Sophomore Spartanburg, S. C. Sophomore Lextington, S. C. 
Keels, William Clyde Freshman Florence, S. C. Looney, Harold, Jr. Freshman Aiken, S. C. 
Keeter, Clyde Wallace, Jr. Junior Lake Lure, N. C. Losey, Dale Adrian, Jr. Senior Kannapolis, N . C. 
Keith, Willis Justus Junior Charleston, S. C. Lowery, Joseph Lee Freshman Spartanburg, S. C. 
Kekas, Nicholas Harry Freshman Spartanburg, S. C. Lowry, John David, Jr. Freshman Orlando, Florida 
Kellett, Charles Lee Senior Seneca, S. C. Lucas, James Henry Freshman Beaufort, S. C. 
Kellett, William West, III Junior Greenville, S. C. Luckey, Heyward Charles Freshman Columbia, S. C. 
Kelley, Charles Aubrey Junior Ninety Six, S. C. Lupold, John Samuel Sophomore Inman, S. C. 
Kelly, Thomas William, Jr. Senior Spartanburg, S. C. Lynch, Gerald Gary Junior Spartanburg, S. C. 
Kennedy, Jay Wilber Sophomore woodruff, s. c. Lynch, Lewis Alton Junior Fort Mill, S. C. 
Kilgo, James Patrick Sophomore Darlington, S. C. Lytle, John Ervin 
Kincaid, Randall Rich, Jr. Junior Quincy, Florida 
McAbee Thomas Patrick Junior 
Spartanburg, S. C. 
King, Gerald Wesley Sophomore Greenville, S. C. Forest City, N. C. 
Kirby, Bennie Judson Senior Union, S. C. McBray~r, Thomas David. Sophomore Orange Park, Florida Freshman 
Kirby, James Norman Senior Drayton, S. C. McCallum, Kingsley Archibald Senior Greenwood, S. C. 
Kirchenheiter, Ralph Arthur Senior Wallington, New JeneJ McCoy, Franklin DeWitt Freshman Charlotte, N . C. 
Kirton, Royal Vance, Jr. Sophomore Conway, S. C. McDonald, James Frank Freshman Forest City, N. C. 
Kitchens, Charles Aubrey Senior Inman, S. C. McDuffie, Robert Bundy, Jr. Freshman Spartanburg, S. C. 
Kiser, Hague Mills Freshman Rutherfordton, N. C. McGraw, Stanley Earle Sophomore McColl, S. C. 
Knight, Kenneth Bryan Junior Spartanburg, S. C. McGuirt, James David, Jr. Senior Bennettsville, S. C. 
Knight, Richard Warren Junior Sumter, S. C. Mcinnis, William Sidney Junior Pickens, S. C. 
Kuhn, Thomas Randall Sophomore Mow1t Hope, West VL Mcjunkin, Robert Dean Senior Spartanburg, S. C. 
Kyriakidis, Pantelis Sophomore Nicea, Greece McKinney, Edward Donald Junior Gilkey, N . C. McKinney, James Lee Junior Spartanburg, S. C. 
Lake, Phillip Sidney Freshman Roebuck, S. C. McKinney, John Thomas, Jr. Senior Bennettsville, S. C. 
Lampros, Peter James Freshman Fayetteville, N. C. McLain, Robert Francis . Senior Simpsonville, S. C. 
Lancaster, Kenneth Carlyle Freshman Fayetteville, N. C. McLauchlin, William Arch1able Freshman Spartanburg, S. C. 
Lane, Randolph Craig Sophomore Floydale, S. C. McLean, William Edsel F reshman Anderson, S. C. 
Lanford, Walter Winn, Jr. Junior Laurens, S. C. McLees, Raymond Arledge, Ill Junior Lake City, S. C. 
Lawing, William Jerial Senior Newton, N. C. McLcndon, Millon Murray Junior Bishopville, S. C. 
Lawrence, John Benjamin Freshman Greenwood, S. C. McLeod, James Francis, Jr. Senior Miami, Florida 
Lee, James Kenneth Junior Spartanburg, S. C. McLeod, James McLean, Jr. Junior Waterboro, S. C. 
Leonard, Henry Tyson Sophomore Swainsboro, Geoqia McLeod, Peden Brown Jr. Junior 
Winnsboro, S. C. 
Leonard, Troy Devoe Freshman Duncan, S. C. McMeekin, Robert Rowell, Freshman Greenville, S. C. 
Lesesne, Bonneau Driggs Senior Florence, S. C. McMurry, Joe Edd Junior Charleston Heights, S. C. 
Lewandowski, Thomas Theodore Freshman Wilmington, Delaware McPherson, Arthur Ronald Junior Columbia, S. C. 
Lewis, Charles Eugene Freshman Allendale, S. C. McWhirt, Ronald Alfred Junior Spartanburg, S. C. 
Lewis, Daniel Reed Freshman Ardmore, Pcnnsylnnia Mabry, Edward Earl III Sophomore Mullins, S. C. Lewis, Daniel Street Junior Columbia, S. C. Mackey, Charles Edward, Sophomore Spartanburg, S. C. 
Lindley, Michael Rice Senior Laurens, s. c. Mahaffey, Larry Boleman Jr. Freshman Charlotte, N. C. Lipham, John Clinton, Jr. Sophomore Summerville, S. C. Mallonee, Walter Bascom, Freshman Andrews, S. C. 
Lipscomb, Kenneth Ronald Sophomore Gaffney, S. C. Mann, Thomas Chastain Senior Spartanburg, S. C. 
Lofton, Harry Arrington Freshman Ninety Six, S. C. Marsh, Lamar Glenn Senior Greenville, S. C. 
Lofton, Paul Stroman, Jr. Senior Ninety Six, S. C. Martin, Charlie Dale Sophomore N aple , Florida 
Logan, William Benjamin Freshman Kings Mountain, N. C. Martin, James Lewis Senior Whiteville, N . C. 
Long, Edwin Dean Jwiior Spartanburg, S. C. Maultsby, Dan Baker 
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CIGSs Ronk City and State Nome Closs Ronk City alld Stall Name Pleasant, S. C. Freshman Mt. Maultsby, Don Mize Senior Whiteville, N. C. Norris Wilbert Neil Camden, S. C. 
Mayo, Edward Long, Jr. Freshman Barnwell, S. C. Nuttin~, Charles David Junior 
Mellette, Julian Ramsey, Jr. Senior Timmonsville, S. C. Junior Spartanburg, S .C. Melton, Glen Robert Senior Spartanburg, S. C. Qakman, Lee Sims Senior Spartanburg, S. C. Melton, James Walter Freshman Greenville, S. C. Ochiltree, John Matthew Freshman Gaffney, S. C. Melton, Melvin Brice Freshman Lancaster, S. C. O'Danicl, John Alexander Freshman Union, S. C. Merritt, Gene Autry Sophomore Spartanburg, S. C. O'Dell, Walter Reece Junior Georgetown, S. C. Merritt, Lloyd Charle Jw1ior Sumter, S. C. Olliff, Charles Michael . 
Ill Freshman 
Lynchburg, S. C. 
Mickle, John Parker Freshman Rock Hill, S. C. Oliver Benjamin Monds1e, Ayden, N. C. 
Mikell, Isaac Jenkins, Jr. Freshman Columbia, S. C. O~d, Wilbur Cunninggim, Jr. Freshman Spartanburg, S. C. Junior Milam, Benjamin Tremor Freshman Georgetown, S. C. Orr, Laney Glenn, Jr. Sophomore Aiken, S. C. Miles, Alfred McKinley, Jr. Sophomore Spartanburg, S. C. Osbon, Julian Wilcher Senior Charlotte, N. C. Miller, Tony Brown Senior Chesterfie.ld, S. C. Overcarsh, Charles Bryan 
Milton, John McCurdy Freshman Falls Church, Virginia Sophomore Pacolet Mills, S. C. Monson, Robert Clyde Junior Florence, S. C. Pace, Roger Dean Batesburg, S. C. 
Moody, Ansel, Jr. Junior Dillon, S. C. Padgett, George Willia~, Jr. Sophomore Union, S. C. 
Moomey, Victor Delorn Junior Spartanburg, S. C. Palmer, Harold Benjamm Junior Cheraw, S. C. 
Mooneyham, Joseph Wheeler Senior Spartanburg, S. C. Parker, Carl LaFayette, Jr. Fre hman Gaffney, S. C. Freshman Mooneyham, Ronnie Franklit Fre hman Spartanburg, S. C. Parker, James Samuel Sophomore Spartanburg, S. C. Moore, Gary Cooper Sophomore Cheshire, Connecticut Parker, William Anthony Freshman Chappells, S. C. Moore, Gray Ellesor Freshman Greenwood, S. C. Parnell, Grover Sefton, Jr. Junior Spartanburg, S. C. Moore, Ralph Edwin Sophomore Moncks Comer, S. C. Parris Walter Delma Easley, S. C. 
Moore, Roy Cornelius Senior Spartanburg, S. C. Parro~, Donald Frank.Jin Freshman Woodruff, S. C. 
Moorhead, Sidney Klepfer, Jr. Freshman Spartanburg, S. C. Patterson, Alton Max Sophomore Laurens ,S. C. 
Morris, William Robert Senior Charleston Heights, S. C. Patterson, Dwight Fleming, Jr. Senior Anderson, S. C. 
Morrow, Jesse Lawrence Senior Inman, S. C. Patterson, James Ford Junior Fort Mill, S. C. 
Morrow, John Angus Freshman Inman, S. C. Patterson, James Harkey Sophomore Laurens, S. C. 
Mosely, Willie Bradford Freshman Aiken, S. C. Patter on, Lawrence Le~n Sophomore Columbia, S. C. 
Moses, Albert Lawrence Junior Columbia, S. C. Patterson, William Carlisle Freshman Bamberg, S. C. 
Mostiler, Thomas Wayne Sophomore Radford, Virginia Patton, John Robert Sophomore Rock Hill, S. C. 
Mott, Henry Herbert Freshman Spartanburg, S. C. Paul, Crispin Warner Sophomore Valdese, N. C. 
Moulton, Don Alan Sophomore Georgetown, S. C. Perkins, John Cleveland Sophomore Spartanburg, S. C. Senior Muhleman, James Vincent Freshman Spartanburg, S. C. Perkins, John Seaborn, Jr. Sophomore Spartanburg, S. C. Mull, Thomas Goodson Junior Morganton, N. C. Petty, Billy Gene Freshman Newberry, S. C. Munnerlyn, Marvin, Jr. Senior Bennettsville, S. C. Petty, Paul DeWitt, _Jr. Freshman Rochester, New York Myers, Tommy Gayle Junior Dillon, S. C. Pfaudler, John Wilham Freshman Fort Mill, S. C. Phillips, Jerry LeRoy Junior Greer, S. C. Narron, William Rodney Freshman Spindale, N. C. Pittman, Douglas \ endell Greer, S. C. 
Nash, Douglas Bailey Freshman Spartanburg, S. C. Pitman, Marion Gerald Senior West Palm Beach, Fla. Freshman Neal, James Andrew Freshman Lancaster, S. C. Poland, Robert Edward Junior Spartanburg, S. C. Neely, William Grady, Jr. Sophomore Greenville, S. C. Poole, Ronald Lee . Junior Aiken, S. C. ettles, Durwood Wyatt Sophomore Mullins, S. C. Porter, Douglas Leslie Greer, S. C. 
Newton, Barry Carlisle Junior Hartsville, S. C. Poteat, William Eugene Junior Inman, S. C. 
Nicholson, George Schumpert, Jr. Freshman Saluda, S. C. Powell, Curtis Furman Sophomore Kannapolis, N. C. 
oble, John Richard, Jr. Freshman Laurens, S. C. Powell, Hubert Hague, Jr. Senior Columbia, S. C. 
oel, Mark Gerard Freshman Spartanburg, S. C. Powell, Osborne Eugene, Jr· Junior 
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Powell, Stephen Kenneth Junior Spartanburg, S. C. Sharp, Clarence Franklin Freshman Columbia, S. C. 
Prather, William DuBose Junior Tryon, C. S. Sharpe, John Lawrence, III Senior Blythewood, S. C. 
Price, Gerald Vance Freshman Wellford, S. C. Shepard, Louis Ervin, Jr. Freshman St. Stephen, S. C. 
Price, Phillip Edward Senior Spartanburg, S. C. Shepard, Samuel Henry Freshman Greenville, S. C. 
Prince, Gerald Moore Freshman St. Petersburg, Florida Sherrill, Donald Gene Junior Spartanburg, S. C. 
Pritchard, Thomas George Junior Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania Shields, Chalmers Boyd, Jr. Sophomore Johnston, S. C. 
Pruett, Johnny Mack Senior Drayton, S. C. Shipman, Luther Wade Senior Spartanburg, S. C. 
Pruitt, James Rufus, Jr. Sophomore Spartanburg, S. C. Shirley, Robert William Freshman Hartsville, S. C. 
Purcell, James Lehman Senior Aiken, S. C. Shoneke, Austin Dean Senior Cowpens, S. C. 
Shropshire, Robin Douglas Sophomore Spartanburg, S. C. 
Quattlebaum, Melvin Emanuel Sophomore Saluda, S. C. Shull, Asbury Harper Sophomore West Columbia, S. C. 
Quinton, Fredrick 0. Freshman Spartanburg, S. C. Shumaker, Ronald Allen Senior Walterboro, S. C. 
Shytles, Douglas Milton Senior Valley Falls, S. C. 
Ramsey, Albert Russell, Jr. Freshman Monetta, S. C. Silver, Edward Michael Sophomore Stamford, Connecticut 
Ratchford, Clyde Banks, Jr. Sophomore Aiken, S. C. Simpson, Woodrow Allen, Jr. Freshman Clemson, S. C. 
Ratchford, Max Glenn Junior York, S. C. Singletary, Wesley James, Jr. Freshman Lake City, S. C. 
Read, Tommy William Sophomore Spartanburg, S. C. Sitton, John Hilliard Junior Spartanburg, S. C. 
Reynolds, Barry Chaplin Sophomore Eastover, S. C. Slaughter, Wilbur Willis, Jr. Senior Mullins ,S. C. 
Reynolds, James Arthur, II Junior Tryon, N. C. Sloan, James Franklin, Jr. Freshman Union, S. C. 
Richardson, George Robert, Jr. Sophomore Conway, S. C. Sloan, Paul David, Jr. Freshman Dillon, S. C. 
Riddle, Wilbur Michael Freshman Laurens, S. C. Smith, Alfred Raymond Junior Inman, S. C. 
Robinson, Richard Long Senior Whitmire, S. C. Smith, Arthur Watson Freshman Spartanburg, S. C. 
Rogers, Glenn Edward Sophomore Spartanburg, S. C. Smith, Bobby Edward Freshman Beaufort, S. C. 
Rogers, Horace Wayne Freshman Inman, s. c. Smith, Bruce Eugene Junior Walhalla, S. C. 
Rogers, Marion Stevens Sophomore Woodruff, S. C. Smith, Claude Wilson, Jr. Freshman Florence, S. C. 
Rogerson, Torrey Wilson Freshman Buffalo, New York Smith, David Paul Freshman Clemmons, . c. 
Roma, Robert Daniel Junior East Orange, New Jersey Smith, Frederick Howard Junior Spartanburg, S. C. 
Roof, Wade Clark Senior Gilbert, S. C. Smith, Furman Gerald Senior Gilbert, S. C. 
Rooke, Charles Ervin Junior Charleston, S. C. Smith, Henry Mitchell Sophomore Leaksville, . c. 
Ropp, Robert Henry Junior Myrtle Beach, S. C. Smith, Jamie Egbert Freshman Little Rock, S. C. 
Ross, Tollie Curtis, Jr. Sophomore Tryon, N. C. Smith, Milton Charles Sophomore Woodruff, S. C. 
Ruben, James Junior North Augusta, S. C. Snidow, Conley Trigg, Jr. Freshman Spartanburg, S. C. 
Russell, Clarence Ronald Junior Greenville ,S. C. Sperlbaum, Ronald Edward Junior Spindale, N. C. 
Sprott, Charles Wells, Jr. Freshman Summerton, S. C. 
Sale, Harold Reeves, Jr. Freshman Lexington, S. C. Stallworth, Dawson Jerome, Jr. Freshman Florence, S. C. 
Salisburg, Thomas Jahnz Freshman Summerville, S. C. Starnes, Gerald Anthony Freshman Swansea, S .C. 
Sanders, Conrad Wienges, Jr. Senior Sumter, S. C. Steele, Steven Arthur Junior Charlotte, N. C. 
Sanders, Donald Ray Senior Union, S. C. Stewart, George William Junior Oakton, Virginia 
Sanders, Peter Edmund Freshman Greenwood, S. C. Sl John, James Ivan Senior Aiken, S. C. 
Sarratt, Bobby Gene Freshman Landrum, S. C. Stokes, Allen Heath, Jr. Freshman Spartanburg, S. C. 
Saunders, Charles William Freshman Spray, N. C. Stokes, Julius Howard, Jr. Junior Florence, S. C. 
Scott, Jerry Randolph Sophomore Knoxville, Tennessee Stokes, Thomas Edward, Jr. Senior Bishopville, S. C. 
Seagle, Bruce Allen Junior Rock Hit~ S. C. Stone, John Arthur Freshman Spartanburg ,S. C. 
Seagle, Cecil Woodrow Freshman Spartanburg, S. C. Straiton, John Sherman Junior Charlotte, r . C. 
Seaman, James Lee Junior Mountainville, New Jersey Stroman, Watts Bannister Sophomore Orangeburg, S. C. 
Sentelle, William Eugene, Jr. Senior Fairforest, S. C. Suber, Henry Whitmire, Jr. Freshman Great Falls, S. C. 
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Waddell, Howard Stokes, Jr. Freshman Florence, S. C. Suessle, Joseph Freshman Pelham Manor, New York 
Senior Florence, S. C. Suggs, Lorenzo Dow, III Sophomore Charleston, S. C. Wade, Charles Coates 
Senior Florence, S. C. Swain, Herbert Lee, Jr. Sophomore Six Mile, S. C. Wade, Jesse Linwood, Jr. 
Junior Taylors, S. C. Swanson, James Marshall, Jr. Senior S. Boston, Virginia Waldrop, James Robert 
Freshman Greenville, S. C. Sylvester, Nathaniel Freshman Richlands, N. C. Waldrop, Richard Gantt 
Freshman North Charleston ,S. C. Wallace, Walter Joyner 
Junior Moncks Corner, S. C. Tappe, James Clifford Senior Spartanburg, S. C. Walsh, William Carl, Jr. 
Senior Sumter, S. C. Taylor, Thomas Walker Sophomore Spartanburg, S. C. Walter, Furman Knight 
Sophomore Bostic, N. C. Taylor, Virgil Harold, Jr. Sophomore Spartanburg, S. C. Washburn, William Harton 
Senior Ellenboro, N. C. Taylor, Voigt Otway, Jr. Fre hman Spartanburg, S. C. Waters, Jack Allan 
Senior Myrtle Beach, S. C. Templeton, Scott Freshman Newburgh, New York Watford, Jennings Clements, Jr. 
Duncan, S. C. Freshman Templeton, Rodric David Senior Newburgh, New York Watson, Fred Alton 
Junior Orangeburg, S. C. Terry, James Buxton, Jr. Sophomore Orangeburg, S. C. Watson, George Don 
Freshman Goldsboro, N. C. Thomas, Claude Earle Sophomore Spartanburg, S. C. Watson, Ronald 
Freshman Orangeburg, S. C. Thomas, Gary Edgar Freshman Spartanburg, S. C. Watson, Samuel Dibbie, Jr. 
Freshman Columbia, S. C. Thomas, Robert Herman Sophomore Mayo, S. C. Webb, Robert Burney 
Freshman Chester, S. C. Thompson, Charles Franklin Freshman Hampton, S. C. Weir, William Lowry, Jr. 
Freshman Annandale, Virginia Thompson, Fred Augustus, III Junior Spartanburg, S. C. Welch, Frederick George, Jr. 
Junior Roebuck, S. C. Thompson, James Mark Freshman Avondale Estate, Georgia West, John Quinton, Jr. 
Freshman Moncks Corner, S. C. Thompson, Richard Standish Sophomore Aiken, S. C. West, Ralph Denniston 
Sophomore Marion, S. C. Thomson, James William Freshman Roebuck, S. C. West, Thomas Miles, Jr. 
Senior Ft. Worth, Texas Tiller, Gerald Hampton Freshman McBee, S. C. Westmoreland, William Henry 
Sophomore Orangeburg, S. C. Timmons, Melvin DuRant, Jr. Freshman Union, S. C. Whetsell, George Irvan, Jr. 
Junior Orangeburg, S. C. Tindal, James Earl, Jr. Freshman Lancaster, S. C. Whetsell, William Otto, Jr· 
Sophomore Rock Hill, S. C. Tinsley, Douglas Nolen Freshman Spartanburg, S. C. White, James Spratt, IV. 
Junior Rock Hill, S. C. Todd, Larry Wayne Freshman Matthews, N. C. White, Robert William, Jr. 
Junior Mill Spring, N. C. Toney, Dennis Howard Special Bostic, N. C. Whiteside, Richard Joseph 
Junior LaGrange, Georgia Topping, Leonard Wesley, Jr. Sophomore Spartanburg, S. C. Whitlock, Gary Brown 
Jr. Freshman Bennettsville, S. C. Towery, Gary Furman Freshman Spartanburg, S. C. Whitner, William Church, 
Leesville, S. C. Traywick, Thomas Tatum, Jr. Sophomore Cope, S. C. Wiley, Rodney Keith Junior 
Charleston Heights, S. C. Tuggle, Charles Andrew Special Spartanburg, S. C. Wilkes, Horace Beaufort, Jr. Junior 
Greenwood, S. C. Freshman Tullock, Charles William Senior Chadds Ford, Pennsylvania Wilkie, Hugh Gerald 
Senior Cowpens, S. C. Turner, Robert F. Junior Spartanburg, S. C. Wilkins, Eddie Wayne 
Sophomore Mt. Pleasant, S. C. Turner, William Frank, Jr. Sophomore Union, S. C. Williams, Arthur Lenwood, Jr. 
Special Spartanburg, S. C. Tyler, Arlie Mitchell, Jr. Junior Coral Gables, Florida Williams, John Cornelius, Jr. 
Senior Greenville, S. C. Tyler, Timothy Truett Freshman Orangeburg, S. C. Williams, Thomas Wade 
Senior Kingstree, S. C. Williamson, Needham Rodgers 
Senior Fort Mill, S. C. Umphlett, \Vinwood Brinkley Sophomore Charleston, S. C. Wilson, Donald Ted 
Sophomore Kingstree, S. C. Wilson, Hogan Motes 
Sophomore Fort Mill, S. C. Vandiver, Michael Loy Freshman Anderson, S. C. Wilson, Kenneth Lowell 
Sophomore Canton, N. C. Vann, Tommy Patton Senior partanburg, S. C. Wilson, Vardie Eston, Ill 
Junior Bowan, S. C. Vannerson, Mabry William, Jr. Special Spartanburg, S. C. Wimberly, Joseph Wesley, Jr. 
Orangeburg, S. C. arner, Bobby Dennis Freshman Jonesville, S. C. Wise, Michael David Freshman 
Branchville, S. C. arner, John Taylor, III Fre hman Spartanburg, S. C. Witherspoon, William Va.ughn, Jr. Senior 
Spartanburg, S. C. aughn, Lindsey Columbus, Jr. Senior Rock Hill, S. C. Womack, James Otho Senior 
aughn, Roy eil Sophomore Spartanburg, S. C. Wood, Osborne Glenn, Jr. Sophomore Spartanburg, S. C. 
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Wood, Roger Wayne Sophomore Spartanburg, S. C. STUDENTS BY COUNTIES AND STATES, 1960-1961 
Woodle, Carey Lawrence Freshman Conway, S. C. Counties Woodley, Gordon Raymond Special Spartanburg, S .C. Counties 
Woods, Malcolm Carr, III Senior Marion, S. C. 1 McCormick 0 Worrell, Henry Patterson Freshman Marion, S. C. Abbeville 14 Newberry 5 Wright, Jimmy Dean Junior Spartanburg ,S. C. Aiken 1 Oconee 3 Wright, Richard Lee Junior Gaffney, S. C. Allendale 9 Orangeburg 23 Wyatt, Charles Daniel, Jr. Freshman Easley, S. C. Anderson 2 Pickens 10 Bamberg 
2 Richland 29 Yelton, Robert Crawley Junior Spindale, N. C. Barnwell 3 Saluda 4 York, James Pinckney Special Spartanburg, S. C. Beaufort 5 Spartanburg ZZ9 Younginer, Joe Reid Sophomore Columbia, S. C. Berkeley 1 Sumter 8 Calhoun 
18 Union 16 Zimmerman, Dennis Patrick Sophomore Shaw Air Force Base, S. C. Qiarleston 7 Williamsburg 5 Cherokee 
4 York 16 Chester 
Chesterfield 10 STUDENTS BY CLASSES, 1960-1961 Clarendon 4 States 
Senior Class 139 Colleton 3 South Carolina 603 
Junior Class Darlington 8 orth Carolina 70 175 
Dillon 7 Georgia 25 Sophomore Class 167 Dorchester 10 Florida 27 Freshman Class 281 Edgefield 1 Virginia 12 Special 9 Fairfield 2 New Jersey 4 
Florence 20 Tennessee 7 
Total 771 Georgetown 6 New York 8 
Greenville 35 Pennsylvania 3 
Summer Session, 1960, 1st Term 496 Greenwood 9 Connecticut 3 
Summer Session, 1960, 2nd Term Hampton 1 Delaware 3 429 20 1 Horry Maryland 
Total Jasper 0 Michigan 1 925 3 1 Kershaw Texas 
Lancaster 5 West Virginia 1 Le s Duplicates in Summer School 342 5 Laurens 
Lee 5 Countries Total Net Registration for Summer School 1960 58J Lexington 9 1 15 Puerto Rico Marion 1 
Marlboro 8 Greece 
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